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Foreword

THE LIBERATION OF POLITICS: ALTERITY, SOLIDARITY, LIBERATION
Eduardo Mendieta

Historical periods are sometimes referred to by descriptive names such as the
age of reason, the age of faith, the age of revolutions, the age of totalitarianism,
the age of global wars, and so on. The prophets of neoliberal globalization,
with their vision skewed by the shadow of events barely past, undoubtedly
would like to call our times "the age of the abolition of politics." Globalization
is an ideology that would have the world surrender to a blind technological
and economic drive. Globalization is a fetishizing way to represent for others
those who can't represent themselves, as Marx and Spivak claimed-the pres
ent state of humanity primarily because it subordinates the political to the
economic and the economic to the technological. The maps of globalization,
drawn by the master cartographers of the Pentagon, the World Bank, the
Deutsche Bank, Microsoft, and the International Monetary Fund, are utopias
in which the space of the political is violently colonized and then abolished by
monetary and legalistic imperatives. The political, or rather the spheres of the
political, as Enrique Dussel points out in this book, is assimilated and subordi
nated to the management of investments, technological modernizations, and
budgetary calculations. The political is thus translated into an algorithm that
maximizes profits and returns on investments while minimizing costs by
passing them off to future generations.
This mistranslation that legitimates the massive private accumulation of

collective wealth, which is proportionally matched by generalized disposses
sion and impoverishment, is but an alchemy that turns what is most funda
mentally human-the political-into the most anti-human: thus the necro
philic love of profit-politics as the expression of the lust for and the will to live
off the human -turns into necropolitics (to use that most apropos expression
by Achille Mbembe). The abolition of the political is thus the negation of
human life, not just as naked existence but as collective, communitarian,
dialogical, communicative freedom. Without others, without the other, there
is neither ethics nor politics. Without others, without the other, there is no
politics as the horizon of the possible-the possibility of continued existence.
It is this continued existence as coexistence, as surviving and flourishing with
others, that is the source of the political. It is this politics that is being
abolished by the profiteers of global war and neoliberal pillage. Against this
necropoli tics of neoliberal globalization, a politics of liberation-a politics of
life with others and for others-is proclaimed from below. It is this politics of
life, and for life, that proclaims that politics is the proper vocation of the
human being. It is this proclamation from below, from the victims of capital
ism, imperialism, ecocide, and genocide, that gives us reason to pause and to
affirm that ours will be the age of global politics, the age of the politics of
alrerity, Enrique Dussel's Twenty Theses onPolitics, originally published in Span

ish in 2006, is the manifesto of this politics of alrerity, a politics oflife and for
life, a politics from the underside of necrophilic globalization.
While this manifesto is brief and almost telegraphic in its presentation, it is
neither simple nor a mere exercise in oracular proclamation. Behind every
paragraph stands decades of philosophical work as well as hundreds of pages
of philosophical analysis. Dussel is unquestionably the best -known living phi
losopher from Latin America, and surely he is to have the most lasting effect
on planetary thinking. His work, since its earliest formulations in the 1950S
and 1960s, was avowedly articulated as a philosophy of liberation. In 1975 he
published Philosophy ofLiberation, which summarized a decade of work on what
at the time he called a "deconstruction of ethics" and "an ethics of Latin
American liberation." Philosophy of Liberation articulated not just a project for
the liberation of philosophy but also an ethics and politics of liberation.
Through the late 1970S and early 1980s, Dussel dedicated himself to a recon-
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strucrion of Karl Marx's philosophical itinerary from that of a young Hegelian
to a mature critic of political economy, This decade of philologicaL archival,
and exegetical work at the Marx-Lenin Institute in Moscow yielded what some
have called the most important reconstructive readings of Marx's political
economy to be done in the last quarter of the twentieth century. Just as it was
not possible to read Marx during the 1960s without the aid of Rosdoisky,
Lukacs, and Marcuse, now it is no longer possible to go back to Capital without
the aid of Dussels three volumes on Marx's manuscripts and drafts of that
work. Yet Dussel's work is not produced primarily in library halls or in the
solitary reading rooms of archives and institutes; rather, it emerges from his
pedagogy across the Americas and the world and from his continued and
dizzying dialogues, debates, and encounters with other philosophers. Perhaps
one of his most notorious encounters was with Karl-Otto Apel in a decade
long dialogue on the relationship between Dussels proposal for an ethics of
liberation and Apel's version of discourse ethics .
Two decades after his Philosophy of Liberation and his numerous books on
Marx, Latin American philosophy, and contemporary philosophy, Dussel
published one of his most important works, Ethics of Liberation in the Age of

Globalization andExclusion. This volume synthesized Dussels unique reading of
Emmanuel Levinass ethics of alteriry, with Dussel's own Schellingian reading
of Marx (which affirms that Marx's notion of "living-labor" is the central
category in Capital) and with his new appreciation of procedural formalism ,
which he gained through his debates with Karl-Otto Ape!. Ethics ofLiberation is
a strikingly original, prodigiously documented, staggeringly systematic and
coherent work of moral philosophy, and it is, furthermore, unusual in its
historical scope. The book opens disarmingly with an introduction subtitled
"Global History of Erhiciries," which given its length could easily have been
printed as a separate book with the title "A World History of Ethical Systems."
The rest of the book is divided into two parts: "Foundations of Ethics" and
"Ethical Critique, Anti-Hegemonic Validity, and the Praxis of Liberation."

Ethics of Liberation is probably one of the most extensive, detailed, and well
argued systematic articulations of the principles of moral reasoning that is at
the same time linked to a cosmopolitan, decolonized, post-occidenralist his
tory of moral philosophy.
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Enrique Dussels ethics ofliberation argues that ethics has at its foundation a
material moment-that is, it has to do with corporeal need . Ethics is grounded
in practical truth, namely survival. But simultaneously it is entwined with the
moments ofwhat Dussel calls inrersubjective validity and feasibility. The ethical
has to do with our relations to others, and through those relations, our relations
to ourselves, and thus it entails a series ofprinciples ofintersubjective solicitude

and respect. At the same time, the aim of ethical acts must be within the
horizon ofthe possible. The ethical is related to feasibility; what can be properly
described as ethical is part and parcel of a possible act or action.
Yet every positive and normative description of the foundations of ethics
(meant in the Kantian sense of offering both a point of departure and a
'Justification") also entails the critique of them. Every ethical system, or Sittlich

keit, is always already incomplete and in violation of its own assumptions and
normative commitments. Thus, Dussel devotes the second part of Ethics of
Liberation to an analysis of what he calls negative ethics . The first principle of
negative, or critical, ethics demands that we critique every ethical system that
entails the production of certain victims . Ethical critique commands that we
look at our ethical system from the location of its specific victims. Every ethical
system cannot but exclude some who are affected by the very performance of
that system's goals and expectations. Thus anti-hegemonic ethical critique
demands that we critique the system of intersubjective validity from the per
spective of the voice of those who are not heard and the claims of those who
are intentionally or unintentionally excluded from our ethical deliberations.
Finally, the praxis of liberation commands that we engage in the processes of
transformation of our ethical system so as to allow for the coexistence of those
the system has made into victims. There is no ethics if there is no praxis of
liberation, and only those who engage in such a praxis of liberation can be
granted the name of having sought after 'goodness:' Thus ethical goodness
synergizes practical truth, inrersubjective validity, and feasibility as enacted
from the locus of the victims of each and every ethical system.
The overview given above is indispensable for a proper appreciation of the
disarming succinctness and terseness of this volume . Behind Twenty Theses on
Politics are three hefty volumes in a set titled Politics of Liberation. The first
volume, which was published 2007 under the title Politica de la liberaci6n:

x
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Historia Mundial y Critica, is a global and critical history of political philosophy.
Like the introduction to Ethics of Liberation, the first volume of Politics of

Liberation offers a critical, decolonized, and post-occidentalisr history of polit
ical philosophy which, as Dussel notes in his introduction, seeks to "de
structure" and "re-structure" seven major limitations or limits. A global or
planetary history of political philosophy must seek to overcome the skewing
and refracting influences first, of Hellenism; second , of occidentalism; and
third, of Eurocentrism. As an evident consequence of these three limitations,
the fourth limit is the privileging of a certain periodization of world history.
The fifth limitation to overcome in any political philosophy with pretensions
to planetary relevance is a fallacious and obfuscating secularism that misrepre
sents not only so-called Western culture but also its putative others. The sixth
limitation to overcome is a hubristic theoretical and mental colonization that
disowns and suppresses the political-philosophical contributions of margin
alized societies. Seventh, and finally, Dussel urges in this Politics of Liberation
that a decolonized, decoloni zing, and planetary political philosophy must aim
to denounce and correct the systematic exclusion of the Americas from the
sociological, political, and philosophical narratives of the emergence of moder
nity. Volumes two and three , respectively titled Politics of Liberation: Architectonic
and Politics of Liberation: Critique, are scheduled for publication in
2009,

2008

and

respectively. In addition to the first volume of Politics of Liberation, Dussel

published in

2007

a collection of his essays entitled Hacia unaJilosofia politiea

critica. This compilation of some twenty essays produced since the publication
of his Ethics of Liberation anti cipates and elaborates aspects of the Politics.
Although Twenty Theses on Politics is a synthesis and a summary of the three
volumes of Politics of Liberation it neither duplicates them nor offers their
theoretical dens ity and presentation as a monumental work of scholarly anal

ysis and cosmopolitan scope. What Twenty Theses on Politics does do, however,
is to anticipate the general structure of the three-volume Politics of Liberation.
The first part of Twenty Theses concerns the "prevailing political order," for
which Dussellays out the positive description of the three normative princi
ples of politics: the materi al principle, the formal or normative principle, and
the principles of feasibility. Politics concerns the preservation, enhancement,
and continuation of the life of the political community-the people. But it also
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concerns in an originary and simultaneous way the principles of communal
recognition and political delegation, as well as the principles of political real
ization and actualization. The second part of Twenty Theses is devoted to the
development of the critical principles of a politics of liberation. Thus, if the
positive principles of the first part are partly summarized by the shibboleths of
the French Revolution, namely, equality, fraternity, and liberty, then the nega
tive principles-that is, the principles of political critique, or critical politics
are alrerity, solidarity, and liberation. If the former begins with the positive and
formal affirmation of the right to life of every political subject in a fraternity
and formal liberty that acknowledges those who are already treated as equals ,
then the latter begins from the negativity of the victims of any given political
system : these victims could be those whose lives are made impossible by the
ruling political system, or they may be victims because they are excluded from
the processes of deliberation that endow representatives with political power,
or they may be victims because their claims are ignored as either unrealistic,
utopian, or unacceptable.

Twenty Theses on Politics also illustrates a major tenet of Dussels philosophy,
namely that there is no mere universality but rather always a universal claim
that is particularly and singly articulated. The abstract is not the most univer
sal, and the concrete is the most universal. This is exhibited in the dialectical
arch traced by the theses: that is, from the universal particularity of the last
decade of constitutional assemblies in Latin America to the abstract generality
of the process of delegation of political power. This work, thus, is not simply a
manifesto of a politics of life and for life, but also a manifesto that proclaims
and articulates the lessons of the Latin American Left from the last three
decades-since the path of military revolution was defeated on the fields of
military confrontation by the superior military forces of the United States. To
the force of weapons , the Left that matured through the defeats of the 1980s
and 1990S has now learned to juxtapose the force of democratic elections and
constitutional assemblies . To the Clausewirzian slogan that war is the con
tinuation of politics by other means-which entailed that politics is the con
tinuation of war by other means (as Michel Foucault argued), both formula
tions thus presupposing and entailing the violence against and obliteration of
the opponent-a new slogan is herein proclaimed: politics is the continuation
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of life through the means of deliberation and delegation whose aim is the very
preservation of the opponent. This politics is a biopolitics-a politics not only
of the preservation, enhancement, and continuation of the life of the political
community but also of its very condition of material reproduction: the planet
earth, the cultural communities, and the traditions within which naked life is
transformed in political life.
This book, then, is both a summary and an introduction to what will surely
become Enrique Dussels magnum opus. While the world is hurled into the
whirlwind of economic chaos, political ineptitude, and impending ecological
disaster by the forces of neoliberalism with their cynical and sinister theodicies
of progress, the dispossessed masses of the world clamor for a planetary
politics. Dussel's book seeks to give voice to this clamoring by positing once
again what was one of the greatest discoveries of early humans-namely that
the political is posited by a communal will in order to grant a will to live
rational efficacy. Against the gospel of market theologies with their necrophilic
idols, Dussel affirms the secularism of the people's determination of their will
to live through the noble vocation of the political. Martin Luther's theses were
nailed to the gates of the church; Marx's on the gates of dispossessing bour
geois affluence; Dussel's are to be nailed on the walls of the brutal and seem
ingly unassailable prisons, military bases, banks and board rooms of the

IMF,

World Bank, and the Pentagon.
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Preliminary Words

These twenty thes es on politics are primarily aimed toward young people
that is, toward those who need to understand that the noble vocation ofpolities is
a thrilling patriotic and collective task .' It is true that political activity has
become largely corrupted, especially in postcolonial countries, because our
elites have been governing for five hundred years in the interests of the domi
nant metropolis of the time (Spain, Portugal, France, England, and today the
United States). There is little press or prestige to be gained by taking into
account those at the bottom: the national political community, the poor,
oppressed, and excluded people (see thesis II).
Recently, Latin America has seen a sort of "political spring," which has been
developing since the birth of many new social movements-the Mothers of the
Plaza de Mayo, the Argentinean piqueteros, the movements by the landless and
by the coca farmers , the indigenous movements in Ecuador, Bolivia, Guate
mala, and elsewhere-that have come together at the World Social Forum in
Porto Alegre. These movements have coincided with the unexpected elections
of Nestor Kirchner, Tabare Vasquez, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, Hugo Chavez,
Evo Morales, the perennial and proverbial figure of Fidel Castro, and the
symbolic figure of Sub Marcos. These movements and events represent signs
ofhope, in the face of which we must begin to create a new theory- a coherent
interpretation of the profound transformation that our people are experiencing.

This new theory cannot merely respond to the presuppositions of th e past nve
hundred years of capitalist and colonialist Modernity. It cannot set out from
bourgeois postulates or from those of "real" socialism (with its impossible
perfect planning, its squared circle of democratic centralism, its ecological
irresponsibility, its bure aucratized cadres, its dogmatic vanguardist th eory and
str ategy, and so on ). What is coming is a new transmoderncivilization, which will
be as a result transcapualist and beyond liberalism and real socialism.
The "Left"-that pos ition occupied by progressive groups in one of the
assembli es of the French Revolution-requires a complete ethical, th eoretical,
and practical renewaL The Lefr has either governed through its Central Com
mittees or has been in th e opp osition. Transitioning to th e democratic political
respon sibility of exercising obediential power is not an easy task : it is intrin
sically participatory and without vanguardi sm in having learned from th e

people to respect its millennial culture-the mythical narratives within which it
has developed its own criti cal thought and th e institutions th at mu st be
integrated into this new pr oject.
The rwenty-hrsr centu ry demands great creativity. Even socialism, if it still
has any meaning, needs to take th e form of the "cultural revolution" suggested
by Evo Mo rales (a revolution that has nothing to do with the event s in China
in 1966) . Now is the tim e of the people, of the originary and th e excluded.
Politics cons ists of having "the ear of th e disciple every morning," so th at thos e
who "command, command by obeying." The delegat ed exercise of obediential
power (see th esis 4) is a vocation to which th e youth is summoned, without
personalistic clans, without curre nt s th at pursue the ir own corrupt int erests
that becom e corrupted through nghting for the interests of a group rath er than
that of the whole (whether it be the party, the people, th e fatherland, or
humanity).
The twenty the ses in th is book, situated at nrst on an abstract level, become
progressively more concrete as they develop. Hence, th eses 1 through 10 are the
simplest, th e most abstract, and the most fundamental, th ereby providing the
basis upon which the rest of th e work is con structed. As M arx suggested, it is
necessary to ascend from th e abstract to th e concrete. Accordingly, theses II to
20

are more complex and concrete, since th ey include th e contr adiction of the

people speaking up and taking center stage, thereby entering into action collec-
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tively, In the future, new theses should situate these levels with an even greater
degree of complexity and concreteness, taking into account the integration of
the subjects of colonialism, posrcolonialisrn, metropole, and Empire, and the
struggle for liberation from these international forces. There still remains
room for other theses, in which all levels of domination and alignment would
enter into play on the highest level of complexity, and in which normative
principles would confront one another, forcing us to choose one over another
(within a situation of inevitable uncertainty). And this is because the people do
not act as a pure subject, but rather operate through contradictory blocs that
frequently throughout history betray their most fundamental demands. How
else could entire nations elect Hitler, G . W. Bush , or governments like those of
Menem and Fujimorir?
ENRIQUE DUSSEL

near Anenecuilco, Morelos,
24
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INTRODUCTION

[1.01] In orde ~

to

understand the political (as a concept) and politics (as an

activity) it is necessary to spend some time analyzing their essent ial moments.
In general, both the citizen and the politician (by profession or vocation ) have
failed to medit ate sufficiently on th e meaning of th eir function and the ir
political responsibil ity. In part I of this book I examine the diverse mom ents of
the political, its levels and spheres, and especially-in this time of corruption
I address the question of norm ative political principles. Once I have set forth
the minimal mom ent s of politics on an abstract level, I will th en be able to
ascend to a more concrete, conflictive, and critical level (which will be the
subject of part 2).

Thesis One

~ORR UPT ION AND THE POLITICAL FIELD:
THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE

[1.1] THE CORRUPTION OF POLITICS

[1.1.1 J In order to clear th e positive field it is necessary first to enter into the
debate regarding what th e political "is not." T he political is not exclusively any
of its components, but rather it is all of thes e together. A house is not only a
door, nor is it only a wall or a roof. To say that politics is one of its isolated
components is a reductive fallacy. We need to know how to describe it as a
totality. When considered as a totality we can see that there are bad houses,
houses that do not allow one to live well, which are too small, which are
useless, etc. The same goes for the political.

[1.1.2 J The political as such is corrupted as a totality when its essential
function is distorted or destroyed at its origin. In anticipating what I will
explain later [» 5J, 1 I begin my reflection on the meaning of th e political by first
taking a detour-a detour that leads all political actions and institutions
completely astray.
[l.1.3J This originary corruption of the political, which I will call the fetishism of
power, consists of the moment in which the political actor (the members of the
political community, whether citizens or representatives) believes that power
affirms his or her subjectivity or the institution in which he or she functions
as a "functionary," whether it be as president, representative, judge, governor,
soldier, police officer [» 7-8J-as the center or source of political power. This is
how, for example, the State comes to be affirmed as the sovereign and as the

power oflast resort, and this represents the fetishism of the power of the State
and the corruption of all those who seek to exercise State power defined in this
way. If the members of a government, for example, believe that they exercise
power through self-referential authority-that is, with reference to them
selves-then their power has become corrupted.

[1.1.4J Why:' Because all exercises of power through any institution (from
that of the president to the police) or through any political function (when, for
example, citizens meet in open town councils or elect a representative) have as
their primary and ultimate reference point the power of the political community
[» 3-4J (or of the people in the strict sense [» II]). Failing to refer to this power,

isolating oneself from it, or cutting the link between the delegated exercise of the
determinate power of each political institution (arrow a in figure 2) and the
political power of the community (or the people) (arrow b) results in the
absolutizarion, the fetishization, and the corruption of the power of the repre
sentative fulfilling that function.

[1.1.sJ This corruption, moreover, is double: it corrupts the governors who
believe themselves to be the sovereign center of power, and it corrupts the
political community that allows itself (consents) to become servile rather than
be an actor in the construction of the political (actions [» 6J, institutions [» 7

8J, principles [» 9-10]). The Corrupted representative can use fetishized power
for the pleasure of exercising his or her will as ostentatious vainglory, as
despotic high-handedness, as sadism toward his or her enemies or toward the
improper appropriation ofgoods and wealth. It does not matter what apparent
benefits are granted to the corrupt governor, as what is worst is not wrongly
acquired goods but rather the diversion of his or her attention as a representa
tive: from serving the community through the obediential exercise of power, the
corrupt leader becomes the scourge of the people, their "bloodsucker," their
parasite, their moment ofweakness, and even their death as a political commu
nity. Any struggle for one's own interests-whether it be that of an individual
(a dictator), a class (e.g., the bourgeoisie), an elite (e.g., Creoles) , or a "tribe"
(the heirs of old political compromises)-represents the corruption of politics.

4
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[1.2] THE POLITICAL FIELD

[1.2.1] Everything that we call political (whether it be actions, institutions,
principles, etc.) has as its particular space what I will call the politicalfield. Every
practical activity (events that are family related, economic, sporting, etc.) also
has its respective field within which the actions, systems , and institutions
appropriate to each of these activities are carried out.

[1.2.2] I will use the concept of a field approximately as it was used by
Bourdieu,? This category allows us to situate the various possible levels or
spheres of political actions and institutions, in which the subject operates as
the actor with respect to a given function or as the participant in multiple
practical horizons within which numerous systems and subsystems are structured
(to use the terminology of Luhmann). ' These fields are carved out from the
totality of the "world of everyday life:'4 Of most interest here are the practical

fields .
[1.2.3] The subject, then, becomes present in these fields through func
tionally situating himself or herself in them in various ways. In figure

I

the

subject is the S and appears in fields A, B, C, D, and N, which represent the
family, local or neighborhood life, urban life, or social layers, for example
economic, athletic, intellectuaL political, artistic, philosophical modes of exis
tence, and so on indefinitely. The everyday world is not the sum of all of these
fields, nor are the fields the sum of their component systems. Rather, the first of
these (world, field) comprise and extend beyond the second (fields or systems ),
as reality always exceeds all possible worlds, fields, or systems. This is because, in
the end, all three modes are opened and constituted as dimensions of intersub
jectivity and also because subjects are always already immersed in intersubjec
tive networks-that is, in multiple functional relationships in which they play
the position of irreplaceable, living, material nodes. s There are no fields or
systems without subjects (although one could consider a system analytically
and abstractly as though it lacked a subject) .

[1.2.4] The entire political field is traversed by forces, by singular subjects in
possession of will and a certain degree of power, and thes e wills are in turn
structured within specific universes . As a result, this field is not a mere aggre-
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Figure 1. THE SUBJECT (S) ACTS IN VARIOUS FIELDS

Notes: A, B, C, D, N are diverse practical fields
(familial. economic, athletic, political, etc.). The
subject (5) cuts across these fields, fulfilling
differentiated functions in each.

gate of individuals but rather one of inrersubjective subjects, always already
related through structures of power or institutions of varying permanence.
Every subject-as an actor- is an agent defined in relation to others.

[1.2.5J The world of each subject-that is, our world-is composed of multi
ple fields, and each field, in turn, can intersect with others, as well as with vari
ous systems. Subjects know how to behave in all of these fields and systems, as each
has cerebral maps that have provided a long apprenticeship in how to move

about in these fields without committing practical mistakes-notably, mistakes
that make nosense within the hermeneutic horizon presupposed by each field.
[1.2.6 J Each field has interest groups, hierarchies, and ways of maneuvering,
with respective symbolic, imaginary, and explanatory expressions. One could
create, then, a topography or map of the location of the se diverse forces, with
respect to which the subject knows how to act (see table I). But this field is not
merely a text to be read (as Ricoeur would argue), nor is it a symbol to be
decoded or an imaginary to be interpreted, since there equally exist set actions
with specific purposes, which are then repeated in institutions and structured
through consensus, alliances, and enmities. These fields, then, are practical
structures of the power of will as well as narratives to be understood through
intersubjective practical reason .

[1.2.7J Fields are those political spaces characterized by cooperation, coinci
dence, and conflict . They are not, accordingly, passive structures (as in struc
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Table

I.

SCOPE OF TH E CATEGORIES

EXISTENTIAL
WORLD

>

POLITICAL
FIELD

>

SYSTEMS AND
INSTITUTIONS

>

STRATEGIC
ACTION

Ontological

Logic of

Permanent

Cont ingent

power

power

feasibility. Logic

feasib ility.

of ent ropy

Logic of

(Level B)

contingency
(Level A)

Notes: There exist many fields within a world. Similarly, there are many systems and institutians within
a field, and in this baak a syste m can also include many inst it ut ions. Sem antically, a system is broade r
than an institutio n, and I willspeak, for example, ofa system ofinstltutions (e.g., the State). An institution
can be a microsyst em ar a subsystem. At times , however, I use "institutionalization" and "systematiza
tion" interchangeab ly (in which case system and institution would be se mantically indistinct). In my
terminology "Level C"would be the "implicit principles" {»9-lOjthat operote on "Level A" and "8" (»6- Bj.

turalism) but rath er are spheres of interaction that can be not only distin
guished from mechanical Cartesian, Newtonian, or Ein steinian logics bur also
compared to th e th ermodynamic logic of complexity theory with its bifurcated
(or multifurcated) and nonlinear social and political cause-and-effect relations.

[1.2.8] Every field is delimited. What falls outside the field is beyond its
respon sibility, and what falls inside the field is that which is defined as a
component according to the rules that structure those pr acti ces permitted
within th e field, Its limits define the surface that determines th e sphere of the
normative fulfillment of its content , thus differentiating th e possibl e from th e
impossible," As Karl von Clausewitz states: "We are obliged to say th at th e

political object of war is really situated outside the sphere of war." ? T herefore,
despite th e fact that th e fields of politics and war are distinct, the actor can
cross from one to the other in an instant.
[1.2.9] Every field consists of various systems. The political field can be
institutionalized through a liberal system, a system of "real" socialism , or a system
of increa sing participation (as is being attempted in the Bolivarian revolution
in Venezuela and in the proc ess led by Evo Morales in Bolivia). Just as fields
int ersect (th e economic field can intersect with the political field), so too do th e

systems pr esent in each field int ersect with one another (th e capitalist system can
intersect with th e liberal system or with a system of postcolonial elites educated
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in political dependency) . The bourgeoisie in the English revolution in the
seventeenth century created a parliamentary political system that allowed the
capitalist economic system to carry out the Industrial Revolution (a technologi
cal system materially subsumed within the capitalist system). As we can see,
these distinctions are much more appropriate than Althusser's "instance,"
which is the standards Marxist interpretation.

[1.3) THE PRIVATE AND THE PUBLIC

[1.3.1J The distinction between private and public9 refers to various positions or
modes of exercising inter subjectivity. Inrersubjecriviry is the context for exis
tence and meaning where the objectivity of actions and institutions develops.
It also contains an a priori mode of subjectivity (since there always exists a prior
constitutive moment, or a Husserlian passive genesis). For example, to the
child, monogamous marriage is an objective social institution (conf ronting con
sciousness as an object) while being simultaneously below and prior-constitut
ing that very same child's subjectivity through its mother and father. Democ
racy is an objective political institution, which at the same time develops a
subjective tolerance in the citizenry from childhood, thereby taking on a
purportedly subjective character. In other words, all subjectivity is always inter
subjective.

[1.3.2J I will deem private the operation of the subject in an intersubjective
position such that he or she comes to be protected from the presence, from the
gaze, and from being attacked by the other members of the multiple intersub
jecrive systems of which he or she forms a part. This sort ofpractice is external
to the political field. In a private relation there are always participants (at least
two), whose interactions remain private: these are participants in the sphere of
those who are the 'Closest" to us, of "our own," of "relatives." This is why-on
the systemic-institutional level-one frequently speaks of the family or of those
"within" the walls of the home ; namely, the walls that separate us from the
"foreign," the "beyond," and the "outside," and from the "elements" and those
'Clangerous" things that in primitive times terrorized human beings.

[1.3.3J The public sphere, on the other hand , is the mode that the subject
adopts as an inter subjective position in a "field with others," a mode that allows
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the subject to operate as an "actor" whose "roles" or actions are "represented"

before the gaze ofall other actors. These roles are in turn defined with reference to
the foundational story or narrative-the whole libretto-of a given political
system. To 'enter" the public sphere is to "leave" the private sphere, a privacy in
which the theatrical set no longer exists and in which one ceases to be an actor
and ceases role playing (although roles do exist, in some sense, in the private
sphere) . There are, then, "limits," "lines,"and thresholds, which are continually
being crossed and surpassed, either in fulfillment or in transgression of the
rules. The public is the sphere of the ostensible, and as such the most public
place imaginable is that of the representative political assembly, seen and
observed responsibly by the represented, who rightfully judge whether or not
their interests are correctly represented. Since the time of the Greek "Agora" or
the "G reat Council" of Venice, politics has been synonymous with "the public."

[1.3.4] That which is done by the politician (qua politician) in the obscurity
of the nonpublic-but which videos can occasionally make public for all to
seelO-is corruption, insofar as it conceals from the represented, from the
community, acts that would be unjustifiable in the public light. "Public opin 
ion," on the other hand, is the means by which the political public sphere is
nourished.
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PART 1

[2.01] THE PREVAILING POLITICAL ORDER

In part I of this book I seek to describe the architectonic moments-the mini
mum necessary and sufficient conditions-ofall possible political orders . Every
thing I describe here will serve as a foundatio n that I then deconstruct in part 2

[» II -
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J. Do not, therefore, think of me as being merely a conservative, passive,

or noncon flictive thinker. The task at hand is to gain consciousness of th e
different levels and spheres of political architectonics, which are to be then de
ployed in the political field thro ugh a radical notion of political power [» 2-4J.

Thesis Two

POLITICAL POWER OF THE COMMUNITY AS POTENTIA

[2.1] THE "WILL-TO-L1VE"
[2.1.1J The human being is a living beingY All living beings are herd animals,
and the human being is a collective being by origin. Since human communities
have always been threatened by their vulnerability to death and to extinction,
such communities maintain an instinctive desire to remain alive. This desire-to

live of human beings in a community can be called a will. The will-to-live is the
originary tendency of all human beings, and I offer this notion as a corrective
to Schopenhauer's tragic formulation and the dominating tendency of the
"will-to-power" of Nietzsche or Heidegger.

[2.1.2J In Eurocentric Modernity-since the invasion and subsequent con
quest of America in 1492-political thought has generally defined power as

domination, a definition that is already present in Machiavelli, Hobbes, and
many other classic writers, including Bakunin, Trotsky, Lenin, and Weber,
each of whom, however, makes important conceptual distinctions. To the
contrary, contemporary social movements require from the outset a positive
understanding of political power, which nevertheless bears in mind that this
power is frequently Jetishized, corrupted, and denaturalized as domination . The
"will-to-live" is that positive essence-that content as a force and as a capacity
to move, to restrain, and to promote. At its most basic level, this will drives us
to

avoid death, to postpone it, and to remain within human life.

[2.1.3J Toward this end , the living being needs

to

grasp or to invent the

mean s of survival to satisfy its needs. Such needs are negativities-hunger is
th e lack offood , thirst is th e lack of drink, cold is th e lack ofheat, ignor ance is th e

lack of cultural knowledge, etc.- which mu st be negated by th e existence of basic
goods (nourish ment negates hunger: negation of th e prior negation is an affir
mation of human life).

[2.1.4J To-be-able to take hold of and use such goods to guarantee the means
for survival is already power.12 One who is-not-able lacks th e capacity or facult y

to-be-able to reproduce or improve her or his life through th e fulfillment of th e
necessar y mediation s. A slave does not have power, in th e sense that slaves are

not-able, through th eir own will-as they are neith er free nor autonomous-to
carry out actions or institutional functions in th eir own name and for th eir
own good.

[2.1.5J In this sense, in terms of th e content and motivation of power, the "will
to-live" of the members of a community, or of th e people, is already th e funda
mental material determination of the definition of political power. That is,
politics is an activity that organ izes and promotes th e production, reproduc
tion, and enhancement of the lives of th e members of th at community. As
such, politics could also be referred to as th e 'genera l will," notably in its most
rad ical and precise sense as offered by Rou sseau.

[2.2] " RATIONAL CONSENSUS"
[2.2.1J But th e wills of each of th e memb ers of the community could also be
dir ected toward th e acquisition of their multiple and opp osing privat e int er
ests, and in thi s way th e potency or strength of th e will of the indi vidual can
annul that of others, thereby resulting in impotence, or a lack of power. On th e
other hand, if th ese wills were able to join together th eir objectives, th eir pur
poses, and the ir strategic ends, th en the y would achieve-by organically com
bining str ength in a 'common-will-ro-live't-ea higher degree of pow er-as
potenti al (potentia).

[2.2.2J The possibility of uniting th e blind force of will is th e prop er
function of practical-discursive reason . The community, as lingui stic and com
municative, is on e in which its memb ers can prov ide reasons to other members
in order to arrive at agreements. Through th e use of a wide range of arguments
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that represent public rhetorical expressions in reference to the community of
wills (e.g., mythical stories, artistic expressions like theater, or even the mo~t
abstract scientific formulations) , consensus can be reached provided that cit
izens participate symmetrically. Such consensuses-which are occasionally
unintentional but accepted by tradition, and as such are no less valid-result in
a convergence of wills toward a common good, and this is what we can
properly term "political power."

[2.2.3] This consensus-orconsensus populi as Bartolome de las Casas called it
around 1546 in defending the indigenous Peruvians from the Spanish encomen

deros 13-cannot be the result of an act of domination or violence, in which
individual wills are forced to negate their own "desire-to-live" in favor of the
"sovereign-desire-to-live" (of the King), as was proposed by Hobbes. In this
case, political power finds itself considerably weakened since it is based on a
single active, creative ·w ill- that of the only actor (the King as State, as despotic
Leviathan)-with the remaining citizens having to deny their own wills. With
out the foundation of the resolute will of the citizenry-of the political com
munity, the people-those in power are themselves weakened, as though they
had taken up the artist's brush without the ladder needed to paint. Consensus
must be an agreement by allparticipants-as free, autonomous, rational subjects
with equal capacity for rhetorical intervention-so that the solidity of the union
of wills might be sufficiently strong to resist attacks and to create institutions
that provide permanence and governability.

[2.2.4] Such consensus is therefore a "communicative power" much like that
described by Arendt. The more the individual members of the life-community
participate, and the more individual and common demands are satisfied, the
more the power of the community-the power of the people-becomes through
reasoned belief a protective wall and a productive and innovative motor for
that community.

[2.2.5] Liberalism affirms the priority of this formal moment of the auton
omy and liberty of citizens (since Locke), and right-wing politics affirms the
primacy of the will, of a more or less irrationalist vitalism (as in the case of
Schmitt). What we need to do is to connect both determinations as mutually
constitutive and as lacking any d~termination in the final instance.
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[2.3] THE FEASIBILITY OF POWER
[2.3.1] But the consensually united will of the members of the community

does not constitute an exhaustive description of political power. We still need to
discuss one additional element.
[2.3.2] In order to possess the faculty for power, the community needs to be

able to use mediations-technical-instrumental or strategic-that allow for the
empirical exercise of this will-to -live through common (or popular) consensus.
If a political community, for example, is attacked by another such community,
it needs to be able to resist the attack with military instruments and strategy. If
a community suffers famine, it must be able to develop sufficient agricultural
systems in order to provide sustenance for the population (as demanded by
Aristotle in his Politics). If there is little memory of cultural traditions, then the
community needs to be able to promote educational, artistic, and historical
research programs so that the community, the people, might recover a con
sciousness of its cultural identity-a moment that is equally necessary for the
unity of wills as power (and one that represents a central material subsphere for
politics, as I will show [» 7 J).

[2. 3.3] Strategic feasib ility is therefore the third constitutive determination of
political power, and it can be understood as the potential for using instrumental
reason to empirically accomplish the objectives of human life and its historical
advancement, within the developed system and the (micro-social or macro
political) institutions that in turn make the other two spheres possible.
[2.3.4] Political power cannot be taken, as in the statement "We will attempt

to make a revolution through taking State power!' Power is held, always and only,
by the political community-the people, The community always has this power,
whether it be weakened, threatened, or intimidated such that it cannot be
expressed. Those who possess pure force-violence, the exercise of openly
despotic or ostensibly legitimate domination (as in Weber's description of
power)-have only a ferishized, denatured, and spurious power [» 5], which
despite being called "power" consists instead of a violence that is destructive of
the political itself. Totalitarianism is the exercise of power through nonpoliti
cal, police, or quasi-military means , which cannot awaken in the citizenry that
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strong consensual un ion of wills, moti vated by free reasoning and discussion,
that properly constitutes political power.

[2.3.5J I will therefore use the term potentia to refer to the power th at is a
faculty or capacity inherent in the people as the final instance of sovereignty,
authority, governabilit y, and the politi cal. This power as potentia-which spreads
like a network over th e entire political field, and within which every political
actor is a node (to use a category proposed by Castells)-develops on various
levels and in various spheres, thereby constituting the foundation and essence of

all that is political. One might even say that the political is the development of
political power in all its moments.
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Thesis Three

[3 .1] POWER AS POTESTAS

[3.1.1] Power is a faculty or a capacity that one has or does not have, but to speak
precisely, power is never taken. What can be assaulted, taken, and dominated
are the instruments or institutions that mediate the exercise of power. It is in
this sense that one speaks of the "taking of the Bastille"-a prison building th at
repres ented the juridical-punitive institutions of the absolutist monarchical
State.

[3.1.2] On the other hand, the primary and ultimate collective subject of
power, which is as a result sovereign and possesses its own fundarnenral
authority, is always the political community, or the people. There is no other
subject of power except the community. None!

[3.1.3] Potentia [» 2], then, is our starting point, but on its own this power of
the community-while representing the ultimate foundation of all power-still
lacks real, objective, empirical existence . The merely feasible consensual will of
the community remains initially indeterminate and in-itself, that is, it lacks roots,
a main stem, branches, and fruit . It could have them, but as yet it does not.
The seed is a tree in-itself, prior to having manifested itself, realized itself,
grown, and appeared in the light of day. In the same sense, power as potentia (in
its double sense as strength and as future possibility)-while serving as the
foundation of all political power-if not actu alized (through political action
involving power) or institutionalized (through all those political mediations

[Phenomenal appearance]

d
(negative)
Fetishized .....' -------

Potestas
b
(positive)
(as delegated exercise of power) ------J.~ "Obediential"

power

Determinate being (Da-sein)
Institutional political power
It.

power

la

Potentia

(as consensual power, with auctoritas)
Indeterminate being (sein) in itself
[Foundation]
Figure 2. FROM POTENTIA TO POTESTAS
Notes: Arrow a representsthe originary(antological) disjunction or split within the primary power (po 
tentia) of the political community, which gives rise to the delegation of the exercise ot pawer thraugh
institutions and representatives (potestas) ("those who command") , Hegel wouldhave coiledthis dis
tancingthe Diremtion , the Entzweiung, or the Explicatio of political power. Originary power (potentia)
as such is indeterminate (stillnot-anything), and is accordingly withoutany "lack"but alsa withoutreal
or empirical existence. Thesimple step towardthe institutionalization or arganization ot some hetero
geneous function of ane member withrespect to anotheralreadyproducesa "determination" ("being
there," or Da-sein) and inaugurotes the possibilityof realexistence but also at the same time the pos
sibilityofthe representative distancing himselforherselffromthe represented, of the institutianfrom the
institutionalized, ot the delegated exercise of power (potestas), which is no longersimply the same con
sensualpower"from below" (potentia). Arrow b representsthe positive exercise of poweras a reinforce
ment ot potentia . Arrow c representsthose wha "command obeying" (obediential power). ["Command
abeying" is an indigenous phrase papularized by the Zapatista rebellian in Chiapas, Mexico. -Trans.}
Arrow d shows the fetishization of potestas (in which institutional poweraffirms itself as the savereign
origin of power, over and against potentia). Arrow e represents power exercised as domination ar a
weakening of potentia, in which those in power "ruleby command." Arrows a-b-c representthe circula
tion of power as regeneratian. Arrows a-doe representthe corruptcycleof power.

required to fulfill the functions of the political), remains merely potential, like
a nonexistent possibility.

[3.1.4J If potentia is power in-itself, then potestas is power outside-itself (but not
necessarily for-itself, as we will see). We have illustrated this originary ontologi
cal scission with arrow a on figure 2 . The process of passing from a fundamen
tal moment (potentia) to its constitution as an organized power (potestas) begins
when the political community affirms itself as an instituting power (but not
yet instituted, as Castoriadis suggests), thereby deciding to heterogeneously

organize its functions in order to accomplish diverse ends . In the primitive clan
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there could have been a certain degree of originary indifferentiation (but even
then this was not complete): everyone could fulfill all of the functions, because
these did not require too much technical experience and because there was
little development. In the face of the political complexity of the Neolithic
period, however, the appearance of cities required a massive number of oc
cupations and professions, and as a result politics gave rise to multiple institu
tions (that is, power as potestas appeared).

[3.1.5J The necessary institutionalization of the power of the community, of
the people, constitutes what we term potestas. The institutionalized community
is one that, having created the mediations that make possible the exercise of

potestas, splits off from the merely undifferentiated community. This is a scis
sion between potentia and potestas, in other words, between the power of the
political community as central, original, and fundamental (the hidden on
tological level) and the heterogeneous differentiation of functions through
institutions that allow power to become real, empirical, and feasible, which
allow it to appear (as a phenomenon) in the political field. This split-With
regard to which we agree with Spinoza and Negri, but simultaneously move
beyond them-is necessary, and it marks the pristine appearance of politics
while representing at the same time the supreme danger to politics and the
origin of all injustice and domination. It is thanks to this scission that all
political service becomes possible, but it is here that all corruption and oppres
sion also begins its uncontrollable course. Being (sein) becomes being-that (Da

sein )-a thing-and as a result both justice and its opposite enter into history.
The anarchist dreams of the lost paradise of potentia, of undifferentiated power
in-itself (in which injustice is impossible), and the conservative adores the fixed
and controlled power of potestas (and accordingly exercises institutional power
as domination). Politics will be the long history of the proper or corrupted use
of potestas. The noble vocation of politics is a possibility that opens up only with
this primary scission (indicated with the move from arrow a toward arrow b in
figure 2). The other possibility is the idolatrous and corrupt vocation of power
as self-referential potestas, which always becomes the scourge of the people (in
the process that begins with arrow d and culminates in arrow e).
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[3.2] THE DELEGATED EXERCISE OF POWER

[3.2.1] Power as potential always and only belongs to the political community,
the people. It becomes real thanks to institutionalization (potestas ), which medi
ates strategic action [» 6] and which, as such, represents the agential moment
but not the stabilizing historical outcome. That is, the exercise ofpower is always
a moment of potestas, or of institutionally fixed functions [» 7], since strategic
political action-which takes the form, in the initial case of a constituent power

(potentia as an instituting power in the creation of a constitution), of all that
leads up to the convocation of the representatives for the constituent assembly
-is in some way framed by the natural democratic institution (as Francisco
Suarez describes it).14 This is because, in effect, when a community agrees to
create a government this decision must be made collectively, and to do so is
already a democratic act akin to the natural discursive symmetry of potentia in
the first institutional act. Whether this potestas is institutionalized as a monar
chical or republican system, or as an oligarchic or democratic republic, etc., can
be decided later, and once potestas is sufficiently institutionalized, the normal
exercise of delegated power in the hands of the representatives can begin.
[3.2.2] But in fact, any exercise of power is institutional, because the power

of the community as potentia in-itselfis not an initial empirical moment in time
but rather a foundational moment that always remains in force beneath institu
tions and actions (that is, beneath potestas) . When one speaks , then, of the
"exercise of power" it means that this power is actualized as one of its institu
tional possibilities, and like all mediation it is heterogeneously determined.
The exercise of electoral power as a citizen is not the same as the exercise of
presidential power as the head of government. Both, however, are an exercise or
an actualization-that is, the phenomenal appearance of an action in the
political field or an institution fulfilling a function through its operator. In
stitutional exercise, then, is not power as potentia. The community possesses
the originary and ontological faculty of power, but any actualization of that
power is institutional and thereby delegated. The slogan "All power to the
soviets!" draws us toward the direct and fully participative democracy of the
community in possession of potentia. Regardless, while the soviets already
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represented a certain minimal degree of institutionalization, they lacked some
essential institutional levels-the soviets were a potentia that did not want to
become alienated as potestas-and as a result the effort failed categorically.
With the birth of "real" or "actually existing" socialism in the Soviet Union in
1921-in which the "soviets" remained in name only-potestas was excessively
consolidated and passed from a situation of quasi-anarchism (in which potentia
is always idealized) to a totalitarian organization of potestas. Neither the first
position (oflack) nor the second (of excess) is adequate.

[3.2.3] That is, the community cannot permanently behave as a substantive
and unanimous collective actor through direct democracy. This is the ideal
moment of the postulate, but it remains empirically impossible [» 15 and 19]
since the community acts in a differentiated manner through each of its
members. During the Paleolithic hunt, one member of the party would give
the signal to begin the hunt, others frightened the prey, others brandished
arms in appropriate places, others specialized in the use of traps, and still
others distributed the catch proportionally among the hunters. This func
tional differentiation allowed them to achieve higher and more complex objec
tives, and the same can be said of the delegated exercise of political power.
[3.2.4] Delegation implies that one is to act in the name of all (univers ality)

through a differentiated function (particularity) undertaken through individual
attention (singularity). The singular (private) exercise of an action is that which
is carried out in one's own name . The delegated (public) exercise of an action is
carried out as a function of the whole, and the foundation of this exercise is the
power of the community (as potentia). Those who exercise power in this way do
so through others (with regard to origin), as mediation (With regard to content),
and for the other (with regard to purpose: arrow c in figure 2).

[3.3] POTESTAS AS OBJECTIFICATION, ALIENATION

[3.3,1] In the economic field, the living labor of the worker is objectified in the
value of the product. This objectification-through which , by being trans
formed into another thing, the labor becomes "alienated"-can be understood as
similar to the coagulation of blood, since blood is the symbol oflife in Semitic
thought. Similarly, in the political field the power of the people (potentia) is
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objectified and alienated in the system of political institutions produced histor
ically throughout the millennia for the exercise of that power (as potestas).

[3.3.2] To speak of the objectification of a collective subjectivity like that of
the political community necessarily implies a certain degree of estrangement, a
loss of immediate identity, and a move toward mediated differentiation. Medi
ation is necessary since the reproduction of life is impossible without institu
tions and systems (e.g., agriculture and shepherding) since no legitimacy can
be accepted without intersubjective agreements, and since political power is
impossible without these prerequisites. But at the same time , this mediation
remains opaque and nontransparent-as simultaneously necessary and ambig
uous as representation and indeed all institutions [» 7].

[3.3.3] Like all mediation, potestas (as the sum of institutions) is therefore
ambiguous. Its normative meaning as justice or its cynical use as violent force
exist in an originary state in which necessary discipline always represents a
certain form of the compulsion of pleasure, and as such could be interpreted as
repression. However, by its nature and in the first moments of its creation, the
institutions of potestas generally respond to some popular demands. Quickly
although this can be a matter of centuries-these institutions show on the one
hand signs of fatigue through a process of entropy and erosion, and on the
other hand the inevitable fetishization that bureaucracy produces in institu
tions (potestas), turning them toward the survival of a self-referential bu
reaucracy. When this happens, the mediations invented for the advancement
of life and democracy turn instead down the path toward death, repression,
and domination. The critical political actor-one who has an attitude of critical

realism-must embark upon the course that seeks to be the most critical, that
of the "Left," which today, beyond being merely opposed to the Right, has
ceased to put forth its own concrete political content.

[3.3.4] In this case, alienation as mere objectification becomes the negation
of the delegated exercise of power, that is, it becomes the fetishized exercise of
that power.
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Thesis Four

[4.1] POLITICS AS A "PROFESSION" OR A "VOCATION"

[4.1.1] In Politics as a Vocation ,15 Max Weber describes how for the subject the
political function can be interpreted and lived-existentially and biographi
cally-as a bureaucratic "profession" (in some cases, a very lucrative one) or as a
"vocation" motivated by ideals and values with a normative content that in
spires the subjectivity of the political actor toward a responsibility to the other,
to the people. Today, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, politicians
representatives elected for the exercise of institutional power, or potestas
represent elitist groups that have become progressively corrupted, notably in
light of the enormous erosion of twentieth-century revolutions, the failure of
many political movements encouraged by grand ideals, and the economic
crisis, and in a context marked by the increasing difficulty for young people to
find fixed salary positions (due to increasing structural unemployment) .
[4.1.2] It is impossible to motivate the young to choose politics-or to

reinvigorate those who chose it long ago-through an appeal to outdated
virtues or to the abstract values of a decadent aristocratic society. Young
people-bombarded by the mediaocracy, by fashion, and by the totality of an
everyday world immersed within the horizon of capitalist society, which im
poses its superficial and ostentatious ideals through the market-will have a
difficult time overcoming the demands to increase their wealth in order to be
able to buy and show off these (monetarily) expensive signs of difference (as

Baudrillard would say). It is not impossible, then, to imagine that those who
choose the profession of politics might quickly accept the Faustian bargain,
and "sell their soul to the devil" of fetishization by using the exercise of power
for their own individual or group purposes. This is the birth of politics as a
"profession" and political parties as 'electoral machines" that impose their
bureaucratized candidates to benefit their own party. This is the fetishization
of power through the corruption of the subjectivity of the political actor.

[4.1.3J Against this issue we need to struggle for the birth and growth of a
new generation of patriots-of young people who decide to create "another
politics," as was done by Spartacus, Joan of Arc, Washington, Hidalgo or
Bolivar, and even by "Che" Guevara, Fidel Castro, or Evo Morales. None of
these figures were political by "profession ." They were slaves, shepherds, land
owners, priests or intellectuals, doctors, lawyers, and unionists, but through
ethical responsibility they came to serve their communities, their people, and in
many cases they gave their lives for their cause. What more can one offer than
ones life? Those who survived demonstrated an incorruptible fidelity to the
delegated exercise of power in favor of their people: they did not flaunt dele
gated authority in order to increase their prestige or wealth . Their glory-still
greater for having been persecuted by the enemies of the people who they
liberated-consists of their efforts to be faithful to the end in perseve rance to
their "vocation."

[4.1.4J "Vocation" (from the Latin verb vocare) means "to be called upon" to
complete a mission. The one who 'calls" is the community, the people, and the
one who is called feels "summoned" to assume the responsibility of service. All
happiness to those who faithfully fulfill their vocation! Cursed be those who
betray it, because they will be judged either in their own time or by history!
On September

II ,

1973, Augusto Pinochet seemed to be an untouchable and

demiurgic hero, and the humiliated democratic and popular leaders like Sal
vador Allende died in his armor-plated hands. In

2006,

Pinochet was on trial,

not just for being a dictator but for robbing the people (also on trial were his
wife and children). Who would have suspected this at the time of the coup
d'etat, when he was supported by Henry Kissinger and all of the powerful
leaders of the West? Carlos Menem and Carlos Salinas de Gortari will enjoy
the same luck.
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[4.2] POWER AS "OB·EDI ENCE"
[4.2.1] Those who lead are representatives who must fulfill a function of

potestas. They are elected

to exercise

in a delegated manner the power of the

community, and they must do so with respect to the demands, claims, and
needs of that community. When in examining the events in Chiapas we are
taught that "those who command must!" command by obe ying," this is a very
precise indication of the service of the political functionary (fulfilling a "func
tion"), who exercises delegated, obediential power (arrow b in figure 2).

[4.2.2] In this way, we have a categorical circle that remains positive-that is,
one that has not yet fallen into the fetishizing corruption of power as domina
tion. The power of the community (potentia) gives rise to political institutions

(potestas) (arrow a in figure 2) operating through delegation to elected represen
tatives (arrow b) in order to fulfill the demands of the fullest life of the citizenry
(material sphere [» 7]), with reference to the demands of the system of legit
imacy (formal sphere [» 8]), and within the realm of the strategically feasible.
The representative is attributed a certain degre e of authority-because the
center of auctoritas is not the government, but rather always in the final instance
the political community (although Agamben does not specify this) -in order
to better carry out the responsibilities of his or her position in the name of the

whole (of the community). Representatives do not act from themselves as a final
source of sovereignty and authority, but rather as delegates and with regard to
their objectives (arrow c in figure 2)-that is, in favor of the community;
listening to its demands and claims. "To listen to the one before you ."? is to
say that obedience is the primary subjective position that the representative
or governor, 18 or those performing the function of a political institution,
must have.

[4 .2.3] Obediential power would therefore mean the delegated exercise of the
power of all authority that fulfills the political justice claim .' ? Put differently,
this characterizes the upright political actor who aspires to exercise power in
order to have the necessary subj ective position to struggle in favor of the
empirically possible happiness of a political community, a people.
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[4.2.4J This circle-indicated by arrows a, b, and c in figure 2-is a process
that produces, reproduces, and enhances the life of the community and each
one of its members, fulfilling the requirements of democratic legitimacy within
the horizon of a critical realism that grasps instrumental and strategic feasi
bility while keeping sight of the normative [» !OJ.

[4.2.5J In this way, we have sought to describe power, in its proper sense,
positively (and not merely as domination)-namely as the strength and the
consensual will that produces actions and gives rise to institutions that support
the political community. Each of these institutions-from the micro-institu
tions of civil society (to which Foucault pays so much attention [» 8.3.3]) to the
macro-institutions of political society (so criticized by Bakunin [» 8.3.4])
exercises a certain degree of power, in structures disseminated throughout the
political field and within specific systems, such that within each of these the
institutions can fulfill this obediential character. The political field, in the strict
est sense, is not an empty space but rather is like a minefield full ofnetworks and
nodes ready to explode over conflicts about unfulfilled demands (bearing in
mind that one can never fulfill all such demands perfectly).

[4.3] REPRESENTATION AND "SERVICE"
[4.3.1J The representative-as the name indicates-e-represents" the citizen qua

member of the political community who upon electing the representative
thereby constitutes his or herself as the "rep resent ed: ' There is a certain
inevitable passivity in this gesture, which also carries with it a certain degree of
risk. The risk consists of the fact that while the delegation oforiginary power
that of the community, potentia-is necessary (against the spontaneism of certain
types of populism and anarchism) , and while this delegation must be continu
ously regenerated through the face-to -face interaction of a community assem
bly (below the municipal level-i.e., neighborhood assemblies , communes,
rank-and-file committees, erc.), there nevertheless remains the risk of fetish
ization. In other words , representation too can turn inward on itself and
become self-affirming as the final instance of power.

[4.3.2 J I repeat: Power is "delegated" to someone so that they might "re
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present" the community, the people, on the level of the institutional exercise of
power. This is necessary but at the same time ambiguous. It is necessary
because direct democracy is impossible in political institutions that involve
millions of citizens. But it is ambiguous because the representative can fOtget
that he or she exercises power through delegation, in the name "of another," as
one who is "presented" on the institutional level (potestas) with reference ("re-")
to the power of the community

(potentia). Representation, then, is obedience.

[4.3.3J In its fullest, original, political sense, representation is the delegation
of power for the purpose of being exercised or fulfilled in "service" to the
represented, who have elected a representative because neither the advance
ment of life in the community nor legitimacy nor efficacy are possible without
the differentiation of heterogeneous functions . If in the Paleolithic hunt every
one performed the same function (e.g., sounding the alert), then no one would
be able to catch anything. Or, if each person merely performed the function
that they preferred, the result would be chaos and the hunters would never be
able to capture the swift rabbit or the fierce lion. Instead, they would die of
hunger. Representation, then, is necessary but ambiguous, but it cannot be
eliminated on account of this ambiguity. Rather, it is necessary to define it, to
regulate it, and to imbue it with normariviry such that it might be useful,
efficient, just, and obedient to the community.

[4.3-4J Having said this , and in transition to the next thesis, we can now
understand that power divides once again. This time, however, the split does
not occur between potentia (power in-itself) and potestas (power as mediation),
but rather in an entirely new way.

[4.3.5J In the first place, we have positively, obediential power ("commanding
by obeying") [explained here in thesis 4J, which we can see described in the
following well-known text: "Whoever wants to be first [i.e., an authorityJ must
be a slave20 to all"21 (arrow b in figure 2). In this case, the delegated exercise of
power is carried out through vocation and compromise with the political commu
nity, with the people.

[4.3.6J In the second place, we have negatively Jetishized power [» 5J ('com 
manding by commanding"), which is condemned with the warning that "those
who are regarded as rulers . . . dominate the people as though they were their
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bosses, .. . their high officials exercise authority over them"22 (arrow d in figure

2). In this case, the self-referential exercise of power is performed for the
benefit of the governor and his or her group, "tribe," sector, or bourgeois class,
etc. The representative in this case is a corrupt bureaucrat who turns his or her
back on and oppresses the political community, the people.
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Thesis Five

THE FETISHIZATION OF POWER:
POWER AS DOMINATION

[5.1] WHAT IS FETISHISM?

[5.1.1] The strange word "fetishism" comes from Portuguese, in which fetifo
means 'Clone."23 In the sense that things "made by the hands of man " are idols,
fetishism is similar to idolatry, as both terms refer to the making of "gods"
through the imaginative control of the human being . These gods are "made,"
but then are worshiped as divine, as absolute, and as the origin ofall else, and it
was for this reason that the young Karl Marx-under the restricted press
freedom of the despotic Prussian king-wrote this magnificent text: "We will
do what welike [says the government]. Sicvole, sicjubeo, statpro ratione voluntas.24
It is truly the language of a ruler [Herrschersprache] . . . . Of course, the province
has the right, under prescribed conditions, to create these gods for itsel£25but as
soon as they are created, it must, like a fetish worshipper, forget that these gods
are its own handiwork.26 ... We are confronted here with the peculiar spectacle,
due perhaps to the nature of the Provincial Assembly." of the province having
to fight not so much through its representatives as against them."28

[5.1.2] This explicitly political text by Marx shows us that fetishism in
politics has

to

which ceases

do with the absolutization of the "will" of the representative,

to

respond, ceases

to

base itself on and link itself to the "general

will" of the political community it represents: "Thus I wish it, thus I order it;
the will (of the governor] takes the place of reason [as foundational]." The
foundational link between potestas (the power that must be exercised through

delegation ) and potentia (the power of the people itself) is broken, and the former
is thereby absoluri zed, claiming itself as a self-reflexive and self-referential
found ation.
[5.1.3J Within the economy, Marx explains this inversion more broadly,
formulating it as th e "personification of the thing and a reificarion of the
person,'?" to which he adds the following: "Living labour is incorporated into
capital ... [andJ appears as an activity belonging to capital, as soon as the labour
process starts.... Thus the productive power of social labour, and the specific
form s of it, now present themselves as productive powers and forms of capital. ...
H ere on ce again we have the inversion of the relation, the expression of which
we have already characterized as th e fetishism of the commodity'?"
[S.1.4J This inversion consi sts of the fact that "living labor" (or the living,
corporeal subj ectivity of th e worker: th e "person") is the basis of all value (and
capital is nothing more than "the accumulated valorization of value"), that is,
the basis of capital (the "thing"). Now, on the other hand, the thing-like
product of living labor (capital) becomes a "person" or a phenomenal subject,
and the worker becomes a "thing" (instru ment) in the service of th e growth of
capital. Fetishism is thi s spectral inversion : the founded, the edifice, app ears as
the foundation and the foundation as th e founded, the edifice. This is the
"fetishistic secret of capital," that is, its method of concealment that distorts
interpretation and knowledge of realit y by inverting it .
[S.1.sJ The same occurs in politics, as potestas or institutionalized power
which is the delegated exercise of th e originary power of the community or
people (potentia)-now affirms itself as th e center, as the foundation, as the being,
as political powerproperly speaking. The "will" of the governor, the representative,
the institutions, the Stat e-which Marx expresses correctly as the moment in
which "will takes the place of reason"31-becomes the location ofpolitical power
on beh alf of that same governor. "Those who command, command by com
manding:' and th ey com mand the obedient (as required by W eber). Potentia
has been de-potentiated and has become a passive mass that receives orders
from political power (domina nt classes, powerful elites , political institutions,
the State, th e Leviathan). Potestas has been deified, separated from its origin
(indicated by arrow a in figure 2), and self-referentially turned in upon itself
(arrows a-d-e illustrate this feti shist movem ent).
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[5.1.6J Once power has become fetishiz ed, the action of the representative,
of the governor (whether it be a king, a liberal parliament, a state, erc.), must
inevitably be a coercive action and thus cannot fulfill the delegated exercise of the
power of th e community. This, as I mentioned, represents the predominant
understanding of power from the perspective of colonialist Modernity and
Empire since Hobbes. However procedural the elections , and however much
institutions like the popular elecrion of representatives appear to have been
fulfilled, this is still only the self-referent ial exercise of despotic aut hority.
Representation itself has become corrupted, and election yields coercion. All
of politics has been inverted, or fetishized.

[5.2] FETISHI ZATI ON OF POW ER
[5.2.1J Fetishism begins with the subjective debasement of th e individual
representative who has th e pleasure, the desire, and the sadistic force of the
omnipotent exercise offetishized power over disciplined and obedient citizens.
The nonobedient, in turn, are the object of police repression-the definition of
Kant's understanding of politics as the coercive legality of the external liberal
State, which accordingly does not demand the subjective adhesion of morality.
It is this that Schmitt rightl y shows as the radical destruction of the content of
politics and that Habermas explains as th e lack of a sufficient found ation for

legitimacy. Such exercise is alwaysdomination. This is treated as an Act of God,
as by the Roman slave, by the feudal serf, or by the citizen who stoically suffers
this despotic exercise of power by cult ivating virtues in this life and awaiting
deserved happiness in the next (as shown by Kant, a professor in Konigsburg,
a city that claimed membership in the Hanseatic League).
[5.2.2J When power is defined institutionally, objectively, or systematically
as domination-in the best of cases claiming to represent the power of the
people,32 by the people,33 and for the people 34- popular demands can never be
fulfilled, because power functions as a separate, extrinsic, coercive instance
"from above" acting on the people. This was the case of the "democratic central
ism" of the Central Committee of "real" socialism, and equally with liberalism,
in which the bourg eoisie-always a minority by definition-gain the majority
through deceptive electoral procedures perpetrated on the masses, who remain
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bewildered by the fetishistic mechanisms of the mediaocracy. In effect, the
originary power of the community, the people (potentia), is expropriated from it
and proclaimed to serve it from without, from above like an eagle,35and also like a
Monster, like the Leviathan, leading the people to exclaim: "Have all the work
ers of iniquity no knowledge, who eat up my people as they eat bread/ (Psalm
14:4; a passage to which Marx, who was from a family ofJewish rabbis from

Trier, often turns) .

[5.3] DERIVATIONS OFTHE FETISHIZATION OF POWER
[5.3.1] The fetishizacion of power, as we have seen, consists of a "W ill-to-Power"

as domination of the people, of the majority, of the weakest, of the poor. All other
definitions must be rejected as idealistic, insufficiently realistic, moralistic, and
ineffective. In this case,politics is the art ofexercising power over antagonists who
are subjected-at best, hegemonically-to the will of fetishized institutions in
favor ofsome particular members ofthe community or, in the case ofpostcolonial
countries (like those of Latin America), for the benefit of metropolitan States.
This same Ierishized power, since it cannot base itselfon the strength ofthe people,
must support itself through groups that violently subjugate that very same people
or must rely on metropolitan, imperial powers when the dominant consensus has
lost its effectiveness in producing the obedience of the masses (that is, when
Weberian legitimacy is no longer accepted). Carlos Menem and Carlos Salinas de
Gorrari were both very highly regarded in the United States and also at the World
Bank and at the International Monetary Fund. They behave despotically toward
those below and submissively toward those above: they are "viceroys" or provincial
governors, but not "kings:'
[5.3.2] In order to be able to exercise self-referential power-the fetishiza

tion of potestas-it is necessary to have previously, and to continue to weaken,
the originary political power of the community (potentia) . Potestas destroys

potentia (arrow e in figure 2). That is, it divides the community, it impedes the
construction of a consensus "from below," and it sows conflict. As the fetishist
adage states, "Divide and conquer." Self-referential power can only triumph if
it destroys the originary and normative power of all politics: the power of the
political community. This is why dictators- Hitler and Pinochet on one side
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and Stalin on the other, bearing in mind the differences betwe en the two
repress the citizenry, civil society, th e political community, th e people. Nothing
and no one could provide a foundation for anti-democratic action [» 8 and

IOJ.

Fetishized power is essent ially anti-democratic, as we will see, becaus e it is self
grounded on its own desp otic will.

[5.3.3J Fetishized power expects compensation. In th e feud al world, for
example, publicly recognized honor was th e fruit of the despot ic exercise of the
power of the feudal lord over th e serfs and th e cities. Their "W ill-to -Power"
was satisfied by political and religious power over their domain. In capitalist
society, on th e other hand, in which capital serves as th e sup reme value,
triumph is measured according to th e increasing wealth of the citizens. Wealth
is the payment afforded to tho se who surrender their lives to the profession of
politics (as a prominent member of a party or as a repres ent ative in congress)
when power has becom e corru pted and fetishized. And while salaries, however
high, are never enough for the boundless avarice that gloats over th e exercise of
limitless power, the accumulation ofwealth through illegitim ate means quickly
pr esents itself as a possibilit y. Furthermore, th e subjective corruption resulting
from th e theft of publi c goods-through illegal enrichment such as th e discov
ery of sixty million dollars in a Swi ss bank account on beh alf of a nepotistic
politician: corruption as robbing the people of Mexico-and the will to domi
nate th at such corruption entails surreptitiously slides toward the sexual dom 
ination of th e subaltern woman. I am speaking her e of an unconscious subjec
tive confu sion in which the libido or pleasure at exercising despotic power over
th e other, the avarice of accumulating their goods , and th e erotic domination
of the ir bodies, all int ersect with one another.

[5.3.4J The political bureaucracies of parties become corrupted when th ey
use tho se medi ations necessary for th e exercise of power toward their own
end s. They cease to be repres entatives who act through delegation and instead
become despots who demand that th e people pay homage to their authority.
T he inversion is repeated. Instead of the people being served by the repres enta
tive th ey becom e its servant . The elites, the political class, appear as self
referential, and th ey no longer respond to th e political community.

[5.3.5J The various "currents" existing within th e parties (vulgarly called
"tribes") fight for their "power quota" so that their preferred candidates might
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stand for the election of representatives. In short, they fight so that their most
capable members might occupy a position in the system of the political institu
tions of the State, thereby guaranteeing them an income. This is proof of
corruption, because they have forgotten their responsibility as actors that need
to be prepared and to carry out a role, to be representatives in the delegated and

obediential exercise of power with respect to the potentia of the people. Insofar as
they do not care about the honor of their own party or the common good of
the community, and insofar as they practice violent, dishonest, crooked, or
fraudulent means in order to become bought-and-paid-for representatives,
political actors express a profound corruption. The people lose confidence in
candidates or authorities whose ethical coherence-with regard to their family,
their finances, their conduct in the party and in public, erc.e-demonstrares
clear contradictions. A modern party is not an electoral mechanism but rather
a body of public servants with a thoughtful, studied, well-crafted ideology
carried out always through public political actions.
[5.3.6J There can be corruption among popular groups. For example, corpo

ratism is the effort to cater to private interests through collaboration with the
fetishized power of those who govern; here we might think, for example, of an
oil union that seeks profit through favors that harm public well-being in order
to prevent the mobilization of workers against the privatization of petroleum.
Many seek power from above in order to benefit from the crumbs of its
corruption, and in so doing they make possible that very same corruption.
Even though all sectors of society might be part of a corporative structure that
struggles for its particular interests, the demands of the people still would not
have been fulfilled in such a situation: there would simply be a multitude of
gangs of thieves struggling among themselves without being able to construct
even the most minimal agreement deserving of the name of political power
"from below," from the people as potentia. The internal rules of a band of thieves
have nothing to do with political norrnariviry,
[5.3.7 J Even groups of people can become corrupted, as when the population

of the Empire maintains its silence or looks the other way in the face of the
immolation of innocent people like those of Afghanistan, Iraq, or Palestine; or
like the German people, the immense majority ofwhich "did not find out" about
the extermination ofJews in the Holocaust."
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Thesis Six

[6.0.1] Power unfolds over th e entire political field, blanketing it with a net 

work of force relations and nodes (each citizen, each representative, and each
institution represents one of these "knots"). I would like to propose for the
sake of clarity, however, that there are three levels within which we can deal
with all of the moments that constitute politics (see figure 3). The first level (A)
is that of strategic action [» 6, 15-16]. The second level (B) is that of the
institutions [» 7-8, 17-20] that constitute a political order. The third level (C),
which crosses the other two, represents the implicit normative principles of all
prevailing political orders as well as those on the verge of transformation [» 9
10, 13-14]. I will now proceed to indicate the contents of these three architectonic
le vels of politics. Levels Band C will each contain, in turn, three spheres [» 7.0]

[6.1] STRATEGIC ACTION

[6.1.1] Political action-to which Machiavelli dedicated his book II Principe-is
the actuality of th e politi cal actor in the political field. By this action, the citizen
makes himself or herself publicly pres ent in the exercise of some moment of
power. This action, moreover, represents par excellence the contingent and the
uncertain. For Machiavelli it was Fortuna that expressed the unforeseeable

c
B

A
Figure 3. THE THREE LEVELS OFTHEPOLITICAL AND THE THREE SPHERES THAT CONSTITUTE
THEINSTITUTIONAL AND NORMATIVE LEVELS

Notes:A is the level of strategic action;8 is the levelof institutions; and C is the levelof
normative principles. Mis the materialsphere in 8 or the material principle in C; Lis the
sphere of the system of democratic legitimacy in 8 or the democratic principle in C;
and Fis the sphere of feasibilityin 8 or the principle of strategic feasibilit y in C.

character of what occurs in this sphere. Fortuna is like a torrential rain capable
of destroying everything, and accordingly it is necessary to construct dikes in
order to restrain and direct it (what Machiavelli would call virtu) . The problem
to be resolved, then, is to find some logic in action-that is, some way to bring
that action to a positive conclusion and to do so in an empirically efficient and

possible way, since what is logically and ideally possible might very well be
empirically impossible and thus beyond the horizon of the political field, although
some may stubbornly attempt it nevertheless.

[6.1.2J Political action is strategic and not merely instrumental (as is the case
with technical action that transforms nature), since it is directed toward other
human subjects that as actors occupy practical spaces, enter into hierarchies,
and offer resistance or contribute to the action of others, in a force field that
constitutes what we have deemed power. Therefore, consensual will provides
collective actions with the strength, the unity, and the power necessary to
achieve its goals.

[6.1.3J This strategic action requires the faculty of practical reason , which
the ancients called prudence (phronesis). In China, as Sun Tzu explains in his
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treatis e on war, "the capable warrior look s for victory by studying stra tegic
potential (shi) . . . . It is the nature of logs and stones th at th ey are inoffensive
when on flat ground but dangerou s when on a slope.. . . Hence, the strategic
potential (shi ) of a comp etent army is like th at of an avalanche of sto nes rolling
down from th e top of the mountain."?

[6.1.4] "Strategic potent ial" is th e practical struc tu re th at confronts the
political actor as a matter of fact. It is th e compl ex conjunctu ral situa tion of
th e str ength of all th e actor's allies and antago nists th at one needs to be able to
assess in order to know how to utilize it towa rd the proposed obj ectives. It is
often most effective to do nothing.

[6.1.5] For M ax W eber, political action is in th e final instance domination:
"Dom ination' (Herrschaft) is th e p robability that a command with a given
specific cont ent will be obeyed by a given group of person s."38

[6.1.6] As I have shown, power is th e con sensu al will of the community or
th e people, which in its first moment demands the obedience of th e autho rity."
W eber has inverted th e que stion , making th e institution th e seat of power as

domination, whi ch th en demands th e obedience of society.

[6.1.7] Carl Schmitt, in struggling against th e formal and legalistic evacua
tion th at characterizes liberal individualism, pr opos es th at th e essence of
political action turns on the "friend-enemy" dialectic. He rightly distingui shes
between (a) a p rivate "enemy" or rival (ekhthr6s in Greek), (b) the publi c
"enemy" or antagonist (hos tis in Lati n), and (c) the total 'enemy," to who m
death is given in war (enemy in th e bro ad sense; polemos in Greek). What is
determining is th at th e criterion of difference bet ween 'enemy" (b) and "en
emy" (c) consists, in short, of a cert ain f raternity (as understood by Derridar' "
th at br ings togeth er friends and political ant agonists (who are, in th e end , all
memb ers of th e same community or people) and separates th em from "others"
(beyond th e national or popular organization). H owever, again, if we place
ours elves on th e horizon of humanity-a ho rizon that Schmitt atte mpts to
deny through his Eur ocentric nationalism-there would be a universalfraternity
like th at postulated by Kant, which might someday ach ieve perpetual peace.
Su ch peace would dem on st rate th at political action is based more upon frater
nity, a positive value, th an on pure enmity, which while existing needs to be
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disciplined in order to arrive at a political relationship (and indeed the political
element of the action is precisely that which promotes the friendship of
citizens rather than destructive opposition)."!

[6.21 HEGEMONIC ACTION

[6.2.1 J Properly political action is not by nature violent or .coercive, because
this would destroy the essence of political power and would weaken potestas by
removing its foundation. But neither can political action attempt to fulfill a
perpetually unanimous direct democracy." Such political action is, in the best
of cases, "hegemonic" -that is, it is based on the consensus of the determinant
majority. Consensus-which unites wills and binds power as a joint force-can
be achieved, but it cannot do so in a perfect manner since perfect agreements
would be, again, unanimity. The question, therefore, is how can a political
community, a people, achieve a sufficient consensus in order to make possible
the exercise of power and citizen participation:'
[6.2.2 J The actions of each social sector, be they of Civil Society or even of

the purely social sphere [» 7 J, refer to particular demands. Feminism struggles
for the respect of the rights of women in the face of masculinist patriarchy; anti
racist movements make an effort to eliminate discrimination against non
whites; and movements of the elderly are equally mobilized on the basis of
their demands, as are marginal and informal workers, the traditional working
class, the peasantry, indigenous peoples , ecologists , etc. All of these differential
movements within a country-which come together on the global scale at the
World Social Forum in Porto Alegre-cannot remain in the pure opposition
of contradictory or incommunicable claims.

[6.2.3J A hegemonic demand (or a coherently structured group of demands)
is one that manages to unify all claims-or at least those most urgent for
everyone-within a broader proposal.P Struggles over demands constitute
political actions, and if these actions achieve the level of unity [» IIJ, we can say
that they have become hegemonic. This does not mean that there are no
antagonistic groups opposing minorities whose claims will need to be dealt with
in the future. The fact is that political action needs to be extremely attentive in
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observing, respecting, and including, if possible, the interests of all groups,
sectors, and movements . When an action becomes hegemonic, it begins to
mobilize the power of the community or the people (as potentia ), and the actions
of representatives flow toward their objective with the support of the strength
and motivation of all, or at least the most significant sectors. Hegemonic action
is the fully delegated exercise of power (potestas), and it relies on consensus,
fraternity, and the people as the foundation ofpower. In twentieth-century Latin
America, leaders like Vargas in Brazil (1930-1954), Cardenas in Mexico (1934
1940), Peron in Argentina (1946-1955), and many other leaders deemed "popu

lists" were examples of this type of hegemonic action. "

[6.2.4J In accordance with this understanding of hegemony, Hannah Arendt
reminds us that "power is always, as we would say, a power potential and not an
unchangeable, measurable, and reliable entity like force or [physicalJ strength.
While strength is the natural quality of an individual seen in isolation, power
springs up between men when they act together and vanishes the moment they
disperse.r"

[6.2.5J Only hegemonic action-which exists between violence and a politi 
cally impossible unanimity (the latter of which is, however, technically feasible
under totalitarianism)-allows the essence of political power to appear phe
nomenally in the political field. Other types of action represent its negation .

[6.31 COLLECTIVE ACTION:
THE "HISTORICAL BLOC IN POWER"

[6.3.1J As Antonio Gramsci, writing from prison, states with the utmost
clarity: "If the ruling class has lost consensus, that is, if it no longer 'leads' but
only 'rules'<-rr possesses sheer coercive power (forza coercitivaJ-this actually
means that the great masses have become detached from traditional ideologies,
they no longer believe what they previously used to believe.t"

[6.3.2J The great Italian thinker expresses in these short lines the entirety of
the problem I hope to propose. In a given historical moment, there exists a
certain social organization of sectors, classes, and groups that, once allied,
become a "historic bloc in power." We should think through each component
of this phrase.
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[6.3.3J First, it is a bloc, which indicates an unstable unity that is able to
dissolve and recompose itself rapidly.

[6.3.4J Second, it is historical, conjunctural, and temporary: it is able to
appear today and dissolve tomorrow. The groups that emancipated Latin
America from Spain around 1810were led by white Creoles united str ategically
and hegemonically with som e of the Spanish-born lower classes, with mes
tizos, with memb ers of indigenous groups, and with slaves and others, all
under the banner of the hegemonic project of "liberty." Each, moreover, gave a
particular nuance to this value: slaves saw it as liberation from slavery, the
indigenous as the recuperation of their land and communal rights, mestizos as
full social participation, poor Spanish as a route out of poverty, and Creoles as
separation from colonial dep endence upon Sp ain. Once this liberarory mo
ment was complete-approximately during the period from 1820 to 1830-the
hegemonic bloc was organized. A new historical bloc was in power, and the
Creoles came to occupy the approximate position that the Spanish bureaucra
cies had previously held in Latin America. Blocs are constructed conjunc
rurally, and they dissolve in the same way.

[6.3.5J Third, thes e blocs are in power. They are accordingly situated within
institutionalized power (potesta s), and therefore consist of a group of governors
or representatives whose politic al action can be exercised in an obediential
(arrow b in figure 2) or fetishized (arrow d) manner. According to Gramsci, if the
'dominant" or "ruling" class"? (or the "historical bloc in power") "has lost
consensus"-that is, it has lost hegemony and thereby consensus because its
demands no longer include tho se of the majority-s-rhen it no longer "leads." In
other words , it no longer-through the virtu demanded by Machiavelli
directs the torrent of fortuna, and this is because it has lost the support of
power "from below" (potentia): institutional power has lost its grounding, and
this potestas can no longer rely on the capacities of the people-their enthusiasm
and benevolence. Quite the contrary: upon refusing to participate in the

consensus, the people have shifted toward a position of dissensus vis-a-vis the
"traditional ideology," an ideology that grounded the obedience of the people on
th e ruling power and that is thereby consensual in the Weberian sense.

[6.3.6J Having lost this consensus, nothing remains for the "historic bloc in
power" but political action as "coercive force," and as a result it shifts from
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being "hegemonic"- having the consent of th e people-to being 'd ominant,'
Domination as political action, which is expressed as a merely monopolistic
(military or police), violent , and external force, manifests th e crisis of and
marks th e beginning of the end for the "historical bloc." Anti-popular repres
sion is a sign of having lost power over the institutions of oppression.
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Thesis Seven

-."

HE NEED FOR POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS: THE MATERIAL
SPHERE (ECOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC, CULTURAL): FRATERNITY

[7.0.1J The institutionalleve! (B) contains three spheres of institutional organi

zation. The first sphere of institutions functionalizes the production and en
hancement of the content of political institutions and actions [» 7.3, 18J (M in
figure 3). The second sphere is that of the procedural-normative institutions of
legitimation [» 8,

1-2,

19J (L in figure 3). The third sphere is th at of the

institutions that allow the feasible or concrete empirical instantiation of the
other spheres [» 8.3, 20 J (F in figure 3). Always keep in mind these three
institutional spheres of leve! B of politics.

[7.1] THE SOCIAL, THE CIVIL, AND THE POLITICAL
[7.1.1J If the private and the public are degrees of intersubjectivity, then the

social, the civil, and th e political are degrees of th e institutionality of actions or
systems within the political field.
[7.1.2J Politics has to do fundamentally with "the social," despite Arendt's

erroneous denial ofthis fact. In the final instance, th e objectives ofthe content or
the matter of politics are the satisfaction ofsocial dem ands, whether these are in
the past and already institutionalized or in the future and still unresolved,
thereby giving rise to the need for institutional transformation. The social is the
sphere or sub field ofthe political field that is traversed by the materialfields (see

Cultural
Economic

Field

Field
Ecological

Field
Political

Field

Figure 4. THE MATER IALFIELDS THAT INTERSECTWITH THE POLITICAL FIELD

Notes: The political field is traversed by various oth er fields- in this
case material one s: ecological, economic, and cultural. There are many
other types of fields.

figure 4)-that is, the ecological, economic, and cultu ral fields, etc. put into
motion by N ew Social Movements-in which th e realizati on by actors of
unfulfilled demands produces a crisis (in which the "social probl em" app ears).
Fundamentally, politics needs to resolve that "social problem ."

[7.1.3J "T he civil," in turn, has two amb iguous meanings. First, th e civil is
the nonpolitical, and in this case the subject is an actor in other pr actical
fields.48 In a certain manner, the modern distinction of a "state of nature"
indicates th at th e political actor existed before and outside of th e politi cal field:
he or she is not merely a citizen. Second, the civil is distinguished from th e
political by th e latte r's high degree of political-institutional systemaric ity, In
thi s sense, I will speak of Civil Society (Gramsci's expanded State) and Politi
cal So ciety (the St ate in th e restricted sense). The 'civil state" and th e "political
state" in modern philosophy up to the eighteenth century-from Hobbes to
Kant-meant essentially th e same thing, and both tend ed to refer to the
sphere of th e State (the Leviathan).

[7.1.4J "The political," in relation to the social and th e civil, is on the one
hand that same Civil So ciety, which for Gramsci involved a high degree of
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political importance, including culture and institutions among other "civil"
classifications, like private universities, communication media , some religious
communities, etc. In this sense, every citizen is a political actor. But in the
restricted sense, the political can be reserved for the highest institutional level
of potestas, thanks to whose mediations (Political Society or the State, its
government, and its bureaucracies) elected representatives can exercise dele
gated power.

[7.2] POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN GENERAL
[7.2.1] In a certain sense political action [» 6] is a precise, contingent, and
perishable moment. Through repetition in time and the systematization of the
political field, such actions become deposited and coagulated in institutions,
whose totality we have deemed potestas, in distinction from the State [» 8.3,
20]. These institutions both accumulate the achievements of past strategic
actions and serve as the condition for future actions. Institutions are condi
rioned"? and conditioning'? conditions, as Marx said of production in the

Grundrisse.
[7.2.2] For the extreme anarchist, every institution always represents repres
sion, oppression, and injustice. For the conservative, all institutions are ever
lasting and untouchable. For a critical and realistic politics, institutions are

necessary despite their imperfection; they are entropic and as such there always
arises a moment in which they need to be transformed, changed, or destroyed.
[7.2.3] There exists something like a diachrony of institutions, with respect
to the degrees of fulfillment of their functions. (a) At birth, institutions
respond to neglected demands, and they organize through these demands the
enhancement oflife and legitimacy. They serve to discipline or limit all effective
action (like Machiavelli 's dikes) . (b) In their classical period, that of equi
librium, institutions perform their function adequately, but they also begin to
produce an inert weight that tends to perpetuate itself in a nonfunctional way.
(c) In the period of institutional crisis, the institution becomes bureaucratic,
self-referential, oppressive, and nonfunctional. It becomes necessary to trans
form or abolish it. Institutional fetishism becomes attached to the institution
as if it were an end in itself.
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[7.2.4] Freud believed that "cultu re is the postponement of desire," in rhe
sense that the desire to sleep-for example, of a farm worker-needs to be
disciplined, interrupted, and postponed in order for that worker

to

be able to

wake up early to work the field. But the pain of early rising is preferable to the
hunger of the hunter-gatherer. The discipline of the farmer entails a certain
degree of pain, but the hunger pains of those who are forced to look for food all
day without any certainty is even greater. The institution of agriculture post
pones the desire to eat all the seeds (leaving some

to

plant next year's crop),

and the same can be said of the desire to sleep longer, the desire to wander the
plains as' a nomad, etc. But this discipline-which Foucault would seem to
condemn-is useful for life and necessary for its qualitative improvement. This
is moment (a) of the institution. But when the pain produced by that institu
tion reaches such a degree-especially when this pain takes the form of domi
nation or repression, as in the case of the liberal State that forces workers
under capitalism

to

respect a legal system that limits or oppresses them in

order to fulfill the pleasure of others 51-when the suffering it causes is such
that the satisfaction it produces is not sufficient

to

compensate, this means

that the moment of transformation has arrived.

[7.2.5] There exist at least three spheres of political institutions. First is the
sphere leading to the production, reproduction, and enhancement of the lives
of the citizenry. This is the content of all political action and therefore I call it

material.52 In this case the political field intersects with the ecological, eco
nomic, and cultural fields, etc. Second is the sphere of institutions that guaran
tee the legitimacy of the actions and institutions of the rest of the political
system. This is the formal, or procedural-normative sphere, and it represents
the intersection of the systems of law, the military, the police, the prisons, etc.
Third is the sphere of political feasibility, in which institutions allow for the
execution of the content through reference to the sphere of legitimacy. This is, in
the final instance, the State administration, but it also includes many other
institutions of Civil Society and the social.
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[7.3] THE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS OF THE
MATERIAL SPHERE: FRATERNITY

[7.3.1JUnder liberalism, politics does not look after the economic (it is laissez
faire), because this field possesses such a complex logic that it is better for
human hands not to interfere with it (the divine "invisible hand" is sufficient to
produce the necessary market equilibrium). The minimal State proposed by,
for example, Nozick also reduces politics to a minimum, and thereby repre
sents a sort of right-wing anarchism. This is the fulfillment of individual
economic freedom, the postulated ideal of Modernity.
[7.3.2J For standard Marxism, in contrast, the economic realm should be
completely planned through political organs, thereby achieving a full rationaliza

tion of the economy in advance without a market (such rationalization repre
sents another postulated ideal of Modernity). The planning State results in the
elimination of politics , since the sphere of democratic legitimacy disappears
along with the disappearance of the autonomous and free intervention of the
citizens, in a reasonable discussion of options to arrive at agreements that sub
je ctively obligate adhesion to a shared consensus. The effort toward total plan 
ning reduces politics to administration (to instrumental reason), and destroys the

institution of the market, which , while it never produces equilibrium (and
therefore a certain degree of minimal, intelligent, strategic intervention remains
necessary in the guise of democratic planning), is necessary nevertheless.
[7.3.3J The political field and its systems always intersect with the ecological
field and its systems . Until very recently politics had not discovered its ecologi
cal responsibilities, but in reality this is its essential function from the very
beginning. Politics is an activity that serves the production, reproduction, and
enhancement of the life of its citizens, an enhancement that is above all
qualitative. Today, it is principally the economic system-on its technological
level-that is putting the possibility of mere bare life into crisis (to change the
meaning of Agamben's phrase nuda vita). Assuring the permanence of the life
of the population of every nation of humanity on planet Earth is the first and
fundamental function of politics , and this criterion of survival must be im
posed as the essential criterion of all else. The extinguishing of humanity
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would obviously annihilate the political field and all of its possible systems.
Survival is the absolute condition of the rest, and yet there is little normative
understanding of the gravity of the situation. We need to create pertinent
institutions.

[7.3.4J The political field always intersects with the economic field and its
systems. This has always been known, since slavery and the use of simple
irrigation systems and since the mercantile and agricultural trade of Meso
potamia, the fertile Egyptian Nile, the Indus and Yellow rivers, and the Tex
coco and Titicaca lakes. All political systems have been aware of the central
importance of the economy. Politics needs to direct the activities of a concrete
system in the economic field toward the common good . We need not confuse
the economic field with the capitalist economic system, as the latter is merely
one possible finite form, and one that will necessarily come to an end and be
replaced by forms that operate more efficiently toward the survival of human
ity. For the moment, what is necessary is to discover the relations that exist
between both fields and their systems. The liberal political system was born as
a necessary condition for the capitalist system in England, as we have already
indicated. Other systems are possible in both fields, and these become neces
sary upon discovering the catastrophic and unintentional negative effects of
the present economic system . Politics has a certain responsibility.

[7.3.5J The political field inevitably intersects with the cultural field (and its
systems and subsystems, including religion). This aspect has been very much
overlooked by the Left, which has instead given absolute primacy to the
economic. In the beginning of 2006 the indigenous president of Bolivia, Evo
Morales, defined his political projects as a "Cultural Revolution" (and it cer
tainly has been so). The inclusion of cultural identities-the affirmation of
their difference, their diversity-was emphasized by the Sandinista Revolution
(thanks to Ernesto Cardenal), by the Zapatista Revolution (through the
glorification of Mayan culture), and by the so-called coca farmers of Bolivia.
The dimension of narratives and religious rites needs to be included as equally
constitutive and central aspects of ancestral cultures (or what Ricoeur calls
their 'ethico-rnyrhical nucleus"). At the same time, the old critique of ideology
has been taken up as a critique of teleology, as suggested by Schmitt but
carried out in Latin America principally by Hinkelammert, bearing in mind
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the political importance of the theology of liberation as a narrative that pro
vides a basis for the praxis of the people in Latin America.

[7.3.6J Political institutions need to know how to respond to the claims of
these material fields, and they are responsible for providing a certain degree of
management and ordering within them. It is not for nothing that all States
have secretaries or ministers for the environment, the economy (dealing with
currency, tariffs, treasury, central banking, erc.), for education, and occasionally
for culture, religious affairs, etc. That is, politics intervenes in all material fields
as politics and not as an actor capable of developing the specific functions of

each material field.

[7.3.7J Fraternity is a form of friendship (as Derrida reachesl '" that unites
wills and provides solidity for power. It also stands as an unfulfilled postulate
of the bou rgeois Revolution of 1789.
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Thesis Eight

INSTITUTIONS IN THE SPHERES OF DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY AND
FEASIBILITY: EQUALITY AND LIBERTY: GOVERNABILITY

[8.1] THE "FORMAL" SPHERE OF DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY

[8.1.1] I refer to as "formal" the sphere th at deals with th e form or procedure
necessary for an action or institu tio n-and th e decision s resulting from either
-to be legitim ate. That which is considered as valid in ethi cs is subsumed
und er politics as legitimate. For th ese practical mediation s to be legitim ate it is
necessary, ideally, for all citize ns to be able to participate in some symmetrical
mann er, through reason rather th an violence, in th e formation of consensus
and th e agreements th at are made. In this sense, th e sphere ofl egitimacy is th e
proper realm of practical, discursi ve reason, in a mann er similar to th at of Ape!
or H aberm as. Legitimacy, then, forti fies th e moment of the unity of wills
through conse nsus.

[8.1.2] During th e last five thousand years-at least since th e Phoenician
cities in the eastern Mediterr anean-political communit ies have been invent 
ing institutions th at allowed for th e creation of mediations between th e political
community as a whole and its leaders, who are necessarily mu ch fewer in
number. "Institutional systems of legitimation" came about slowly through
factor s including representation, discussion according to rules (with voting
and other instruments ) in organs th at decide and decree laws, th e appea rance
of codes in which definite behaviors begin to be stipulated as worthy of reward
or punishment, th e form ation of quasi-political bodie s to apprehend offend ers,
th e oversight ofjudges with th e aut hority to pass judgment, and overcom ing

the barbarous and savage law of "an eye for an eye"-which predated all law and
was based on vengeance and "taking justice into one's own hands."

[8.1.3J From among the diverse systems of government (monarchies and
republics) , democracy came to emerge as the only feasible form for the achieve
ment oflegitimacy. Today, the task is to assess and improve upon the various
types of democracy: republican, liberal, social democratic, welfare State, post
colonial populist, etc. Existing empirical democratic systems are always con
crete, inimitable in their entirety by other States, and always open for imp rove
ment. Democracy is a perpetually unfinished system .

[8.1.4J Democracy is not merely a procedural system -a simple form for
arriving at consensus-but instead also is normative. The fact of always seeking
an increased symmetry and participation among citizens -never perfect, al
ways perfectible-is not merely an external or legal conduct, as might derive
from some of Kant's texts or those of Bobbie. It is, to the contrary, a subjective
obligation on the part of the citizen who has promulgated certain laws in a
community to determine behavior, laws that then require obedience given the
citizen's participation in their promulgation: Pacta servanda sunt ("pacts should
be fulfilled"). Those having made a pact are, by definition, those who must
fulfill it, and it would be a perforrnarive contradiction to provide laws for
others that do not apply to those who create them. Obedience to the law is not

external-purely legal or procedural-but rather is subjective and normative,
because the political actor who is sovereign to decree the law must also be
obedient in its fulfillment. The delegated exercise of obediential power, in turn,
also fulfills the law, but with an even firmer obligation to obey the community as
its representative [» 4.2J .

[8.2J THE LEGAL SYSTEM AND "GOVERNMENT BY LAW": EQUALITY

[8.2.1J The system of political legitimacy has as its central reference point the
"legal system" in the broadest sense. See the position of this system in figure 5.

[8.2.2J When undifferentiated power (potentia) decides to organize itself
institutionally, the delegated exercise of power is determined (arrow a in figure

5) first as instituted power (potestas ), which then, with respect to a possible
Constitution, becomes a constituent power (which is concretized as a Constit
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Political power: the plurality of consensual wills (potentia)
(Public opinion)
Sovereign instituting power

ta

Instituted power (potestas)
Constituent power

tb

Constitution
(Constituted power)
Human rights

e

Judicial power

legal system

~

..

d

Legislative power

"Governmrt by law/ ? ,
Executive power

t

Electoral power

t

Citizen power
Figure 5. SOME ASPECTS OFTHEINSTITUTIONALITY OFTHESTATE
WITH RESPECT TOTHEFORMAL SPHERE

uent Assembly, arrow b). This Constitution, which should promulgate Human
Rights, in turn and necessarily establishes (arrow c) an organ to create laws. It is
in this way that Legislative Power is born, which permanently promulgates and
actualizes (arrow d) the legal system in a constitutional manner. Judicial Power,54
in turn, interprets the legal system and applies it in concrete cases, resolving
conflicts that had appeared in the political community (arrow j). All of these
levels-which become a stable, consensual, and ultimately normative habitual
practice within the political community-create a "government by law." That
same Executive Power (which will enter into the sphere of feasibility [» 8.3]) acts
legitimately and administratively within the legal frame. Electoral Power,55 in
turn, prepares the registers and lists of candidates, and judges the legitimacy of
the electoral processes of all the other Powers and institutions (political and
civil, if the latter are required). Citizen Power is the last instance of control over
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all other Powers and institutions, and it should be the culmination of an entire
permanent process of participation by the members of the community from
their base. These complex relationships require a more detailed discussion that
I will complete in due course/"
[8.2.3J For its part, the bourgeois Revolution of 1789 proposed a procedural

normative postulate: Equality. However, this postulate would prove empirically
impossible to implement. This was not only due to the intrinsic impossibility
of all postulates, but moreover, because the Revolution rested on a capitalist
system in the economic field. Instead of situating the citizenry according to an

increasing degree of symmetry, throughout the two centuries since its formula
tion these social asymmetries have grown immensely. Since this Equality was
not achieved, this failure calls into question the very legitimacy of modern,
liberal, bourgeois democracy.

[8.3] THE INSTITUTIONS OF POLITICAL "FEASIBILITY": CIVIL
AND POLITICAL SOCIETY: FREEDOM AND GOVERNABILITY
[8.3.1J Institutions as such are mediations offeasibility. They "make possible"

(feasible) the use of appropriate means to accomplish assigned ends, and as such
they could be considered an exercise of instrumental or strategic power as
formulated by Weber or Horkheimer. But in a stricter sense in the political
field and in all political systems, it is necessary to have more than material
institutions (to reproduce and enhance the life of the citizen) and institutions
of legitimacy (to operate within a mutually accepted consensus). Also neces
sary are administrative instruments that allow the fulfillment of the specified
goals of the other two spheres (the material and formal spheres mentioned
above). This is the sphere of political feasibility.
[8.3.2J For example, without a system for collecting resources (taxes) it

would not be possible to finance all of the necessary political institutions. A
country that is immensely rich in a technical and economic sense will have
more resources than a poor one, and as such politics will have more potential
(feasibility) from the outset to accomplish its goals. We have seen that feasibility
is one of the determinations of power as such [» 2.3J, and thus if there is no
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instrumental or administrative feasibility-which includes, for example, a de
fensive and popular military force-then the community in question will lack
sufficient power to be governable.

[8.3.3J The micro-institutions of political feasibility-whose public ends are
particular-include both institutions within Civil Society (including private
schools, religious communities, communication media, etc.) and also those
that cross the threshold of the merely social and penetrate into the properly
political sphere of the State (but here in the broad sense, following Gramsci).

[8.3-4J The macro-institution of feasibility is Political Society or the State (in
the restricted sense), whose universal ends comprise the entire political com
munity, and which has seen a long process of institutionalization during the
past five millennia." The five Powers already alluded to form part of the State,
as do the police, the army, institutions of public education, certain State
owned enterprises, etc.

[8.3.5J This entire structure of the political system functions to make
political life within the political field governable. Governability is a virtue of a
system and is fundamentally ambiguous. Without governability there can be
no political life, but in the presence of a fetishized governability [» 5J stable
political life is also impossible in the long term. The expression "the govern
ability of democracy" can be understood as a cynical one 58 in the sense that
democratic legitimacy is not the final instance of judgment but rather there
exists a higher evaluative moment: one that is no longer that of the political
community itself but instead that of a foreign, metropolitan, imperial, military
power.

[8.3.6J It is within this sphere of feasibility that the bourgeois postulate of
liberty can be located (the "first principle" of Rawls). This faculty (and right)
allows the citizen to work autonomously and without impediment, choosing
what is best. However, poverty, for example, impedes the needier citizens ("the
social problem") from operating freely, because they lack the objective pos
sibility to intervene in public life, pursued as they are by everyday vulnerability.

[8.3.7 J In the spheres of democratic legitimacy and feasibility, "public opin
ion" plays an irreplaceable function. "Public opinion" penetrates the totality of
the political body, as the "hermeneutic" (interpretive) moment of all aspects of
life in the political field, and this gives it its ontological centrality: public
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opinion is like the prediscursive precomprehension of the politi cal'" (wh ich
cannot be left without juridical regulation in the hands of private tr ans
nationals, whos e alleged "business" is news and "ent erta inment") . Politics as
"spectacle"-rath er than as "participation" and as a "cultu re" th ar entails the
educ ation of the people-is the corruption ofpolitics through information, which
leads us toward mediaocracy. Political pow er, fetishi zed by mon ey, penetrates
all of th e int erstices of the political systems, inverting them and placing th em
in the service of power as dom ination [» 5J. It is in this way th at th e political
community can become alienated.
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Thesis Nine

ETHICS AND THE IMPLICIT NORMATIVE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICS :
THE MATERIAL PRINCI P.LE

[9.1] ETHICS AND POLITICAL NORMATIVITY
[9.1.1J T he relation ship between eth ics and politics has, in various ways, been

posed inadequatel y. The first way is as a nonrelation between ethi cs (as the
subjective obligation of th e individual) and politics (which remains determin ed
externally, legally, or coercively). This is more or less Kant's position. In a
certain sense politic s understood in thi s manner loses all norrnativiry and its
rules become purely procedural or "M achiavellian."
[9.1.2J Others argue th at th ere exists a "political ethic;' but in a way this

solution is as ambiguous as the first. T he principles of th is political ethic are
ethi cal, and politics as such can be exercised without such extrinsic pr inciples.
[9.1.3J T he position of Apel and Haberm as, on th e other hand, att empts to

show how abstract moral-discursive prin ciples can be applied to th e democratic
princ iple or to law.In thi s case, at least normativity is salvaged, but th ey fall into
a formalism (there are only formal political principles: democracy and law).
[9.1.4J Solutions to the difficulties inherent in politic al ethi cs, then, vary. It

is necessary to accept that ethics has universal normative principles/" but also
that it lacks its own practical field, since no act can be purely ethi cal. An
individual always operates within a concrete practical field, whether it be
economic, political, pedagogical, sporting, familial, cultural, etc. On the othe r
hand, ethical obligation is exercised distinctly in each practical field. The obliga
tion of"Thou shalt not kill" (ethical similarity) is exercised in the political field

as "Thou shalt not kill your political antagonist." This is the normativity (duty,
requirement, obligation) of the political field, and it is analogous to ethical
normarivity, which represents the primary abstract analogate. Political princi
ples subsume ethical principles, incorporate them, and then traniform them to
political norrnativity (see figure 6).
[9.1.5J Political principles are, on the other hand, intrinsic to and constitutive of
potentia [» 2 J (the power of the community) as well as of potestas [» 3J (the
delegated exercise of power), since each determination ofpower is the result of
a political obligation that functions as a duty constraining the actions of actors
and their fulfillment of the function of institutions. Political principles con
stitute, fortify, and regenerate the system from within, forcing the agents to
affirm the Will-to-Live in the feasible consensus of the entire community, and
to act with an eye to hegemony (as obediential power) and encouraging the
fulfillment of the tasks of each institutional sphere [» 7-8, 17-20 J (material,
formal legitimacy, and efficient feasibility).
[9.1.6J A political actor who fails to fulfill the normative principles of
politics is not only (subjectively) unjust, but also contributes to the weakening and

rotting of power and of the actions and institutions through which he or she
seeks to govern. The fetishism of power [» 5.IJ-which is the nonfulfillment of
political normativity-is self-destructive and isolates delegated power (potestas)
from its source (potentia).

[9.2] THE THREE "IMPLICIT" PRINCIPLES
[9.2.1J Political principles operate implicitly, like the grammatical rules that a
mother teaches her child despite knowing little about grammar-for example,

by correcting the child with regard to the rules of concordance between the
genders of nouns and adjectives.?' In the same way, all political actors in the
realm of politics are implicitly aware of its principles. However, it is a good idea
to specify these in order to improve normative consciousness, to be able to teach
them more clearly, and to be able to provide them with a foundation.
[9.2.2J There are at least three essential normative principles ofpolitics. The

material principle (M) (in figure 7) operates with regard to the lives of the
citizenry, the formal democratic principle (L) determines the duty to always act
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Ethical
Principles

Political
Principles

Economic
Principles

Differential Distin ction
Figure 6. THE ANALOGICAL SUBSUMPTION OF ETHICAL PRINCIPLES IN THE POLITICAL FIELD

Notes: In the sphere of Similar ity, the obligatory nature of ethical prin ciples coi ncides
with others (Simil arity = Politica l principles n Economic principles n Other principles).
This is done through similarity, not identity (for example, the ethical expression "Thou
shalt not kill" is not the same in every fi eld, but only simil ar). The level of Analogical
distincti on is where each principl e does not coincide with others (but in which the

differ ences are not specific, but rather analogate d). Thus in the economic fi eld the
analogat es say, " Thou shalt not kill (Similarit y) you r competitor in the market {prope r
to the Economic Principle). " In the po litical fi eld they say, " Thou shalt not kill {Similar
ity) you r antagoni st in a st ruggle for hegemony {in politics)." In oth er field s they say,

for example, " Thou shalt not kill {Simil arity)you r child!" in the field ofpedagog y (after
all, Abroham did not kill Isaac, whereas the same could not be said in the story of
Oedipus); or in the fie ld of gend er relati ons, "Thou shalt not kill {Simil arity) you r wife, "
and so forth.
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Figure7. THE MUTUAL CODETERM INATION OF POLITI CAL PRIN CIPLES

Notes: M is the material sphere; L is the formal, pracedural
normative sphere af the system of democratic legitimacy; and
F is the sphere of strategic feasibility. Arrows a, b,

C,

d, e, f

indicate the direction of mutual determination without a {inal
instance.

in accordance with th e pr inciples proper to demo cratic legitimacy, and th e
principle offeasibility (F) similarly impli es that the actor only work toward the
possibl e (beyond conservative possibility but no t quite so far as anarchist
possibility) .

[9.2.3] These principles, lacking a final instance, are mutually determined,
with each serving as th e conditioning conditioned condition of th e others.

[9.2.4] In the standard Marxist tr adition, the material (economic) principle
is the last instance. In th e liberal tradition, the form al-democratic principle is
the last instance. In the cynicism of a politics without principles, feasibility
operates without any restriction. H ere, I hope to overcome th ese reductive
positions. Arrow a (figure 7) indicates the formal determination of the demo
cratic legitimacy of all economic, ecological, and cultural actions and inst itu 
tions. Arrow f, on the other hand, indi cates th e material determination of
democratic actions and inst itutions, and so on.62 W e are dealing, then, with
complex , mutual codererrninarion, which lacks a final instance.
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[9.3] THE POLITICO-MATERIAL PRINCIPLE
[9.3.1J All modern European political philosophy has always presupposed the

material principle that I hope to point out here. Hobbes explains in the
Leviathan (1642) that in the "state of nature" individuals establish a continuous
state of war, and some kill others. For life to be possible, then, it is necessary to
establish a pact, and with it the "civil state," to ensure survival. This reasoning
lies equally behind the arguments of Spinoza, Locke, and Rousseau, and it
presupposes that political institutions are premised on the possibility of the
stable production, reproduction, and enhancement of the lives of the citizens
of a political community (potestas [» 3]).
[9.3.2J Here, material does not mean something physical but refers instead
to

content, as when one says "T he content or material that I explain in this book

is politics," In this sense, the content (or the material) of all politics (of its
actions , institutions, erc.) is in the last instance human life, the concrete livesof
each person, or a sort of "bare life" that is more concrete than Agamben's nuda .

vita. All politica l actions or institutions have as their content some reference to
life. Agriculture produces nourishment for life. Roads shorten the distance we .
must cross to fulfill functions that always refer in the end to some dimension of
human life. Politics deals with creating the conditions of possibility for and
advancement of the life of the community and each of its members : a possible
life, a qualitatively better life. As Johann Fichre writes: "The objective of all
human [political] activity is to be able to live, and all those who nature has
brought to life have the same right to this possibility ofliving. For this reason, it is
necessary to make the division above all so that all have access to the means
sufficient to their survival. Liveand let livet6 3
[9.3.3J SO, a minimal description of this material principle could be enunci

ated as follows: We should always operate so that the norms or maxims
guiding all our actions , all organizations or institutions (micro or macro), all
delegated exercise of obediential power, have as their purpose the production,

maintenance, and enhancement of the immediate lives of the citizens of the political
community, in the last instance all of humanity, being also responsible for these
objectives in the medium and long term (the next few millennia).64 As such,
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political action and institutions can have a political claim toward practical truth,
which would take the form in the ecological subsphere ofthe maintenance and
augmentation of the general life of the planet, in the economic subsphere of the
permanence and development of production, distribution, and exchange of
material goods, and in the cultural subsphere of the conservation of identity
and growth of the linguistic, aesthetic, religious, theoretical, and practical
content of the corresponding cultural traditions. The satisfaction of the needs of
the living corporeality of the citizenry-in ecological, economic, and cultural
terms-will prove as an empirical fact the achievements of the governor's politi
cal justice claim. This is a principle with a universal claim, whose only limits
are the planet Earth and humanity as a whole, at present and even into the
distant future.

[9.3.4J Politics is above all that action that aspires toward the advancement
of the life of the community, of the people, of humanity!
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Thesis Ten

THE FORMAL-DEMOCRATIC AND FEASIB ILITY
PRINCIPLES OF, POUTICS

[10.0 .1] Tabl e 2 depicts th e complexity of th e stru ctura l order of th e three

archit ecton ic levels suggested above [» 6.01], from th e point of view of norma
tive principl es, of political postulates [» 17.3], of politi cal utopias, of concrete
political systems, of polit ical projects as th e end s of action, and so on.
[10.0 .2] All thirteen of th ese distinctions will need to be describ ed, not only

in th is volume but also in my works forthcoming.65 For now, however, th ey are
useful as a point of reference for th e text th at follows.

[10.1] THE DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE

[10 .1.1] Democracy, essentia lly, is an institutionalization of tho se mediations
th at allow legitimate decision s, actions, institutions, and delegated exercise of
power. These are implemented through systems of empirical institutions that
are invented, tested, and corr ected by humanity throughout the millennia in
order to achieve a strong measure of app roval by th e citizenry. The purpose of
this is the forging of a legitim ate con sensus [» 8.1]. This entire institutional
system is constituted and encouraged from within by a normative principl e,
which subsumes th e universal validity principle of ethics in th e political field.

Validity in ethics is analogou s to legitimacy in politi cs, and the latter adds to
mere ethical validity th e existence of coercive institutions over whi ch potestas

Table 2 . VARIOUS LOGICAL DEGREES OFABSTRACTI ON AND THEAPPLICATIONSOF PRI NCIPLES,
TELEO LOG ICALMOMENTS, AND ACTIONS, AND THEIR EFFECTS ON A GIVEN POLITICAL ORDER.

Level C: Political Principles
- Onto logical foundation or real

Onto logical order or
omnitudo realitatis
2. Implicit ethical principles
3. Implicit political principles
4. Political postul ates
5. Political utopias and paradigms

1.

constit utio n of the livin g human
- First degree of abstractio n
- Subsumes th e previous level
- Statements of perfecti on
- Imagined with histo rical content

Level 8: Political Institutions
6. Concrete, hist orical political system

- Inst itu tions are shaped according to
principles, postul ates, projects, etc.

Level A: Political Action
7. Polit ical projects and the goals
of actions
8. St rategic rules of action
9. Tactical rules of action
10 . Political means to be employed
11 . Concrete political acti on (praxis)

- Goals of concrete actio n
are organized
- Determined based on decided goals
- Determi ned conjuncturally by strategy
- Selected from among tactics
- Decided as a result and
enact ed contin gently

Posit ive or negative p olitical effects
12 . Short-term, unint entiona l
13. Long-term, unintenti onal

- Foll ow actions immediately
- Diffi cult to foresee

Notes: Political utopias are not normative political "principles," but rather regulative ideas that orient
the level of political action (A. and the correction of its negative effects, levels 12-13,1. I would like to dis
tinquish between utopias (whichare narratives like that of Thomas More) and models or paradigms of
political systems like the liberal system, the welfare state, neoliberalorsocialist systems, etc. Statements
of perfectionaresimi/artoKant's historical orpolitical postulates, regulative ideals, orcriteria oforienta
tion. These areHinkelammert's "transcendental concepts" [»17.3J. Th e entire crit ical discourse of politi
cal philosophy develops out of these negative political effects, which is the subject of part 2 [»13.1J.

holds a monopoly, in the abse nce of which every individual might attem pt to
resolve th e injustices th ey suffer th rough vengeance: we would hnd our selves in
a state of barbarity on the order of th at which preda ted all government by law.

[10.1.2] The democratic principle is frequ entl y present in th e work of th e
mode rn philosop hers, but th is alone does not pr event th em from falling int o
certain ambiguities. For example, Rou sseau writes, in the Social Contract, that it
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is necessary "to find a form ofassociation which may defend and protect with the
whole force of the community the person and property of every associate, and

by means of which each, coalescing with all, may nevertheless obey only
himself, and remain as free as before."66

[10.1.3] This formulation contains many ambiguities. First, this form of
association-the procedural form-needs not only to defend every person but
must also primarily defend the entire community, because the point of depar
ture is not isolated individuals but rather always already presupposed historical
communities. A Robinson Crusoe who does not become lost but is instead
always already isolated could not even be born! This is a contradiction. One
could not even develop into a human in solitude: how, for example, would one
learn how to speak? The community always exists as a point of departure.
Second, and as a result, when the citizen participates symmetrically-reaching
consensus through giving reasons-he or she does indeed 'coalesce with all"
while "nevertheless obey[ing] only himself," since laws are freely decided upon
and therefore entail an obligation as a result of self-legislation . But in this case
citizens do not remain "as free as before," because now they are bound by an
obligation of citizenship that constitutes them as free but does so within a
juridical order of fraternity that prevents unrestrained spontaneity. Freedom is
now communicative, and it can be exercised legitimately if it obeys self-dictated
law, provided symmetrical participation in the institutionalization of that law.

[10.1.4] Democracy is fundamentally a normative principle (item 3 in table
2), a sort of obligation that applies within the space of the (always intersubjec
tive) subjectivity of every citizen and that stimulates from within all architec
tonic moments of politics. A minimal description of this is presented below.

[10.1.5] We should always operate politically in such a way that all decisions
regarding all action, all organization, or all structures of a (micro or macro)
institution-on the material level, in the formal legal system (like the passing
of a law), or in the realm of juridical application, that is, in the delegated
exercise of obediential power-be the result of a process of agreement by
consensus in which the affected can participate in the fullest way possible (insofar
as we are aware). Moreover, this agreement must be decided through reasonable

discussion (without violence) with the highest possible degree of symmetry among
participants, taking place publicly and according to the (democratic) institu
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tional structure agreed upon beforehand. A decision thus taken is imposed
upon the community and upon each member as a political duty, which legit

imately obligates the citizen in a normative and practical way (thereby subsum
ing formal, moral principles as poliricall."

[1O.1.6J This principle is operative from the very first moment in which the
community decides to institutionalize itself (even prior to there being a consti
tution), and it should be fulfilled without exception in every moment of the
unfolding and development of all political processes. Democratic centralism (a
contradictory squared circle), the governability ofImperial democracy, or gov
erning as a minority (through tricking the majority with apparent legitimacy,
be it Weberian or liberal)-these notions must all be rejected and overcome
through continuous attention to the realization of this normative principle.
From behind theclosed doors (that is, in the nonpublic realm) of the elite practice
of bourgeois power, in the State Department or the Central Committee,
legitimate and democratic agreements can never be reached. This is the great
est lesson of the misfortunes of real existing socialism.

[10.2] IMPLEMENTATION OFTHE DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE

[1O.2.1J All principles must be applied empirically. The ancients referred to
"practical wisdom" as prudence (phronesis in Greek), which inclined the citizen
to

know how to apply universal principles correctly

to concrete cases. The

universality of a principle does not eliminate, but rather only clarifies, the
inevitable uncertainty of all political decisions, and as a result it is always
fallible. At present, without rejecting that position we must integrate it inter
subjectively, by which I mean that application to the concrete case be collective
according to the democratic principle (through symmetrical participation by
the affected, who give reasons in order to arrive at agreements). But commu
nities can never, or only in exceptional cases, arrive at unanimity, and as a result
there will always be minorities in disagreement and in dissensus. Here we need
to be conscious of the various instruments used to apply the principle, none of

if

which is democratic in itself not internally animated bythe normative principle qua

normative (that is, as a subjective obligation for the citizens).
[10.2.2J No decision is perfect, as this would require infinite intelligence, pure
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fraternity, and unlimited time-all things that are impossible in light of human
finitude. All decisions-which constrain actions and found institutions-are
accordingly notperfect, that is, they are imperfect and as such will always result
in some unintentional negative effects (items 12 and 13 in table 2). For the most
part, it is the minorities or the opposition who grasp these negative effects since
they are the ones who suffer from them, and it is in the resolution of these
negative effects that we find the future, the transformation, and the qualitative
progress of life. To respect the minority is to respect the future; it is to accept
the possibility of inevitable mistakes and then be able to correct such mistakes
through the same normative principles discussed above.

[10.2.3] All votes to close a discussion are by definition an interruption of an
unfinished process . As a result, any decision adopted by voting does notrepresent

the practical truth but rather only an agreement reached up to a certain moment,
and such decisions are thereby imperfect and contain inevitable negative ef
fects. Voting is simply an instrument of human finitude in light of progress
toward a future of better decisions.

[10.2.4] Therefore, against Habermas, the monological prudence of the sin
gular always has importance because in the end agreement is the organic sum
of monological decisions decided by individual prudence. Moreover, the dissi
dent-who could be correct, and a source of future progress-believes in her or
his proposal notdue to agreement (because the position is one of a dissident) but
rather through her or his singular evaluation of the case in question (in which
judgment is therefore prudential). In sum , the communal, discursive, demo 
cratic principle does not result in an avoidance of the singular responsibility of
all citizens, who should have the courage to express their dissidence when they
believe it to be well founded (as a result of each individual's singular political
conscience ).

[10.2.5] The same can be said of representation. Given the impossibility of
direct democracy, it is necessary to elect representatives. The free and secret
election of representatives is an institution that was invented long ago. It is not
identical to a perfect election , neither is it intrinsically democratic. Rather, it is an
institutional moment that, encouraged by the democratic principle, functions
alongside other mediating institutions that are not exempt from the possibility of

corruption.
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[10.2.6 J The totality of the liberal democratic system, for example, is equally

a concrete system (item 6 in table 2): in no way should it be considered a
normative principle or even an example to imitare . It is the result of a historical
process carried out successfully by every colonialist metropolitan community (En
gland, France, rhe United States, erc.). Peripheral and postcolonial democratic
systems need to study concrete institutions that are democratic from the
outset in order to create new, feasible, and appropriate concrete systems /"

[10.3] THE POLITICAL PRINCIPLE OF STRATEGIC FEASIBILITY

[lO.3.1J We now reach a central theme of politics, to which Machiavelli
granted considerable importance in II Principe. Politics has been defined by
some as "the art of the possible," which refers to an empirical possibility-but
one of a very specific type . Its limit is the impossible. Hegel tells us of impossible
political projects when he points our that "these abstractions . .. afforded the
tremendous spectacle . .. of the overthrow of all existing and given conditions
within an actual major state . .. to give it what was supposed to be a purely

rational basis."69Marx, on the other hand, shows the impossibility of politics (and
of capitalism itself) when left in the hands of mercantile relations, which
sacrifice human life exclusively to the progress of capital. This position is
formulated by Hinkelammert as follows: "Capitalist society is impossible be
cause it is self-destructive, and as a result the progress unleashed within
bourgeois society can only be oriented toward human life."70
[10.3.2J This "management" of an action or an institution (capital, after all,

is also an institution) indicates the normative moment of the principle of
feasibility, now operating in the political field, which is nothing more than the
process of containing systemic, efficient action within the parameters of the
other two normative political principles already enunciated.

[lO.3.3J The normative principle of political feasibility could be described
approximately as follows: We should operate strategically, bearing in mind that
political actions and institutions must always be considered as feasible possibili

ties, which are beyond mere conservative possibility (item I in table 3) but fall
short of the impossible-possibility of the extreme anarchist (item 3 in table 3),
whether from the Right in the case of Nozick or from the Left in the case of
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Bakunin. In other words, the successful means and ends of actions and institu
tions should be achieved within the "strict framework" suggested by Luxem
burg, where content is delimited and motivated from within by the material
political principle (the immediate life of the community), and where legitimacy
has come to be determined by the democratic principle. The same works for
the means, tactics, and strategies used to fulfill those ends within the concrete
political project being attempted (items 7-II in table 2) .71 The "political feasi
bility claim" of strategic action, then, should fulfill the material and formal
normative conditions in each of its steps (which I established in the text
above) . But moreover, through its own demands of political efficacy in the
management of scarcity and governability, it allows the normative feasibility of
power to give rise to a political order that in the long run achieves permanence
and stability. This results not only from directing its actions toward positive
effects (worthy of merit and honor) but especially from taking responsibility
for negative effects (worthy of critique or punishment). By always attempting to
correct these negative effects, while indirect or unincenrional." the hope is that
they will not produce definitively irreversible facts. Toward this end, strategic
feasibility must consider the notion of efficiency with regard to the use of
scarce resources (which are quantitatively finite in contrast to a community
with growing needs), as well as the notion of governability (through the
complexity of institutions), which always sets .out from the contingent uncer
tainty of the undecidable element of actions and institutions.

Table 3. THREE TYPES OFPOLITICAL "POSSIBILITY"
2.

1.
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Conservative possibility

Critical possibility

(surpassed by the critic)

(impossible for the conservative;
surpassed by the anarchist)
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Anarchist possibility

(Impossible for the critic
and the conservative)

PART 2

THE CRITICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE POLITICAL:
TOWARD THE NEW POLITICAL ORDER

Not even th e best possible empirical political order is perfect. I have already
shown how, given th e finite human condition, such a degree of resolution is

impossible. This allows us to deduce that, since political ord ers are imp erfect,
negative effects are inevitable, and all the more so when we keep in mind th e
uncertaint y of all human action. Those suffering these negative effects are the

victims- and the y are political victims. Because victims cannot live at a level
relative to th e histori cal developm ent of humanity, th ey in some way find
th emselves pa rticipating only asymmetrically in the system, or even are fully
excluded from it. In sum, because th e political order is unabl e to distribute th e
benefits of th e curre nt ord er to everyone, it manifests its ineffectiveness in its
victims by th e simple fact of th eir existence as victim s.
When suffering becom es unacceptable and intolerable from th e per spective
of th e victims, oppositional social movements emerge within the empirical
political field-alongside which criti cal th eories emerge th at are organically
linked with th em. The political philosophy I discuss in part 2 arrives at a point
of critique of the p revailing system, thereby beginning a deconstruction of th e
philo sophy laid out in part 1. T he cent ral th eme of thi s deconstructive task will
be th e political victims, who are oppressed, represse d, and excluded, if not also
tortured and murdered by all of the 'dirty wars" of recent history.

Thesis Eleven

PEOPLE: THE POPULAR SECTOR AND "POPULISM"

[11.1] SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND HEGEMONIC DEMANDS
[11.1.1] The inrersubjective referent of the prevailing political order described
in part

I

is what I have deemed the "political community:' The notion of

community, in going beyond the metaphysical individualism of liberali sm but
falling short of the substantive collectivism of real existing socialism, indicates
the originary inrersubjective insertion of the singular subj ectivity of every
citizen. We are born within a political community, which is always already
presupposed phylogenetically (as a human species) and ontogenetically (as a
singularity). From a political point of view, however, this is still an abstraction
lacking the contradictions and conflicts that always traverse that community.
We ascend, then, from the simple to the complex, from the abstract to the
concrete. We now move from the "political community" to the people.
[11.1.2] If all sectors of th e political community were able to have their
demands fulfilled, there would be no social protest or formation of popular
movements struggling for the fulfillment of their unsatisfied demands. It is by
starting from the negativity of needs-for some dimension of life, or for demo
cratic participation-that the struggle for recognition is frequently transformed
into demand-based mobilizations, which do not await justice as a gift of the
powerful but rather seek it as an autonomous achievement of the movements.
In this sense, there could exist as many movements as there are differential
claims.

[11.1.3] The problem of politics appears when we realize that there exist as
many demands as there are needs around which movements are born-such
as, for example. feminist movements. anti-racist movements, movements orga
nized by the elderly. by indigenous peoples, by the marginal and unemployed,
by the industrial working class, by poor or "landless" farmers, and movements
of a geopolitical nature against the colonialist metropole, against Eurocen
trism, against militarism, and those for pacifism and for the environment, etc.
Each of these movements is based on differential claims,73 which oppose one
another in principle. How can these pass from being a particular claim to
being a hegemonic claim able to unify all social movements in a country at a
given moment? This is a question of moving from differential particularities to

a universal one that encompasses them.

[11.1.4] The solution of the passage from each singular claim to a universal.
hegemonic claim can be found in the proposal offered by Laclau. This process of
"passage" is complex, and here I will merely note that it takes the form of
univocal equivalence.?"

[11.1.5] Boaventura de Sousa Santos," on the other hand, believes that each
demand must enter into a process of dialogue and translation, with the goal of
achieving an understanding between movements that nonetheless never repre
sents an encompassing universal. Critical postmodernism gives rise to an open
dialogical hermeneutic.

[11.1.6] It would still be possible to think that the demands of movements (I,
2,

3, N in figure 8) progressively incorporate those of other movements into

their own. Feminism discovers that women of color are treated worst, that
female workers receive lower salaries, that female citizens do not occupy
positions of representation, that women in peripheral countries suffer even
more discrimination, etc. Similarly, the indigenous person discovers the ex
ploitation of the community under capitalism, within the dominant Western
culture. in subtle but nevertheless prevalent racism, etc. That is, through
mutual information, dialogue. translation of proposals, and shared militant
praxis, these movements slowly and progressively constitute an analogical

hegemon, which to some degree includes all demands but might. according to
Laclau, prioritize some. In the process of emancipation from Spain in

1810,

"Liberty!" was given an indisputable primacy as a demand that unified all
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Figure 8. THE PROCESS OF CONSTITUTING AN ANALOGICAL HEGEMON
FROM DISTINCTIVE DEMANDS

Notes: Circles I, 2 , 3, N represent differentiol identities ond
sociol movements (per Booventuro de Sousa) that constitute a
camplex hegemonicdemand (AH), with analogical distinctions
accordingto what is properto each movement.

groups into the patriotic bloc of Latin Ameri ca. The arrows in figure 8 show
out this process of analogical incorporation, which maintains the distinctive 
ness of each movement.

[11.1. 7] These movements alongside the critical sectors of the political com
munity-which can include the petty bourgeoisie suffering an unemployment
crisis and the national bourgeoisie destroyed by transnational competition
construct a "bloc" th at comes "from below" with an increasingly developed
national and popular consciousness of the unfulfilled needs and claims that are
assumed with a clear understanding of the demands they entail.

[11 .2) THE PEOPLE: THE "PLEBS" AND THE "POPULUS"
[11.2.1] In the process of creating a hegemonic bloc, the need arises for a

category that can encompass the unity of all the movements, classes, sectors,
etc., in political struggle. And so the people is that strictly polilicall.dLcl>ul y7 r-.
(since it is not prop erly sociological or economic) that appears as absolutely
essential, despite its ambiguity (and indeed this ambiguity does not result
from misunderstanding but rath er from inevitable complexity). In a famous
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speech, Fidel Castro add resses th e qu estion of th e people "when we speak of
struggle"-that is, when we use the concept of th e people withi n th e horizon of
politics, strategy, and tacti cs:
When we speak of struggle and we mention the people we mean th e vast unredee med
masses . . . th ose wh o long for great and wise changes in all aspects of thei r life; th e

people wh o,

to attain th ose changes , are ready to give even th e very last breath th ey

have wh en th ey believe in someth ing or in someo ne,"? especially when they believe in

themselves. . . . In te rms of strugg le, when we talk abo ut the people we're talkin g abo ut
th e six hundred th ous and C ubans without worps . .. th e five hundred th ou sand farm

laborers wh o live in miserable shacks . .. th e fou r hundred thousand industrial workers
and laborers

whose salar ies pass from th e hands of th e boss to th ose of the

mon eylend er

th e one hundred thousand small farme rs who live and die wor king

land th at is not the irs, looking at it with th e sad ness of Mos es gazing at the prom ised

land79 ••• th e th irty th ousand teachers and professors ... the twenty th ou sand small
bu siness men weighe d down by debts . . . th e ten tho usand young professional

people . . • anxio us

to work and full of hop e . .. These are th e

people, rh e ones who

kn ow misfortune and, th erefore, are capable of fighting with limitless courage!SO

[11.2.2] In later text s, Castro includes abandoned children, women in pa
triarchal society, the elderly, etc. In countries like Bolivia, Peru (the home of
Mariaregui, wh o was accused by dogmatic M arxist s of being a "populist"),
Guatemala, and Mexico, we need to add ind igenous ethnic groups. Moreover,
as a result of urbanizat ion proc esses, we should not forget th e marginalized
masses, th e poor and recently arrived immigrants, those who have been ex
pelled pol itically to th e exreriority of the Stat e, etc.

[11.2.3] The Aztec term altepetl and th e Mayan term Amaq' refer to the
"community" or th e pueblo, and even vividly to th e "we" that has been forgotten
by modern, Western experience ." As a result, in Lat in America-through th e
ind igenous influence th at permeates the continent-the word pueblo means
som eth ing more profound than merely "the people" in rom ance languages.

[11.2.4] The pueblo esrablishes an internal frontier or a fracture within the
political community. There can be citizens and members of a Stat e who are
nevertheless, according to their relat ion to the bloc in power, distinguished
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from the pueblo, as is the case with those whose needs remain unsatisfied by
oppression or exclusion. We will use th e term plebs (in Latin) to refer to the

people when considered in opposition to the elites, to the oligarchs, to the
ruling classes of a political order. This term plebs, meaning a part of the
community, nevertheless tends to encompass all of the citizens (populus) in a
new future order in which their present claims will be satisfied and equality will
be achieved thanks to a common struggle by the excluded.

[11.2.SJ It is not surprising that Negri opposes the concept of the multitude
(as he defines it) to that of the people, which .he views as an inadequate and
substantialist concept: "Is it possible today to imagine a new process of legit
imation that does not rely on the sovereignty of the people but is based instead
in the biopolitical productivity of the mulriruder'" In my opinion the answer
is no, but regardless I agree that it is necessary to understand the people in an
entirely new way.

[11.3] THE "SOCIAL BLOC OFTHE OPPRESSED,"
THE POPULAR SECTOR, AND POPULISM

[11.3.1J In this reformulation, the people is transformed into a collective political

actor rather than being merely a substantial and fetishized "historical subject:'
The people appears in critical political conjunctures when it achieves explicit
consciousness as the analogical hegemon of all demands, from which it defines
strategy and tactics, thereby becoming an actor and constructing history on the
basis of a new foundation. As many social movements note: "Power is con
structed from below!"

[11.3.2J Grarnsci, in order to avoid this subsrantialization (of the working
class as a "historical subject" in standard Marxism), employs the concept of
"bloc:' A "bloc" is not hard like a stone but instead represents a whole that can
be both integrated and disintegrated. It can have "contradictions" at its very
heart (as Mao suggested), and it appears forcefully in a moment and disap
pears when it has completed its task (that is, if this task is accomplished, since
the people often fail). It is a "social bloc" because it originates from conflicts
in the material fields (ecological extinction, economic poverty, the destruction
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of cultural identity) and then slowly crosses the first threshold of Civil
Society; from there it moves to the second threshold of Political Society.
These steps were taken by Evo Morales in his progression from leader of the
coca farmers' movement to participant in mobilizations of Civil Society to
founder of a political party (within Political Society) and then on to his
election as president of the Republic of Bolivia. The people is a social bloc "of
the oppressed" and excluded , and in this the plebs can be distinguished from
both the entire dominant community as well as from the future community
(the populus). In the case of Evo Morales the pueblo, the "social bloc of the
oppressed," comes to be constituted as a "historic bloc in power" (obediential

power, to judge from its initial actions and declarations at the beginning of
2006) .

[11.3.3J Now we can understand that the "popular" is that which is proper to
the people in the strict sense (referring to the "social bloc of the oppressed") and
which represents the last point of reference and regenerative reserve of politics

(hyperpotentia). This hyperpotentia [» 12J, however, only exists in itself. The
"popular" persists as culture, customs, economics, and ecology underneath all
pro cesses, especially when there exist premodern peoples (like the Mayas,
Aymaras, Quechuas, erc.), which while accompanying Modernity will even
tually move beyond it (as parr of a transcapitalist, transmodern civilization,
which is distinct from the still very modern, Eurocentric, and metropolitan
understanding of the postmodern).

[11.3.4J When the people gives rise to institutions (potestas)-for example,
during the approximate period from 1930 to 1954 in Latin America-it can
only organize "populist" regimes. I am therefore dealing with the move to a
"historical bloc in power" that attempts-in the Latin American cases in
question-a limited bourgeois project of emancipation from the metropolitan
bourgeoisie or the geopolitical 'core" and of social int egration through the
strengthening of a protected national market (which was possible between the
two world wars). The quasi-revolutions of Vargas, Cardenas, and Peron were
the events of the twentieth century that managed to achieve th e greatest degree
of hegemony, but they remained within the capitalist horizon of a "social pact"
with the nascent industrial working class and traditional peasantry. Up to the
end of the century, "populism" as a mode of institutionalization had been the
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most effective in terms of fulfilling "popular" demands. Today, in contrast,
Donald Rumsfeld uses the word "populist" as an insult with a meaning along
th e lines of demagogic , fascistic, and pertaining to the far Right. This careless
definition will not persist very long because it has no basis in theory. It is the
superficial, rhetorical denigration of an opponent.
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Thesis Twelve

L1BERATORY POWER AS HYPERPOTENTIA AND
THE "STATE OF REBELLION"
J

~

[12.1] THE WILL-TO -L1VE OF THE EXCLUDED :
TOTALITY AND EXTERIORITY

[12.1.1] The victims of th e prevailing political system cannot live fully (this is
why they are victims ). T heir W ill-to-Live has been negated by the W ill-to-Power
of th e power ful. T his Will-to -Live against all adversity, pain, and immi nent
death is tr ansformed into an infinite source for th e creation of th e new. T he
will of the singular subjects that comprise moveme nts and the people come to
acquire an ethos of courage, dari ng, and creativity. T he first determ ination of
power (as potentia [» 2]) is will, and this is wha t th e people recover in con
j unc tura! moments of great tran sformation.
[12.1.2] The political system, the existing order, finally closes in on itself as a
Totality. Emman uel Levinas, in his wor k Totality and Infinity: An Essay on

Exteriority,83 describes this process of th e tot alitarian to talizatio n of the Total
ity "as the exclusion of th e O ther" (B in figure 9), which Marx completes by
add ing those oppressed by the system (A in figure 9). The people th erefore
maintain a complex position . O n th e one hand, th ey are th e social bloc "of th e
oppressed" within the system (A) (for example, th e working class), but they
simultaneo usly comprise the excluded (B) (for example, the margi nalized , th e
indigeno us peoples who survive th rough self-sufficient production and con
sumption, etc.) .
[12.1.3] T he conatio vitae conservandi (life-conserving drive) becom es an ex
traordinary vital imp ulse. It tea rs dow n the walls of Totality and op ens a space

Totality

Exteriority

Populus

Figure 9. TOTALITY, EXTERI ORITY, THE PEOPLE

Notes: Totality, or the prevailing order, fractures. In this way the
people are born as the plebs (social bloc of the oppressed), [rom
which Exter/ority (due to its unsatisfied demands)-but equally[ro m
within the Totality(as oppressed)- struggle (exit arrow) toward the
constitution of the hegemonic people of the future (populus) .

at th e limits of th e system through which Exterio rit y bursts into history.
[12.1.4] Those who are outside, like "spect res," igno red, invisible, "do not exist

for political economy but only for other eyes," as th e "ma n as a mere workman who
may th erefore daily fall from his filled nothing into absolute nothingness:'B4 The

people, prior

to the ir struggle, are ignored, the y do not exist except as

things at

th e dispos al of the powerful.
[12.1.5] This conatio, thi s will, is the first det erminat ion of a moment in th e

developm ent of the concept of power. Mere potentia [» 2J is transformed into
som ething new and distinct th at springs from th e oppressed, from th e ex
cluded, from Exteriori ty,

[12.2] THE CRITICAL CONSENSUS OF THE NEGATED
[12.2.1] But liberato ry power is something mor e. It requires th e unifying force

of consensus: "T he people united will never be defeated !" cried th e people of
N icaragua . Co ercive pow er is grounded in a pol itical community th at, whe n it
was hegemonic, had been unified ·by consensus. When th e oppressed and
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excluded achieve consciousness of the situation, they become dissidents, and
this dissidence leads the hegemonic power to lose its consensu s, and without
obedience this power becomes fetishized , coercive, repressive. In this way, the
movements, sectors , and communities that constitute the people gain an in
creased degree of consciousness of the domination of the prevailing system.

[12.2.2] If ethical validity and political legitimacy are based on the sym
metrical participation of the affected toward the accomplishment of agtee
ments by giving reasons, then we already know that said validity and legit
imacy cannot be perfect. Neither perfect symmetry nor perfect participation of
all affected parties is possible . Necessarily, given the finitude of the human
condition, all legitimacy is relative, imperfect, and fallible. The excluded, in
turn, could not by definition have participated in the agreement th at excludes
th em, but they can form a new community within th eir movem ent, th eir
sector, their class, or in the people more broadly. Femini sts gain consciousness
of masculinist patriarchy even within and against the prevailing patriarchal
culture. Their critical consciousness creates a critical consensus within their
oppressed community, which now stands opposed to the dominant consensus
from a pos ition of dissidence. I am referring here to a "crisis oflegitimacy" and
a 'crisis of hegemony"-the moment of chaos that emerges prior to and in
anticipation of the creation of a new order.

[12.2.3] This critical consensus of the people could not have been disco vered
either by the first Frankfurt school or by Apel and Habermas. For this reason,
the se thinkers were unable to link "critical theory" with historical politic al
actors, to whi ch th ey no longer had access given the disappearance of the
Jewish community in the Holocaust and the integration of the working class
into the "German miracle." We, on the other hand, must link up with this
collective actor called the people-this bloc that is born and can disappear
depending on th e conjuncture-or at the very least with new and vital social
movements whose goal is to construct "power from below."

[12.2.4] The people, th en, gains "consciousness for-itselj." It recovers th e mem
ory of its moments, its forgotten deeds and those hidden by the history of th e
victors, as Walter Benjamin teaches us. This is no longer "working-class con
sciousness," but it does not merely oppose it: it integrates th e working class. It
is th e consciousness of th e peasant class, of the indigenous peoples, of femi
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nists , anti-racists, and the marginalized ... of all those ghosts that wander in
the exteriority of th e system. It is the consciousness of being a people.

[12.3] THE EFFECTIVENESS OFTHE WEAK:
THE HYPERPOTENTIA OF THE VICTIMS IN A
"STATE OF REBELLION"
[12.3.1J We now have (a) the Will-to-Live and (b) the critical consensus of the

situation in which these subjects are found, their motives of struggle, and the
project of their new order (because "another world is possible"). If to these we
add the discovery in the course of struggle itself of (c) the feasibility of
liberation-of achieving a new hegemony, of transforming (Veriinderung in
Marx's T heses on Feuerbach) the existing political order either partially or radi
cally (and in the latter we could speak of revolution)-we have then formulated
the three determinations of the power of the people, of hyperpotentia.
[12.3.2J If potentia [»

2J is a capacity belonging to the political community,

which now in a position of dominance has organized potestas [» 3J in favor of its
interests and against the emergent people, then hyperpotentia is the power of the

people, its sovereignty and authority (which Hardt and Negri simply eliminate
rather than situating it in its proper place)85that emerges in creative moments
of history to inaugurate great transformations or radical revolutions. This is
Benjamin's messianic "now-time:' The enemies of the system (the emergent

people) are now the friends (the "organic intellectuals") of those who are gam
bling for their liberation, and their old friends (the family of the Pharaoh in
the case of Moses) become their enemies and persecute them. The persecution
of the "righteous innocent"-from Hidalgo in Mexico to those whose head s are
brutally cut off and displayed in public as a sign of humiliation and punish
ment-is a theme developed by Levinas in his work Otherwise than Being: Or

Beyond Essence, in which the political actor responsible for the liberation of the
people is taken hostage in substitution for the other, for the people. These are
themes of the politics of liberation that need to be further developed.
[12.3.3J This anti-power in the face of the power of domination, this hyper
potentia [» figure 10 (thesis IS)J confronting potentia, effectively carries out the
transformation of potestas, now in service of the people (arrow B). The effective-
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ness of the weak is greater than many suppose: Napoleon's armies were de
feated by the Spanish people in arms, and in

2006

th e Iraqi people are in the

process of defeating the most developed military power in human history. The

people are invincible ... or rather, it is necessary to kill all of them when they
possess this sort of strategically and tactically consensual and effective Will-to
Live. When they exercise the ethos of courage!

[12.3.4J Such a situation arises with the phenomenal appearance in the light
of day of hyperpotentia as a "state of rebellion" (beyond the "govern ment by law"
and "state of exception"). Against liberalism's fetishism of the 'govern ment by
law" (over and above the lives of the excluded), Schmitt proposed the case of
the "state of exception" to show the constituent will that exists behind the law. 86
Agamben continues this line of argument,8? and so too we hope to develop it
to its ultimate conclusion .

[12.3.SJ We need to show how the people can suspend the "state of exception"
through what I will call the "state of rebellion." In Buenos Aires, the Argentin
ean people, having been swindled by the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund-instruments of Empire and a fetishized national elite-took
to the streets en masse on December 20, 2001, to oppose a decree that declared
a "state of exception" meant to paralyze the mobilizations. Under the slogan
"Q ue se vayan rodos," or "Out with them all!"-in which hyperpotentia reminded

potestas that it remains the last instance of power-the government of Fer
nando de la Rua was brought down . That is, the "state of rebellion" disarmed
the "state of exception:' The will of delegated auctoritas-to recall Agamben's
distinction-ended up being annulled by a prior will: the will of the people,
power as hyperpotentia.

[12.3.6J The people, then, appears as a collective actor- neither substantive
nor metaphysical, but conjunctural-as a "bloc" that manifests itself and disap
pears, in possession of the new power that lies below the praxis of anti
hegemonic liberation and the transformation of institutions, the subjects of
the next thesis.
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Thesis Thirteen

[13.0.1J In part 1 [» 2-IOJ I concluded with an explication of the normative
principles of politics , because these are implicit in all actions and institutions of
the political actor whose vocation is to fulfill the demands of obediential power

[» 4 J. In part

2,

which represents the more critical interventions of liberation

praxis, the operative principles must be described at the outset, because politi
cal actors who create history anew, who introduce innovation into actions and
institutions, and who act first on behalf of the excluded, the victims, and the
poor, are actors with principles-principles that are, moreover, explicit. They are
conscious of directing their actions and the transformation of political institu
tions on th e basis of the normative demands of those who can reply clearly and
with reasons.

[13.0.2J Emiliano Zapata, a political actor from Anenecuilco (which is not
far from where I write this) , possessed clear principles: (I) "Land for those who
work it with their own hands!" (critical material principle); (2) "W e always
make decisions together, and afterward no one backs outt (critical legitimacy
principle); and (3) as a last resort, "We will take up arms!" to defend land
against the decisions taken by large landowners (critical feasibility principle).
In Zapata's Ayala Plan, point 15, we can read the following: "We are not

personalistic, weare partisans ofprinciples and not ofpersonst88

[13.1) CRITICAL POLITICAL PRINCIPLES
[13.1.1] Normative political principles, which subsume critical ethical princi

ples within the political field,89 constitute political power from within, as the
power of the people, potentia, and as the exercise of delegated power through
institutions, potestas. But because like all political systems (level B.6 in table

2

[thesis 10]) this can never be perfect (to be so would require infinite time,
intelligence, and will, erc.), and as a result it inevitably produces negative effects
that are in the best of cases unintentional (level A .I2-13 in table 2). That is,
negative political effects are a practical mistake, and one can either ignore
errors (as do unjust politicians, trapped by their blindness) or recognize and
correct them (a characteristic of great politicians) . Regardless, there are mem
bers of the community who suffer negative political effects on their living
corporeality (as pain, humiliation, dissatisfaction, and even death) : these are
the victims of political injustices, those in oppressed, excluded, marginalized,
and exploited classes, those in dominated groups-all those sectors that con
stitute part of the people [» II.I]. They are victims because they cannot live fully
(material moment), because they have been excluded from participating in
decisions that harm them (formal moment of illegitimacy), and because they
manifest in their own suffering and unsatisfied demands the ineffectiveness of
the system (at least with respect to these victimized groups) .
[13.1.2] Normative political principles are in the first place negative, referring

as they do to an unjust positivity. Since it is the prevailing system (the given,
the positive as Horkheimer puts it) that produces these victims (the negative,
since they-cannot-live, they-cannot -participate, etc.), the demand or obliga
tion that the political vocation imposes-in starting from a position of soli
darity with the humiliated other, which surpasses the mere fraternity of the
"we" of the hegemonic community in power-is to refuse and negate the truth,
the legitimacy, and the efficacy of that system. The discovery of the non-truth
(as Adorno wrote), of the non-legitimacy, the non-efficiency of the system of
domination is a moment of skeptical criticism with respect

to

that system, the

moment of atheism toward the prevailing totality, as Marx correctly described
it in accordance with prophets of Israel, who rejected the divinity of fetishes.
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[13.1.3] The initial formulation of all critical political principles should be the

following: We must criticize, or reject as unsustainable, all political systems, actions, and
institutions whose negative effects are suffered byoppressed orexcluded victims!
[13.1.4] We cannot be complicit in a political domination that is the fulfill

ment of an exercise of power that, instead of serving as an obedient delegate of
the people [» 4], has become fetishized [» 5].

[13.2] THE MATERIAL PRINCIPLE OF LIBERATION AS A
DEMAND FOR THE AFFIRMATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF
THE LIFE OF THE COMMUNITY

[13.2.1] Politics, as consensual and feasible Will-to-Live, should attempt

through all means to allow all members to live, to live well, and to increase the
quality of their lives. In this sense, political normativity appears as an obliga
tion analogous to that of ethics. We are speaking , then, of the material sphere,
the content of politics. Human life, as the material criterion par excellence, is
the ultimate content of all political actions and all institutions. The victim is a
victim because he or she cannot-live. The politician by vocation is called upon to
work in favor of the reproduction and the qualitative improvement of the lives
of all citizens. But the victims of the imperfect system, which is inevitably
unjust in some moments and intolerably unsustainable during its terminal
crises (when injustice multiplies the suffering of the exploited and the ex
cluded) , are those who suffer most, like open wounds, the sickness of the social
body. They show the location of the system's pathology, the injustice that we
need to know how to repair.
[13.2.2] The affirmation of the life of the victim, who cannot-live as a result

of the injustice of the system, is at the same time that which allows the
fulfillment of the demand for improving the life of the community (or of the
new institution or system that must be created) . I repeat : the mere reproduc
tion of the life of the poor requires such changes that, at the same time, it
produces the civilizingdevelopment of the entire system. The affirmation of the life
of the victim is at the same time the historical improvement of the entire
community. It has been largely through solving the dissatisfaction of the
oppressed, the last, that historical systems have progressed .
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[13.2.3J The general critical principle, now in its affirmative moment, should
be expressed as the following: We must produce and reproduce the lives of the
oppressed and excluded, the victims, discovering the causes of their negativity
and adequately transforming institutions to suit them, which will as a result
improve the life of the community as a whole .

[13.2.4J It has often been forgotten that it is the role and obligation of the
political actor, as representative, to develop the lives of all citizens, and in the
first place those who have been denied the possibility of fulfilling their own
needs, from the most basic to the most advanced.

[13.2.SJ Politics , in its noblest obediential form, is this responsibility for life,
with a special attention to the lives of the poorest, and this fundamental
normative demand constitutes the creative moment of politics as liberation.
Those communities that have known well enough to give rise to exemplary
political leaders have been able to overcome the difficulties that history has had
in store! Those with corrupt, egoistic politicians constrained by petty horizons
have suffered some bitter moments of defeat, even to the point of disappearing!
The fetishization of power by leaders weakens the community and leaves it
defenseless against its enemies.

[13.3] THE ECOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC, AND CULTURAL
DIMENSIONS OF THE CRITICAL MATERIAL
PRINCIPLE OF POLITICS

[13.3.1J The political field traverses [» 7.3, 9.3, ISJ the material fields par
excellence, which include at the very least the ecological, economic, and cul
tural fields. These fields determine the material sphere of politics , and within
each the critical material principle of politics gives rise to particular demands,
all of which have to do with the lives of the citizens but operate distinctly in
the various dimensions that make up this sphere .

[13.3.2J In the ecological subsphere of politics, human life finds itself in direct
danger of total extinction. What had never before been foreseeable is today a
possibility: from the atomic bomb to the increasing contamination and pollu
tion of planet Earth, the disappearance of life is an imminent prospect. De
parting from this absolute limit, we can also see that contamination shortens
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lives, prevents a sufficient level of health in the population, and generally
degrades the conditions for the living corporeality of the citizenry. The mate
rial political principle presents itself as an obligation that did not restrict
political actors in the same manner that it did in other historical periods, when
the Earth was imagined to possess an infinite supply of air, water, and non
renewable goods . The Earth has shrunk, become finite, and run out of re
sources. Human beings are responsible for the death of life on our small
planet, and this begins to produce a feeling of claustrophobia. The critical

ecological principle ofpolitics could be expressed as follows: We must behave in all
ways such that life on planet Earth might be a perpetual life! This, moreover,
constitutes a postulate. Nonrenewable goods are holy, irreplaceable, and im
mensely scarce. We need to go to great lengths to conserve them for future
generations. This is perhaps the single most important normative demand of
this newpolitics.
[13.3.3] In the economic subsphere of politics , the capitalist system has be

come supremely dangerous, both ecologically and socially. This system
whose only rational basis is the criterion of an increasing profit rate-gives rise
to the technological destruction of life on Earth, and it produces as an effect,
through the tendency to reduce salaries to a minimum, an immense degree of
poverty, unemployment, and misery. The normative critical-normative economic
principle of politics could be expressed as follows: We must imagine new
economic systems and institutions that allow for the reproduction and growth
of human life instead of capital! Such alternatives need to be crafted on all
institutional levels and with the assistance of the entire people: we must train
our sights on new popular experiences with alternative social economies.
[13.3.4] In the cultural subsphere of politics it is necessary to overcome the

Eurocentrism of colonial Modernity through the affirmation of multicultural
ism within the population of the national political system . This principle
could be put as follows: We must support the cultural Identity of all com
munities included within the political system, and defend cultural Difference
against efforts to homogenize the cultures and languages of a population
through the dominance of some (modern European Creoles or mestizos) and
the exclusion of others! We need to embark upon a Cultural Revolution! This
is the principle proposed to us from Bolivia by Evo Morales.
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Thesis Fourteen

THE CRITICAL-DEMOCRATIC AND STRATEGIC
TRANSFORMATION PRINCIP.LES

[14.1] THE CRITlCAL·DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE
[14.1.1 J The fulfillment of the normative democratic principle allows for legiti

mate actions and for the organization of new legitimizing institutions. The
prevailing system inevitably produces negative effects, and it becomes slowly
transformed-by the entropy of institutions through time-into a coercive
fetish . The hegemonic historical bloc has consistently produced victim s
namely, groups of th e excluded who are constituted in the new social move
ments, themselves serving as constituent moments of the people [» IIJ. These
communities or movements of the oppressed and excluded become organized
and gain consciousness of their oppression, their exclusion, and th eir un
satisfied needs , and bit by bit they create a consensus about their intolerable
situation, th e cause of their negativity, and the need for struggle . This con 
sensus is a critical one that now creates dissensus vis-a-vis the old prevailing
agreement that constituted these same oppressed and excluded groups within
the obedient mass subservient to power "as legitimate domination" (in Weber's
definition, which was in reality jetishized power [» 5J, with only apparent legit
imacy). The consensus of the dominated marks the moment of birth of a

critical democratic exercise.
[14.1.2J The principle of critical legitimacy or liberatory democracy-which

must be completely distinguished from liberal democracy-could be exp ressed
thus: We must achieve a critical consensus-first, through the real and symmetrical

participation of the oppressed and excluded- of the victims of the political system
because th ey are the most affected by the institutional decisions that were
made in th e past!

[14.1.3J Democracy was always an institutional system, and it is also a
normative principle th at always seeks to overcome the limits of the previously
determined definition of who repres ented effective members of th e commu
nity. The excluded always exert ed pressure for participation in th e creation of
consensus- even in the Greek demos, seeking to ar rive at isonomia, or "equal
right" -and th is struggle for th e recognition of their rights required a transfor
mation of the existing democratic system to open it up both to a higher degree
oflegitimacy and to parti cipation-that is, to democracy. The excluded should
not be merely included in the old system-as this would be to introduce th e
Other into the Sam e-but rather ought to participate as equals in a new

institutional moment (the new political order). This is a struggle not for inclusion
but for transformation [» 17 J, and here I disagree with Iris Young, H abermas ,
and countless others who speak so often of "inclusion."

[14.1.4J Because th e people are th e pr incipal actors, critical, liberatory, or
popular democracy calls into question th e previous degree of achieved demo c
ratiz ation, since democracy is a system to be perennially reinvented .

[14.1.5J I should make clear, since there exists great confusion on this point,
that critical democracy-which is social but equally includes the material
sphere as well as ecological, economic, and cultural conflicts that produce th e
crisis embodied in "the social probl em"- is on th e on e hand a normative princi
ple, an obligation of the political vocation, the militant, and th e citizen in favor
of the people, but it is also an institutional system that on e needs to know how to
transform permanently. It is in innovation- the inst itutional creativity of over
coming th e fetishized moments that did not respond

to

the reality of th e

demo crat -that the real possibility for politi cal development lies, a develop
ment that is never int errupted and mor eover never reaches perfection. I am
speaking again of a postulate: "We mu st struggle for an always increasingly
democratic syst em!" who se perfect empirical institutionali zat ion is impo ssible.
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[14.2] THE PRINCIPLE OF STRATEGIC LIBERATION
[14.2.1] Feasibility, then, is the final link in the chain , as I have shown repeat

edly. This is because once the life of the victim (ecological, economic, cultural)
has been affirmed and has man aged to organize itself to arrive at a critical
democratic consensus, th e issue is to bring into practice, into historical realit y,
the effective institutionalization of the political project that has been germinat
ing. This is where the politi cal actor by vocation-the criti cal politici an or the
participatory citizen-encounter many pitfalls and difficulties to be avoided .
The actions and institutions that are to be actualized must also be possible. As
opposed to the politics of a prevailing system-with its traditions, tendencies,
and established institutions-those who transform an existing and unjust
system are confronted with much more difficult strategic decisions. Machia
velli did not pen his brief treatise, II Principe, for a traditional politician exercis
ing power but rather for a new governor who hopes to begin a new political era.
In this case, the possibility of making one's objectives a reality is a much more
difficult prospect-that is, it has a lesser degree of feasibility. Now, its possibility
can be situated more clearly betwe en that which the anarchist believes to be
empirically possible (but which is merely a postulate [» 17.3]) , and that which
the conservative of the existing order believes to be impossible. That which is

possible for the critical and liberatory political actor, one who is accountable to
the victims of the system, falls short of anarchist possibility (wh ich is really
impossible) and surpasses conservative impossibility (possible only if the pre
vailing conditions of oppression and exclusion are tr ansformed).
[14.2.2] The critical feasibility principle in politics could be formulated as

follows: We must do the maximum possible-thereby appearing reformist to
the anarchist [» 17.2] and suicidal to the conservative-and having as criterion
of possibility in institutional creation (transformation) the liberation of the
victims of the current system, the people! Only triumphant social movements
or an exceptional political leader-who in reality proceeds by assessing the
transform ative capacity or hyperpotentia [» 12] of the people itself-know what is
feasible or infeasible or how to stretch the rope of transformation to the

maximum without breaking it.
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[14.2.3] Given that the crit ical political actor confronts the entire estab

lished institutionality of the old regime-the historic bloc exercising fetishized
power-the struggle of the people for its liberation (partial or radical [» 17.2])
needs to be much more strategic and intelligent than the dominators. An error
of calculation could break a eat's claw, but it could cost the mouse its life.
[14.2-4] The critical normative political principle promotes creativity, frater

nity, and the emergence of the hyperpotentia of the people [» 12]. A people whose
mind is made up, and who thereby exist in a "state of rebellion ," can be defeated
neither definitively nor militarily, as Clausewitz commented on observing
Napoleon's disastrous Spanish campaign, a situation repeated by the United
States in Vietnam and, today, in Iraq .

[14.3] THE NOBLE VOCATION OF POLITICS
[14.3.1] Simply becau se a politician exercises obediential power does not mean

that he or she is immune to making mistakes. Indeed, a Semitic saying
reminds us that "ajust person commits seven sins a day:' and a popular saying
teaches us that "to err is human, to pardon is divine." One might ask, How
many sins does it take to make one unjust? The answer is none , because the
unjust person is precisely one who never takes conscious responsibility for the
negative effects of his or her actions. As the unjust person always carries out
corrupt actions and attempts to hide these, he or she cannot differentiate
inevitable (and unintentional) negative effects from whose that are willingly
corrupt. All acts become suspect. In this attempt to avoid the blame for all of
the negative effects of one's acts we find instead injustice and corruption. As a
result, the honest politician cannot be perfectly just. Perfection is only proper to
gods, and it is impossible for the human condition. Given this impossibility for
extreme perfection, what is demanded normatively of th e politician by voca
tion is that he or she honestly fulfills in the most serious manner possible the
conditions for a just act. This is what can be deemed the "political justice
claim."
[14.3.2] In other words the political acto r, like all finite human beings,

cannot be deemed bad for having committed political mistakes. Human fini
tude cannot avoid erroneous acts but instead can only attempt seriously and
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with good will to fulfill the conditions for being just. Those who honestly
attempt to fulfill these conditions can be said to possess the justice "claim." To
be precise, this word 'claim" indicates that those engaging in an action can
justify it by giving reasons and by showing that the action is an attempt to
affirm life feasibly and through the consensus of those affected. The three
critical principles laid out above are the conditions for this "political justice
claim:'

[14.3.3J But there is more : these stated normative principles are also what
allow us to determine when someone commits political mistakes (through not
fulfilling one of these) , and, moreover, the way to correct those mistakes
depends on the same three critical principles (the material, the formal, and the
feasible). These critical normative principles are, then, principles that con
stitute and illuminate liberatory actions and the transformation of institutions,
which allow us to discover mistakes and, finally, which function as criteria for
the correction of the injustices committed. Without principles, the political
actor who attempts to adopt a critical stance finds himself or herself in the
position of the ship captain caught in the middle of a storm without a
compass: that is, lost!

[14.3.4J On the other hand, those with access to critical normative princi
ples-which never negate but rather only subsume the procedural creativity of
actions, institutions, administration, etc.-find themselves able to confront
profound crises, devastating political struggles, and even handle contempt,
partial defeat, and patient work on long-range projects. This extends, finally, to
the limit cases involving death itself-as with Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla
since those who know how to face death incorruptibly are only feared by
oppressors. This represents the maximum possible degree of feasibility, when
the very life of the people is offered in order to save itself. Heroes necessarily
confront unforeseeable events, but they always improve upon each action by
remaining inspired by clear and effective critical normative political principles.

[14.3.SJ When the political actor exercises obediential power through delega
tion, when he or she has an honest critical-political aspiration toward justice,
we can say that he or she fulfills the noble vocation of politics. To serve the

people through militant obedience produces in the subjectivity of the citizen
and the politician a sort of joy similar to that of Marx when, as an eighteen
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year-old student, he wrote the following: "Bur the chief guide which must
direct us in the choice of a profession is the welfare of mankind . . . H istory
calls those men the greatest who have ennobled themselves by working for the
common good; experience acclaims as happiest the man who has made the
greatest number of people happy ; religion itself teaches us that the ideal being
whom all strive to copy sacrificed himself for the sake of mankind,"?" This
exemplary universalistic, public, and humanistic normative -political ideal is
clearly a far cry from the political egoism and privatizing individualism of
liberalism and from the competitive economic avarice of capitalism.
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Thesis Fifteen

LIBERATION PRAXIS OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL MOVEMENTS

[15 .0.1J Praxis indicates the actuality of the subject in the world, and political
praxis implies its presence in the political field. But a praxis of liberation (arrows
A and B in figure 10) calls into question the hegemonic strucrures of the
political system (potestas r). Institutional transformations (arrow B) partially or
totally change the structure of mediations in the delegated exercise of power
(from potestas t we move to potestas 2).

[15.0.2J Political action intervenes in the political field, always modifying the
given structure of the political field in some way. All subjects, upon becoming
actors-and especially when representing a movement or people-become the
motor, the force, the power that makes history. When this is a "practical-critical
activity,"?' I will refer to it as liberation praxis (Bef reiungspraxis in Marx and
Horkheimer). This praxi s has two moments: a negative struggle, deconstructive
of the given (arrow A in figure 10), and a positive moment of outlet, of the
construction of the new (arrow B). Insofar as this "libera tes"- as in the act by
which the slave is emancipated from slavery-its creative potential is opposed
to and finally triumphs over the structures of domination, exploitation, and
exclusion that weigh heavily upon the people. The power of the people-hyperpo

tentia, the new power of those "from below"-becomes present from the begin
ning, in its extreme vulnerability and poverty, but is in the end the invincible

Potestas 2

Popular
Hyperpotentia

Potentia

Figure 10 . LIBERATI ON PRAXISAND INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATI ON

force of life "that desires-to -live." This Will -to-Liv e is mor e powerful th an
death , inj ustice, and cor ruption.

[15.1] UTOPIAS AND PARADIGM : POSS IBLE MODELS.

PROJECTS, STRATEGIES, TACTICS , MEANS
[15.1.1] "D uring years and years we harvested the death of our own people in the

fields of Chiapas.. . . Our steps moved forward with no destination, we only
lived and died,"?" But on e day th e people, th eir movement s and th e leadership
that obeys th em, awaken , sta nd up, and say "Enough!"They ent er into history
through their liberatory praxis. This action has a logic, a demand, and it is
guided especially by th e critical political principl e of feasibility, since what is

possible confronts various apparent p ractical imp ossibilities that need to be
overturned. T he pra xis of liberation demands principles, coherence, resolute
ness to th e death , and infinite patience (like th at of our original peoples during
the past five hundred years, from confronta tions with Cortes, P izarro, and
Alm agro to th e triumph of Evo Morales).
[15.1.2] Rosa Luxemburg has a lovely text that deals with strategy against

thos e "reformists" who have no "p rinciples" (or "theory'T": "T he principles of
scient ific socialism, impose clearly marked limitations (feste SchriinkeJ to practical
activity, insofar as it concern s the aims of thi s activity, th e means used in
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attaining the se aims and the method employed in this activity. It is quite natural
for people who run after immediate 'p ractical' result s to want to free th emselves
from such lim itations and to render th eir practice independent of our 'theory'
[read: principles ],"9 4

[15.1.3] W e th erefore need to keep variou s levels in mind during critical,
anti-hegemonic praxis, which develops out of many pr ior moments and con
fronts the "histor ical bloc in power": level A.II in table 2 (thesis 10).

[15.1.4] First th ere is th e most distant horizon , which we could refer to as
Utopian, in which we descriptively imagine a state of affairs. Such a horizon is
mor e accurately und erstood as a political postulate [» 17.3] such as thos e of th e
World Social Forum that state, 'Another world is possible!" or 'A world in
which many worlds fit!" Such postulates might seem too empty, but th ey are
th e condition of possibilit y for all the rest, since without th e hope for a world
th at we need to make possible-so closely studied by Ernst Bloch 95-there
cannot exist a critical, liberation praxi s. It is necessary to creatively imagin e th e
notion "Yes we can!" in order to be able to change th ings. In other words, we
need to always keep potestas 2- the future institutional struc tu re th at will be at
th e service of th e people, and which indicates th is Utopian pole-affirmatively
in our minds. This is level C.4 -5 in table

2.

[15.1.5] Second, in political practice or rheor y we mu st progre ssively sketch
a paradigm or modelof possible transformation, which is not simple and often shifts
throughout tim e, such th at it cannot always be delineated in a detailed fashion.
Against liberal democracy, th e welfare State, or Keynesian economics (stru c
tures that are locat ed in various fields), and against th e tr ansitional democ
racies of Lat in Am erica (since 1983) that generate a frequently corrupt "politi
cal class," we mu sr move forw ard with th e formulation of a new "pa radigm" or
"model," Such a model would enta il broad partic ipat ion, popular hegemony,
national identity (especially in postcolonial or periph eral countries), the de
fense of the economic int erests of the weakest (impossible to fulfill through
neoliberal capitalism and its globalizing strategy of th e domination and ex
ploitation of subaltern nations), and a ren ewed administrative effectiveness
grounded in a new "social pact" and, moreover, in new constitutions that give
rise to new structures within a transformed State.

[15.1.6] Third, on an even more concrete level, we need to work toward a
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project forfeasible transformations (level A.7 in table 2), in which the concrete goals
of liberatory action in all spheres (material, legitimacy, State administration)
are made explicit. These would be properly political but simultaneously crit
ical, and they would operate by way of critical, liberarory; and progressive
political parties [» 15.3], as well as through teams of scientists (political scien
tists, economists, educators, doctors, union leaders, representatives of social
movements, etc). This project could be expressed in the short term through
criteria and concrete theses for efficient feasible realization within a govern 
ment cycle (offour to six years), but it must also be accompanied by medium
term (about twenty-five years) and long.term projects for popular participation
(especially with regard to ecological and transcapitalist economic questions) .

[15.1.7] Fourth, political leaders need to have strategic clarity (le vel A.s in
table 2) in their transformative action. On this level, projects need to be
administratively and conjuncturally implemented with an eye to the transfor
mation of institutions. This level depends on the practical wisdom (prudence)
of political actors operating within a democratic system to produce consensual
decisions, in a team, through participation "from below" (from popular move
ments, the people, neighborhoods, rural communities, etc). This strategy
should be elaborated democratically and as a whole on all levels.

[15.1.8] Fifth, it is necessary to formulate efficient tactics (level A.9 in table 2),
which constitute mediations for carrying out the strategies that have been
elaborated theoretically, in the practice of forming cadres, in the election of
candidates as representatives, in propaganda itself, in the ideological and nor 
mative orientation of said informational process, in the mode of action, etc

[15.1.9] Sixth, appropriate means must be selected for all of the aspects
mentioned above (level A.IO in table 2), but only among those that are possible
given the demands that structure all of the described levels (fulfilling princi
ples, postulates, models, etc) . A purely Machiavellian tactical approach (one
not ascribed to by Machiavelli) in which "the ends justify any means" is always
destructive in the end , both for the actor as well as for the people. This is
because feasible means-and here Horkheimer's Critique of Instrumental Reason
is worth considering-that appear to be more efficient may end up losing sight
of the "p rinciples" (as Luxemburg tells us). As a result, one loses the "clearly
marked limitations" that create coherence, positive effects in the long run, and
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clarity of action, th ank s to which confidence in the people is mutually crafted. As
Fidel Cas tro puts it, "W hen th e people believe in the people," th at is, th e point at
which th e political actor and th e citizen awaken thi s faith from "the top down"
(as obediential power) and from "the bottom up" (as faith in honest, pr incipled
action, which is the condition ofjust, normative, and effective leadership of th e

delegated power of th e governor). M achiavelli demanded a certain virtu by
which politicians construct "dikes" to const rain th e imp etu ous and destructive
force of Fortuna, th e chaotic and unforeseeable events of everyday politics th at
need to be resolved in the same manner but without losing sight of serving th e

people as th e obedie ntial exercise of power.

[15.2] ORGANIZATION OF NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
AND STRUGGLES OVER DEMANDS
[15.2.1] Liberation praxis is not solipsistic-that is, it is not created by a single

and inspired subj ect: the leader (who should necessarily be distinguished from

obediential leadership ). Liberation praxis is always an int ersubjective community
act of reciprocal consensus, which does not reject leadership, as we have said,
but definitively abandons vangu ardism. It is a "rearguar d" action by th e people
itself, which educates social movements about its demo cratic autonomy, its
political evolution, and about being mutually responsible for its destiny. T he
liberation politician, Gramsci's organic int ellectu al, is mor e a p romoter, an
organizer, and a light th at illuminates th e path constructed, unfolded, and
perfected by th e people. Political leadership is service, obedience, coh erence,
inte lligence, discipline, and devotion.
[15.2.2] To fUlfill the Will-to-Live, popular movements and th e people need

to be organi zed, and thi s organization already repr esents a passage from

potentia (the power of the people, of social movements) to potestas (that power
which is granted institutions for them to concretely exercise delegated power) .
Without this separ ation , without th is split (between potent ial power in-itself
and institutional power for-itself), and without organiz ation , the power of the

people remains pure potential, po ssibility, objective nonexistence, ideal volunta
rism, and anarchism. To organize a movement, a people, is to create hetero
geneous and differentiated functions, in which each member learn s to fulfill
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different responsibilities but all within the consensual unity of the people. This
is an int ermediary, social, civil level of the delegated exercise of power, a
political institutionalization of Civil Society, within the State in the broad,
Gramscian sense. Through organization, the homogeneous, undifferent iated,
and thereby impotent community-consensual wills that nevertheless lack
feasibility, since feasibility is functional and differential concre tization
achieves the possibility of exercising power. It becomes potent: "able-to-create"
the means for its own survival [» 2 .1 J.96

[15.2.3J In order to hunt during the paleolithic era, humans needed to be
organized: on e per son preparing th e weapons , ano ther scouting the area,
another gives the attack cry, another advances on the right flank, another on
the left, still another seizes the prey, another distributes it, and as a result all
needs are satisfied: in short, they live. In order to improve life- in ecological,
economic, cultural, and religious terms, etc.-the differentiation of functions,
or organization, is essential. Today this organ ization must be democratic, always
and in all its instanc es, with the symmetrical par ticipa tion of all those affected
by domination and exclusion. Luxemburg anticipated the collapse of actually
existing socialism based precisely upon difficulties on the organizational level:
"W e can conceive of no greater dang er to the Russian party th an Lenin's plan
of organization. Nothing will more surely enslave a young labor movement to an

intellectual elite hungry for power than this bureaucraticstrailjacket, which will immobil
ize the movement and turn it into an automaton manipulated bya Central Committee.
. , . The game of bourgeois demagogues will be made easier if at the present
stage, the spontaneous action, initiative, and political sense of the advanced
sections of th e work ing class are hindered in their development and restricted
by the protectorate of an authoritarian Central Cornmittee,"?"

[15,2,4J Even in the Sandinista movement th ere was a tendency to "send
down" orde rs from above to the Sandinista masses. Only with Zapatismo has
vanguardism been defin itively overcome . D emocracy is not a slogan but rather
a necessary moment in th e subjectivity of the political actor, an institution to
be pr acticed on all levels of the organization of popular movements, within
movements, among different movements, and as a demand put forward to
progressive, critical, and liberatory poli tical parties.
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[15.3] THE ORGANIZATION OF PROGRESSIVE POLITICAL PARTIES
[15.3.1J Progressive, critical, liberatory political parties should function like the

mythical Mayan "tree of life" that sinks its roots into terra mater (the people) ,
raises its trunk over the terrestrial surface (Civil Society) , and unfolds its
foliage and fruits in the sky (in Political Society, the State in the restricted
sense). The party, therefore, is the location where the representative can regen
erate his or her delegation of power constructed from below. The member base of
the party must be able to demand explanation, to reprimand, and to criticize
its partner-in-faith, the representative, when these individuals betray their
principles or fail to fulfill their promises. The party is where political theory is
discussed and produced, where utopias are sketched, and where concrete
projects and the strategies to achieve proposed goals and other levels of libera
tion praxis are formulated. It is where candidates for elections are decided
upon democratically. It is where a well-thought-out, discussed, and grounded
opinion of a type of future society, a concrete model, is developed, bearing in
mind the historical development of the political, geopolitical, nat ional, and
global present.
[15.3.2J Unfortunately, the Latin American political parties that have ex

isted since the installation of transitional democracies in 1983 have fetishized
the "political class" that exercises power monopolistically. These parties are in
need of profound transformation, as they are often little more than electoral

machines, which like antediluvian fossils begin to move when they make out on
the horizon an election for paid functionaries. The temptation for payment,
the perverse pleasure of the fetishized exercise of power, plunges groups,
sectors, and internal movements into proportional distribution (in proportion
to their corruption, clearly), to get carried away with possible candidacies in
the face of the scandalous and very public presence of the people, which they
claim to represent and serve. The party as electoral machine is rotten-it is
useless for the critique, transformation, or liberation demanded by popular
movements; useless for the oppressed and excluded people. It is a scandal! To
democratize a party and impede the subsidies to which it feels entitled as the
representative of the monopolistic "political class" means
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to

universalize its

cadres, to dissolve its int ernal divisions, and to allow the movement of opinion
in theoretical discussions, projects, and concrete proposals (but not only nor
even principally in the election of candidates) . Perhaps a Party Youth con 
tingent, not summoned by int ernal groupings but rath er by the party as a
whole, might be able in the medium term to provide a bodily spirit to those
parties th at arise from particularist ic, personalistic, corpora tive, and local
st rongm an alliances, and that lack an ideology sufficient for th e demands of
th e people, and especially the poor. Party corruption results from a loss of
ideological clarit y regard ing th e paradigm being struggl ed for, the nonexistence
of research and discussion projects, and a lack of ethical coherence among
party cadres.

[15.3.3J Parties must be regenerated through both subjective and objective 
ideological disciplin e, th anks to which the daily conduct of th e politician
might relate more coherently to party pr inciples. To do so would mean to
operate according to a shared responsibility toward th e exploited and th e poo r,
with th e goal of creating cond itions of respect for symm etry in democratic
participation, with th e compromise of those who roll up their sleeves, tak e off
th eir sho es, and get dirty, getting blistered hands .. . alongside th e people. W e
need a new generat ion of politi cian s, perhaps a younger one, who will enthusi
astically assume the nobl e vocation of politics!

[15.3-4J Party organ ization mu st reflect th e demands of the times in im
poverish ed peripheral countries. The winds that arrive from the South-from
N estor Kir chn er, Tab are Vasquez, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, Evo Mo rales,
Hugo Chavez, Fidel Castro, and so many others-show us that th ings can be
changed. The people mu st reclaim sovereignty! The elections of popular leaders
and candidates, the renewed production of foundational documents, projects
for edu cative, industrial, and ecological policies, and concrete proposals-these
all mu st be th e fruit of democratic procedures with a symmetrical hor izontal
ism involving th e parti cipation of all memb ers, and especially the representa
tion with in politi cal parti es of neighborhood commu nities, base committees,
and op en popular councils, in which dir ect dem ocracy teaches th e humble
citizen how to truly participate in popular politics. T his participation should
th en be equally organi zed "upward" to constitute Citizen Power, as th e su
pr eme Power controlling all other State Powers [» 19.34, 20 .23J.
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[15.3.5] Michael Walzer, in his work Exodus and Revolution, writ es th e fol

lowing: "First, that wherever you live, it is probably Egypt ; second , th at there is
a better place, a world more attractive, a promised land; and third, that 'the
way to th e land is through th e wildern ess: There is no way to get from here to
there except by joining togeth er and marching,"?"
[15.3.6] Egypt represents th e totality of th e prevailing coercive system, th e

promised land is a liberated future, and th e wilderness is the winding and uncer
tain path ofpolitical strategy: tough, exhausting, full of dan ger . . . but we mu st
maintain our compass so as not to wander off cour se and to arrive at the oasis
where "milk and honey flow," as th e Sandinista hymn goes.
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Thesis Sixteen

L

ANTI·HEGEMONIC PRAXIS AND THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW HEGEMONY

[16.1] HEGEMONIC CRISIS
[16.1.1J The existing empirical institutional political system exercises power
hegemonically when the political community accepts it with a sufficient con
sensus, which means that the demands of various social sectors have been
satisfied . But when this situation enters into a crisis when the interests of the
oppressed and excluded are not fulfilled, members of this group become
conscious of their dissatisfaction and suffering , which upon becoming intoler
able-and intolerability is relative to understanding the degree of satisfaction
achieved by other social groups-produce the irruption of a collective critical
consciousness [» 19.2J that then breaks the existing consensus and appears as
social dissensus. The hegemony of the "leading class," as Gramsci puts it,
becomes "coercive," and this repres ents a crisis of hegemony-a crisis of the
legitimacy of the prevailing political system.
[16.1.2J The praxis of liberation is critical during its initial, anti-hegemonic
phase. It ruptures the hegemony of the class in power. It is a praxis whose
effectiveness increases in proportion to the decreasing hegemonic legitimacy of
the system . There is, then, an increase on the one hand-in the praxis of
liberation-and a decrease on the other, as consensual legitimacy gives way to
greater domination against a simultaneously increa sing dissensus , which like a
spiral support one another: the greater the repression and violence, the higher
th e degree of consciousness and eagerness to work toward freedom. This

praxis reveals the "feet of clay" of the existing insrirutions."? The system can
have massive armies, intelligence services, and perfectly organized police, but
the repressive apparatus (the armor-plated body of the statue), as the expres
sion of a despotic exercise of power (a fetishized potestas), ceases to have
"strength:' It loses its "support" from the power of the people below (the
potentia), and as a result it falls to pieces from its own contradictions in the face
of infinitely inferior forces (from an instrumental and quantitative perspective,
but not in terms of effective, qualitative power).
[16.1.3] Social movements, as well as liberarory, critical, progressive parties,

must be able to learn how to operate from a position of inferior force (in
physical, mechanical, coercive terms), relying on the power that surges up
"from below," from the people.
[16.1.4] It is essential that liberation praxis sets out from the people, thereby

remaining in its element, and mobilizing from within and from below the
collective historical actor that is the people (as the plebs who will constitute a
future populus).
[16.1.5] Only Gramsci has been able to describe adequately how the class in

power, when confronted with the destruction of consensus by popular dis
sensus, moves from hegemonic to coercive. As a result, this class exercises
power as domination, repression, violence, and even State terrorism in extreme
cases (as in the Latin American military dictatorships imposed by the Pen
tagon from the 1960s to the 1980s, for example).

[16.2] LEGITIMATE COMPULSION, VIOLENCE, AND LIBERATION PRAXIS
[16.2.1] Frequently today we hear talk of terrorism, violence, and 'Just war,"

which is not sufficiently distinguished from the justified compulsion of heroic
figures like Miguel Hidalgo or George Washington. We need to use different
terms in order to discuss actions that have very different normative meanings
but are often confused.
[16.2.2] W e will use the term compulsion to refer to all use of force that is

grounded in the 'govern ment by law" [» 8.2]. In this definition, Political
Society has a monopoly on the legal use of compulsion, since the citizens have
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Table 4. LEGITIMATE COM PULSION AND VIOLENCE

(a) Established (leqol) order
1. Legiti mate

compulsio n
2 . Violence, the use

of illegitimate

(b) Transformati on of the order

Legal and legitimate

Liberation praxis,

actions (A)

illegal but legit imate (8)

Legal but illeg it imate
repressio n (C)

anarchist actio n (D)

Illegal and illeg itima te

compulsion
Notes: I distinguish between "legitimacy"and "illegitimacy"in (Aiand (8) . (Airefersto the current empirical
system. which has movedfrom hegemonic to coercive. In (8) the reference point is a new legitimacythat is
establishedthrough the criticol-transformative or liberatoryaction of the people. The Laws of the Indies that
establishedthe colonial regime of NewSpain is represented by legitimacy (N The new order that Hidalgo
sought to establish. whichdecreeda Constitutionin Chilpancingo.is legitimacy (8). Liberation praxisis only
"illegal" with respect to the prevailing legal system. which is now repressive. Actions are "legitimate" with
respect to the critical consensus of the social movement or political actor. The violent compulsion of the
existing order is "legal" in reference to the prevailing system but "illegitimate" with regard to the critical
consensusof the oppressed who havegained consciousnessof their new rights.

passed the laws and impose obedience upon themselves, thereby in reality
obeying themselves (situation A in table 4).

[16.2.3] This situation becomes comp licated when social movements or the
people discover new rights and struggle for their recognition [» 19.2], and for the
oppressed or excluded community these rights create a new legitimacy (this is
legitimacy B in table 4). In this moment, legitimate compulsion (in l.a) within
the old legal system (e.g.. Spain's Laws of the Indies), becomes illegitimate for
those opposed to that system (e.g., the patriots led by Hidalgo) and now
appears to them as violence (situation 2.a: C). Action that is purely violent (in

2.b: D), on the other hand, is that which does not involve an entire people
struggling for its demands, but which instead is composed of a self-appointed
anti-institutional vanguard, which does not rely on the consens ual, collective,
and critical support of the new system oflegitimacy (B). Violen ce is also the use
of force against the right of another-whether justifiable and legitimate in
stitutions or the actor involved in liberation praxis -and this is always a crime.
Hidalgo, when he used even armed force-illegal for the Laws of the Indies bur
legitimate from the point ofview of the popular patriotic community, (B)- did
not exercise violence but rather legitimate, liberatory compulsion.
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[16.2-4] The death of the attacking enemy in a defensive patriotic struggle is

justifiable by political norrnativiry and does not stand in opposition to the
material principle oflife [» 9 and 13], since on a higher and more concrete level of
complexity, in which principles conflict with one another, it is necessary to
discern pr iorities: the principle of the defense of the innocent life ofthe popular
community has priority over th e life of the invader, who is guilty of aggression
and colonialism, etc. In a battle, both armies have different normative qualifica
tions: the American army is an unjustifiable invader of Iraq, and its violence is
illegitimate terrorism. The defense of the Iraqi population (or the patriots in
Palestine) is defens ive, heroi c, justifiable: it is legitim ate compulsion.
[16.2 .5] Clearly I am speaking oflimit cases, but th ese can help us to clarify

the concrete application of our principles, rather than falling into a facile
acceptance of the conceptual chaos created by th e cur rent imperial and
economic-military power s.

[16. 3] CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW HEGEMONY
[16.3.1] Popular movements, the

people, need to 'constru ct power from below,"

as is frequently said in the meet ings in Porto Alegre. T he power of the people
as critical hyperpotentia-is con structed "below" (and not merely "from" below),
and has as its center the people itself. What is "construc ted" (not taken) is th e
accumulation of strength, unity, the institutions and subj ective normativity of
th e agent s, and only afterward comes the delegated exercise of power (potestas) .
In effect, liberation p raxis is this very "constru ction," as it is the actio n of
subjects who have becom e th e actors who build the new stru ctu re of politics on
th e basis of a new political "cultu re."
[16.3.2] Having begun as an anti -hegemonic struggle by the coca farm ers'

union, when Evo M orales was elected president of Bolivia in December

2 005,

th e tr ansformation of th e State began as a praxis of "constructing" hegemony.
From th e critical opp osition-always somewhat des tructive, dangerous, and
negative-we now move to th e positive exercise of delegated power. The purely
negative liberation praxis of the slaves in Egypt (wh ich Tupac Amaru often
mentioned during the Andean rebellion ) arrives at th e River Jordan at th e end
of th e desert. Aft er Mo ses the liberator dies, and Jo shua the ambiguous
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constructor of the new order begins to exercise delegated power;'?" this proc ess
becomes a praxis that needs a hegemonic project based on the majority (which
also includes the best of the old regime, because on e cannot govern in th e
minority, despotically and anti-democratically). Liberation praxis becomes
creative, imaginative, and innovative of th e new order, the fruit of the transfor
mation , which it now needs to be able to administer effectively. This task is
much more difficult, complicated, and concrete than mere opposition: it is a
responsibility of feasible govern ance.

[16.3.3J Social movements and progressive, critical politi cal parties mu st
devote th emselves to the task of "translating" the dem ands of all sectors, th eir
differential identities. Through mutual understanding, dialogue , and the in
clusion of other demands in th eir own, this allows th em

to

move forward with

the construction of an analogical hegemon supported by all, which is trans
formed into a new proposal as a result of th e praxi s of popular liberation. The
postulate? "A world in which all worlds fit!"
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Thesis Seventeen

TRANSFORMATION OF POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS: REFORM,
TRANSFORMATION, REVOLUTION: POLITICAL POSTULATES

[17.0.1] Inst itutional transformations (arrow B in figure 10 [th esis IS]) change

th e struc tu re of potestas I (the prevailing political State, as Civil or Political
So ciety) and create either a new institution or (through revolutionary change)
a new system: potestas

2.

Tr ansfo rmation is institutional creation, not merely

"taking power." Power is not taken but is instead exercised through delegation,
and if one wants such delegation to take the form of obedience th en it is
necessary to transform many institutional moments (notably, parti al or total
transformations of th e system, not reforms).
[17.0.2] Political philosophy proposes neither concrete empirical projects

nor tr ansfo rmations. This task falls to groups of social scientists, pol itical
parties, and social movements, on the economic and ecological levels, in educa
tion and health care, etc. H ere we can only hop e to explain pr inciples, th e
fund amenral criteria for tr ansformation in the medium term (fifty years, for
example), th at will see the overcoming of th e old aut horitarian or tot alitarian
Latin American model as well as the recent neoliberal mod el applied during
th e last decades of the twentieth century. These will be replaced by a new
par adigm that eliminates the monopoly of th e "political class" (of bureaucra
tized parties) that has characterized the period of form al democracy in debtor
nations (since 1983 on our political continent).

[17.1] ENTROPY AND INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION
[17.1.1] Institutions are necessary for the material reproduction of life, for the
possibility of legitimate democratic action, and for the achievement of instru
mental, technical, and administrative effectiveness [» 7.2J. That they are neces
sary does not mean that they are eternal, perennial, or not transformable. To
the contrary, all institutions that are born out of demands specific to a determi
nate political time, that structure bureaucratic or administrative functions,
and that define means and ends are inevitably gnawed upon and eroded by the
passing of time : they suffer a process of entropy. At their origin is that
disciplinary, creative moment of responding to new demands. In their classic
moment, institutions effectively carry out their assignment. But they slowly
weaken and enter into crisis: the strength necessary to maintain them becomes
greater than their benefits and the bureaucracy they initially created becomes
self-referential, defending its own interests over those of the citizens they claim
to serve. An institution created for the sake of life begins to operate as an
occasion for coercion , exclusion, and even death, and as a result it becomes
time to modify it, improve it, abolish it, or replace it with another institution
made necessary by the changing times .

[17.1.2J All institutions, all institutional systems, will need to be trans
formed in the short, medium, or long term . There is no such thing as an
everlasting institutional arrangement. The only question is when an institution
should continue to operate, when a partial, superficial, or profound transfor
mation is necessary, or simply when a total modification of the particular
institution or the entire institutional system must occur.

[17.1.3] The political actor cannot cling to institutions, despite having cre
ated them-often with tremendous benefits. Neither should an actor change
institutions to suit a passing fad, the desire for novelty, or the hope of leaving
'great works" as a testament to his or her time in power.

[17.1.4] Life, in its evolutionary process, produced genetic transformations
that allowed for the appearance of new species more adapted to conditions on
planet Earth. In the same manner, political life subsumes institutions that have
existed for millennia: royal, presidential, and military leadership, the constitu
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tion ofdiscursive assemblies comprised of voting members whose legislation is
binding and with the means of enforcement, among whom are judges, etc.
These are continually actualized and constitute a history of political systems
and institutions, which with the support of great technological discoveries
like writing, paper, printing, radio, television, computers, and the Internet,
etc.-are capable of surpassing the efficiency of the delegation of popular
power in earlier periods.
[17.1.5] If we accept the hypothesis of the Russian economist Kondatrieff of

the existence of economic cycles, the last cycle-beginning around 1940 and
rooted in the development of the automobile and petroleum-would have
become exhausted by the rnid-rcoos. A new cycle has thus begun its ascen
dency-with the technological revolution in satellite communications linked
with informatics, which allows each citizen to use a computer and connect to
global networks-and it should last approximately until 2020. The transfor
mations accomplished during this propitious cycle have a greater potential for
stabilization than those carried out, in however revolutionary a manner, dur
ing the downswing of the prior cycle (1973-1995).

[17.2] REFORM, TRANSFORMATION, REVOLUTION
[17.2.1] In thinking of Rosa Luxemburg's excellent book Reform orRevolution we

would be inclined to think that these concepts stand in opposition to one
another, but in reality the question is more complex. The real opposition is to
be found, as illustrated in figure II, between "reform" (A) and "transformation"
(B), with revolution (B.b) as a radical form of the latter. This question is of the
greatest strategic importance.
[17.2.2] In effect, some groups on the left would have us believe that those

who do not affirm the empirical and immediate possibility for a revolution are
reformists. What occurs in reality is that revolutionary processes of human
history can progress for centuries without appearing as visible. It is true that
one can prepare for and advance the revolution, but only within the limits of
determined time. To think that Latin America finds itself today in a revolu
tionary conjuncture-as was the case around the time of the Cuban Revolu
tion-is to politically confuse things, producing lamentable mistakes (in fact,

no
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Figure 11. REFORM. TRANSFORMATION, AND REVOLUTION

the failures of the revolution in Chile of Allende, or of Sandinismo in Nic
aragua, for example, were due precisely

to

broader geopolitical shifts) .

[17.2.3J Marx's writings should be considered in this respect: "T he coinci
dence of the changing of circumstances and of human activity can be conceived
and rationally understood only as transformative praxis [umwiilzende Praxis J,

...

The philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; the point,
however, is to transform [veriindern J it:'IOI

[17.2.4J Within twentieth-century leftist tradition, it was understood that if
an activity was not "revolutionary" then it was "reformist:' If the situation was
not objectively revolutionary, then, it became necessary to create-through a
certain degree of voluntarism-the conditions through which it would acquire
its revolutionary physiognomy. This was political idealism masquerading un
der the name of revolution, which occasionally produced an extreme political
commitment among young people who irresponsibly sacrificed their lives.

[17.2.5J Alternatively, revolutionaries are often believed to use violent
means , producing the transformation from one political-economic system to
another immediately, through a leap in time . Social democracy, on the other
hand, is presented as an opposing, reforrnist.l'" peaceful, institutionalist ap
proach, etc.

[17.2.6 J It is time to radically rethink the question. I will use the term
"reformist" to refer only to that action that pretends to change something but
in which the institution and the system remain fundamentally the same as
before. In this case, the totality of the institutional system receives nothing
more than an accidental improvement without responding

to

new popular

demands.

[17.2.7J Political "transformation" means, on the other hand, a change in the
form of the innovation of an institution or the radical transmutation of the
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political system in response to new interventions by the oppressed or excluded.
Transformation is carried out, however partially, with reference to the horizon
of a new way of exercising delegated power (potestas 2). Institutions change
form (transjorm ) when there exists a different project that renovates the power
of the people. In the case of a transformation of the entire institutional system- the
bourgeois English Revolution of the seventeenth century, the socialist revolu
tion in China in the mid-twentieth century, or the 1959 Cuban Revolution-we
can speak of revolution, which is always possible a priori (since no system is
perpetual) but whose empirical feasibility often develops only during the
course of centuries. To believe that a revolution is possible before its time is as
naive as not noticing-when such a revolutionary process has begun-its
empirical possibility. History matures with an objective rhythm that does not
necessarily enter into personal biographies no matter how voluntaristically we
might wish.

[17.3] POLITICAL POSTULATES AS CRITERIA
FOR ORIENTING TRANSFORMATION
[17.3.1J The subject of "political postulates" is of the utmost importance at

present, since many confuse logical possibility (that which could be thought
without contradiction) with empirical possibility (that which could effectively
be accomplished). Moreover, we must necessarily add to this the notion of
"regulative ideas," which operate as criteria to orient action. Chinese navigators
took their bearings ar night by gazing at the North Star. This was a criterion
for orientation, but no navigator sought to arrive empirically at the star,
because to do so was empirically impossible. In politics there are "political
postulates"-developed by Kant in his work after the Critique of ]udgment
which can help to enlighten us regarding questions that are badly posed by a
somewhat anarchist extreme Left.
[17.3.2J To repeat, a "political postulate" is a logically thinkable (possible )

statement that remains empirically impossible but nevertheless serves to orient
action. In every institutional sphere we will demonstrate the existence and
usefulness of proposing certain postulates, but we cannot confuse these with
the goals of action because they remain empirically impossible. Recall the pro
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posed ideal of a "society without classes." This is a postulate: such a society is
impossible, but by attempting to overcome the pre sent class relation we dis
cover the possibility for a form of social progress that, at the very least, rejects
the domination of the present system (under the form of the bourgeois and
working classes) and gives a critical meaning to class domination in the histor
ical present. Formulating the postulate helps us to attempt to dissolve th e
existing classes, to thereby "approach" the classless society (which like the
crossing of asymptotic lines is impossible by definition) .

[17.3.3J Normative principles subjectively obligate political actors to fulfill
the demands of the constitutive moments of political power, of liberation
praxis, and of institutional transformation for the good of the people. On the
other hand, postulates, which are not normative principles, help to orient
praxis toward its goals and to transform institutions, thus fixing a hori zon of
empirically impossible realization but one that opens up a space of practical
possibility beyond the current system (which tends to be interpreted as natural
rather than historical) . Postulates, then, function strategically to open up new
possibilities.

[17.3.4J On the other hand, postulates need to be distinguished from politi
cal paradigms.103 The liberal paradigm is not that of the welfare State, and the
neoliberal paradigm , in turn, must be presently replaced by a new alternative
paradigm. This alternative paradigm, in turn, must be distinguished from both
the medium term (the next twenty-five years) and the long term: a new political

system in a new, ecologically sustainable, transcapitalist and transmodern civiliza
tion, but in this we are speaking of more than fifty years and perhaps a century.
Postulates allow for the opening of short-term paradigms into the long term.
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Thesis Eighteen

TRANSFORMATION OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE MATERIAL SPHERE:
" PERPETUAL LIFE" AND SOLlD ~R ITY
~

. . . .9 ._ _

[18.0.1J The material level ("material" as content) is that which refers always in

the last instance to life. In Origin of the Family Engels writes the following
splendid passage: 'According to the materialistic interpretation' ?' of history
the last instanc e is the production and reproduction of immediate life [unmit

telbaren LebensJ ••. the production of th e means of existence, of food, clothing,
and sheiter."J05
[18.0.2J Institutions created to repro duce life [» 7.3J always suffer an inevita

ble moment of crisis, of entropic erosion, of reversal in meaning. From having
been created to advance life they begin to be para sitic upon that very life and to
produce death. T hey have become fetishized. Thus it is time to transform
them, replace them , and create new institutions that respo nd to the new
historical moment of global human life.

[18.1] ECOLOGICAL TRAN SFORMATIONS: "PERPETUAL LIFE"
[18.1.1J The political postulate on th e ecological level-the field of relations

between th e living human being and its ph ysical-natu ral terre strial environ
ment-could be expressed as follows: We must behave such that our actions
and institutions allow for the existence of hu man life on planet Earth forever,
perp eruallyl' ?" "Perp etua l life" is the fundamental ecological-poli tical postu 

late. Given that this is empirically impossible-since, while it might be a
matter of millions of years, Earth will at some point cease to support life as a
result of the cooling of the solar system-we are dealing with a criterion for
political orientation that allows the following: that in all relations with the terra

mater (the pacha mama of Quechua Incas) renewable resources be used before
nonrenewable ones (like petroleum. gas, and all metals); that productive pro
cesses be developed that result in a minimum of negative ecological effects; that
processes that allow for the recycling of components in the short term be
privileged over th ose in the long term; and that expenses invested toward
canceling out these negative effects of the productive process be accounted for
as production costs of the commodities placed on the marker.l'" As we might
imagine, th is wou ld represent a greater revolution than any ever imagined by
the civilizations that have existed up to th e present.

[18.1.2] What I have said above cou ld be reformulated even more strictly as
follows: the use-rate of renewab le resources should not surpass their rate of
regeneration; the use-rate of nonrenewable resources should not surpass the
rate at which ren ewable substitutes are invented; finally, the pollution rate
should not be greater th an the rate at which pollutants and waste are recycled.
and this includes the reversal of the process of global warming and its causes
that is, the recuperation of past negative effects. In this sense, one cou ld say
that in its resources and negative effects, economics becomes a subsphere of
ecology.

[18.1.3] Humanity has lived politically in an age of a total lack of awareness
regarding the risk to life posed by the intervention of civilization on Earth.
Fire, the med iation of all rechnical mediations, has transformed th e atmo
sphere for the past

600 ,000

years through the emission of carbon dioxide , but

agriculture has in the past ten years nearly finished off th e oxygen-producing
forest s. As a result, when Donella Meadows et al. published The Limits of

Growth in 1972, humanity began to gain consciousness of the political centrality
of th e possibility of the extinction oflife on our planet. In th e "Standard World
Model Run," figure 35 of The Limits of Growth, the authors predicted that after
the middle of the twenty-first century there would be population disaster as
po llution reaches a peak and the process of industrial production declines .
Later discoveries have shown that the issue is even more grave and the pace
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even more accelerated. Today we confront the realit y of an absolute political
irresponsibility (especially in th e most polluting industrial country in the
world , the United States) in the face of irreversible ecological effects (at least
during the next few thousand years).
[18.1.4] Changing our attitude toward nature-which would entail a con

comitant transformation on the level of modern institutions-brings us face
to-face with something much more radical than merely a different socio
historic project. In effect, the advent of Modernity has meant for five hundred
years (since the invasion of America in 1492) not only the beginning of capital
ism, colonialism, and Eurccentrism, but also the beginning of a type of civili
zation. Both the ego conquiro of Cortes and th e ego cogito of Descartes's incor
poreal soul devalued nature as a mere mechanical, geometrical res extensa.
Quantity destroyed quality. What is necessary is an Ecological Revolution of a
typ e never before dreamed of by any thinker of the ninete eth century or the
twentieth. Is it not the case that capitalism, and even real existing socialism,
have corr esponded to a contempt for the absolute dignity of life in general, life as
th e prolongation and condition of our living bodies (as M arx puts it in the
"Economic and Philosophical Manuscript s of 1844''108)? Wa s it not the crite 
ria of an "increase in the rate of profit" (in capitalism) and an "increase in the
rate of production" (in real socialism ) that brought us to this ecological cata 
clysm?
[18.1.5] The point is to imagin e a new, transmodern civilization based on an

absolute respect for life in general, and th at of th e human in particular, in
which all other dimensions of existence must be reprogrammed on the basis of
th e postulate of "perpetu al life." This task falls to all political institutions and
demands th eir radical transformation .

[18.2] ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS: THE "REALM OF FREEDOM"
[18.2.1] Marx formulated the economic postulate as the "Realm of Freedom."

It could be expressed as follows: We must operate in the economic field in such
a manner as to always transform the productive proce sses toward th e hori zon
of zero work (WO). A perfect economy would not be on e of perfect competition (as
Hayek believes) but rather one in which technology has replaced all human
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labo r (zero work: logically possible, emp irically impossible). In thi s scenario ,
human ity has been liberat ed from th e harsh discipline of work and is able to
enjo y cultu ral goods (the subsequent material field, discus sed in th e following
section) . In a text full of anti-economistic humanism, we find th e following:
T he realm offreedom [Reich der Freiheit] actually begins only where labour, which is
determined by necessity and mundane consideration ceases, . .. it lies beyond the
sphere of actual material production.109 Just as the savage must wrestle with Nature to

satisfy his wants,

to

maintain and reproduce life, so must civilized man . . . under all

possible modes ofproduction.110

•••

Freedom in this field can only consist in socialized

man, the associated producers, rationally regulating111 their interchange with Na
ture, bringing it under their common control [gemeinschaftliche],112 instead of being
ruled by it as by the blind [power of capital];113 and achieving this with the least
expenditure ofenergf14 and under conditions mostfavorableto,and worthyof, their human
nature. 115 But it nonetheless still remains a realm of necessity. 116 Beyond it begins that

development of human [cultural] energy which is an end in itself, the true realm of
freedom. . . . T he shortening of the working-day is its basic prerequ isite.U?

[18.2.2J The objective of th e economy is human life, and this goal should be
achieved with th e least po ssible use of th at life ("sho rte ning of th e working
day"), and not to th e contrary through an increase in the work ofsom e (who suf
fer), unemployment for others (who die in po verty), and th e imposition of the
increasing accumulation of profit as an objective of the economy, wh ich sacri
fices with it all of humanity (as victim of misery) and life on Earth (due to the
ecological issues discussed above).J1s The absolute limit of capital and of th e
Modern Age of humanity- and as a result th e need to transition to a new hu 
man age-con sists in th e extinction of th e human species as a form of collective
suicide, in the ways indi cated above (misery and ecological destruction).

[18.2.3J In other words, th e tran sformation of economic systems and in
stitu tions (within th e economic field) falls under th e responsibility of politics
insofar as th ese int ersect with th e political field (and its concret e institutional
systems) and distort all moments of politics (as the citizen living in misery
lacks th e political conditions for auto no my, freedom, and responsibility de
manded by th eir rights, and as th e extin ction oflife is very evide ntly th e end of
politics). Intervention in th e systems of th e economic field is part of th e political
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function-against capitali st and liberaleconornism of th e market"1l9- once we
clearly understand the impossibility of the market producing equilibrium and
justice for all, and avoiding the accumulation of wealth in th e hands of th e few
and an increa se in poverty among the great major ity. The pos sibility of a
nonwork income for all famil ies within a State as a right of citizenship sho uld
be studied and implemenred.F''

[18.2.4] The normative principle governing interventions into the operations
and institutions of the (currently capitalist) economic system should always be
that th e production , reproduction, and enhancement of human life serves as
th e criter ion for evaluating the productive process and its effects as a totality,
including the market, national and transnational capital, financial capital, etc.:
"[It is] a political right to intervene in the market and, as such, to intervene in th e
power of private, tr ansn ational bureaucracies. The point is not to revive cen
tr alized or totalized planning, but certainly global planning and man agement
of the economy as a whole,"!"

[18.2.5] At th e same time, social movements-the people-have started from
critical situations of extreme poverty produced by an orthodox, neoliberal
"econ omic fundament alism" (as even Soros calls it) and th en have moved on to
invent a growing "solidarity econom y."122 This is a dimension to be borne in
mind, because it was from the interstices of medie val feudali sm in Europe th at
th e cities were born as despised, secondary places where serfs worked with
th eir own hands and created a new civilization. Do we not find ourselves in a
similar situat ion ?

[18.2.6] C on cret e transformations of the various moments of th e institu 
tional economic system, which fall within the responsibility of politics, mu st
be th e object of detailed developments from the perspective of a political and
economic model of coresponsibility with movem ents and political parties,
th eir concr ete projects, and their strategic proposals. What we have said her e
only serves to situate th e question in its proper context.

[18.2.7] A fundam ental criterion that is imposed by necessit y on Latin
America is th e defense of natural resources against th e advancing domination
of extractive, productive, and financial trans nationals, which will leave enti re
populations without th e future resources to reproduce their own lives. Future
generations will hold us responsible for our failure to defend th ese resources!

uS
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The struggle for wat er in Bolivia repr esents a fundamental battl e over life
itself, over bare life, over th e safeguarding of th e rights of a people to survivaL In
its triumph, life too has triumphed.

[18.3] CULTURAL TRANSFO RMATIONS:
THE TRANS·MODERN PLURIVERSE
[18.3.1] The (economic) "Realm of Freedom" opens up th e material sphe re of

culture within politics , since "free tim e" is time that should be available for
cultural creation and not merely for the passive absorption of advertising
propagand a from th e medi aocracy. Liberal politic s tacitly and Eurocentrically
supposes th at W estern culture represents a perfe ct, universal civilization,
which in its modern development should be impo sed upon all other "savage,"
underdeveloped, or backward cultures. Modernity began with th e conquest of
th e Caribbean and of M exico, a process that p roduced a terr ible cultural
genocide th at destroyed th e great millennial cultures of th e Azt ecs, M ayas, and
Incas, and later those of the Bantus, Chinese, Hindusranis, Muslims, etc.
C apitalism, too , presupposes We stern culture as th e only universal: its com 
modities are We stern cultural products that carry with in th em th e values of
th at culture, imp erceptible and invisible in th eir ph enomenal form as an
aut omobile, a Hollywood film, a hamburger, a mod e of dress, or a brand of
shoes. Standard commodities have been understood through European and
North Am erican criteria, leading to industrialization and th e destruction of
old, precapitalist artisan pr odu ction in European and other cultu res.
[18.3.2] Politi cs mu st equ ally intervene-and has always done so, at least

since th e bourgeois revolutions in France or England-on th e cultu ral level,
because Modernity has made us accustomed to scorni ng th e cultu re of th e
periph ery and venerating all th at is "modern" and W estern . There must have
been a G erman arti st who discovered th e beaut y and th e art istic merit of th e
ru ins and other conserved objects from the high Mayan civilization. Scorning
what is ones own -Malinchism I23-i s the suicidal att itude of a colonized,
Cr eole elite.
[18.3.3] The recuperation and affirmation of one's own dignity, culture,

language, religion,124 ethical values, and respectful relation to nature stands in
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Opposltlon to the liberal political ideal of a homogeneous egalita rianism
among citizens. When equality destroys diversity, it become s necessary to
defend cultural difference. When the use of cultural difference serves to domi
nat e others, it becomes necessary to defend the Equality of human dignity. T he
peoples, nations, and ethnic and social groups that inhabit a single territory
under the institutional organization of a Political So ciety (a State) have been
traditionally defined as members of a monocultural political totalit y. In reality,
however, no modern State (Spain, the United Kingd om, France, Italy, etc.)
contains onl y a single nation, ethnic group, or languag e but rath er embraces
various cultures with th eir varying languag es, histories, and even religion s. The
cultural unity of th e modern State is a fiction . In reality, th ese are multicultural
States. T he point, then, is to recognize th e multicultural character of th e
political community and begin an education in int ercultural dialogue that is
respectful of differences. In Latin America, States like Mexico, Peru , Bolivia,
and Guatemala, which shelter in th eir hearts great millennial cultures and
pillars of human history, mu st change thei r constitu tions, th eir legal systems,
their judicial practice, their syst ems of education an d health care, and the ir
exercise of delegated political power on th e municipal level, granting autonom y
to indigenous communities on all cultural and political levels.
[18.3.4] During the Zapatista upris ing in Chi apas, Pr esident Z edillo spoke

of th e rebellion as an atta ck on sovereignt y. First, sovereignty belongs to th e
political community, the people, not to the State. Second, indigenous commu
nitie s are and have always po ssessed- since pr ior to th e invasion by Cortes
inalienable popular sovereignty. To rise up in defense of indigenou s culture is a
right that predates the Mexican St ate itself. W e need a Cultural Revolution
as Evo Morales procla ims in Bolivia-in which each commun ity is able to
affirm its culture, speak its language, exercise its right s, defend its security,elect
its own authorities according to its own customs (at least on th e municipal
level), arrange its own system of education and health care, its own economic
system, etc.
[18.3.5] Moreover, th e peop le need to be educated in a pedagogical system

th at overcome s Eurocentrism in all branches of knowl edge (and first of all in
history)-a system that cohere ntly explains th e long and complex plurinational
histor y of Latin America within world history. T here mu st be edu cation in
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pluriculrural ethical-normative principles, a technical and economic education
appropriate to the level of development, which should be autonomous and
primarily inward focused in order to then be able to compete with some
chance of success.

[18.3.6J This education must stand in solidarity with those most in need,
the victims of the present ecological, economic, and cultural systems, the
poorest, and this solidarity must surpass the mere fraternity of the bourgeois
revolution; instead, it must be a solidarity with the victims of institutions that
must be transformed. When the political actor assum es as "friends" the ex
cluded, the "enemies" of the system become friends and former friends become
new enemies . Like a hostage to th e system-as Levinas would say-the politi
cal actor who is responsible to the Other is persecuted. Those who occupy the
position of the poor, in th eir defense, become an object for punishment by the
powerful. The political actor who assumes politics as a vocation-knowing
that this noble pursuit places the poor, the last, at the forefront of its service
confronts persecution as glory.

[18.3.7J Hermann Cohen-the founder of the Marburg school of philoso
phy in which H eidegger studied-has a beautiful expression of the fertility of
solidarity, which extends even to the theoretical level: "The method!" consists
of knowing how to situate oneself in the position of the poor and , from there,
to carry out a diagnosis of the pathology of the State."I26
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Thesis Nineteen
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TRANSFORMATION OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE SPHERE
OF DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY: IRRUPTION OF NEW RIGHTS:
" PERPETUAL PEACE" AND ALTERITY

[19.1] THE POSTULATE OF " PER PETUAL PEACE" :
RESPO NSIBILITY FOR THE EXCLUDED : ALTERI TY
[19.1.1] Beyond the Equality of the bourgeois revolution we find a responsibility

toward Alterity-toward the rights distinct to the O ther. Beyond th e political
community of equals (whi te, property-owning, metropolitan, abstract, elite
citizens) we find the exploited, the excluded, the nonequals (citizens who are
nonw hite, poor, postcolonial, and different iated by culture, sex, age), and the
popular masses . New rights take these people into account.
[19.1.2] The operative postulate in the sphere of legitimacy is that of "per

petual peace," which is logically thinkable but empirica lly impossib le to carry
out. As an orienting criterion, however, this idea opens up to us th e horizon of
being able to resolve all con flicts in a nonviolent manner (as could have been
the case with the unjust and useless wars carried out by the United States in
Afgha nistan and Iraq, which resulted from the tempt ation of a militarized
power lacking normative principles). "Perpetu al peace" defines discursive rea
son as being in charge of arriving at agreements: fairness in the face of violence,
fulfilling material demands [» 18], and participation under equal conditions.
To banish violence as a means for reaching agreements is the proper goal of
democratic legitimacy.
[19.1.3] Material int erests (social, economic, ecological, cultural, etc.) deter

mine th e actor who part icipates in the institutions of legitimacy (electio ns,
repr esent ation, constit utional assemb lies, lega l systems, co n g re ssps, j llr1gPS, prr

[» 8 .1-2]) . By definition, however, no system oflegitimacy or democracy can be
perfect. Inevitably, then, this leaves many citizens excluded , because they often
fall outside the definition of the citizen as such, as was the case for wage
laborers in the theory of Locke, for women prior to the suffragettes, and for
mestizos, indigenous, and slaves considered unequal by emancipated Latin
American Creoles , etc. As a result, the Equality of the bourgeois political
community has historically excluded the majority of the population.
[19.1.4J By solidarity in the legal sphere , I mean a responsibility for those who

do not have rights (or have not been granted them). The affirmation of the

Alterity of the other is not the same as liberal Equaliry. Even the struggle for the
recognition of the other as equal (aspiring toward its incorporation within th e
Same) is different from the struggle for rhe recognition of the Other as other
(which thereby aspires toward a newlegal system subsequent to the recognition of
Difference ). The affirmation ofAlterity is much more radical than the homoge
neity of the modern citizen, as we are speaking of the institutionalization of a
heterogeneous, differentiated legality that respects diverse juridical practices.
For example , in modern law-with its long history that begins with Roman or
medieval law-those who kill another are imprisoned, sometimes for life.
Among Mayans in Chiapas, those who kill another member of the community
are punished, in the first place, by having to cultivate the land ofthe deceased in
order to feed the family that has been left without sustenance. The Mayans
demonstrate the irrationality ofmodern legality, since in the latter the murderer
and the deceased leave two families without food, thereby punishing the un 
protected families rather than the one who carried out the act. On the other
hand, the victim gains nothing from the imprisonment of his or her murderer,
but rather loses a great deal through the poverty and misery of his or her family.
In this way we can see the superiority of one pen al system over another.

[19.2] TRANSFORMATION OF THE SYSTEM OF RIGHT:

NEW RIGHTS AND JUDICIAL POWER
[19.2 .1J Systems of right are historical (2 in figure

12),

and th ey have suffered

continuous change . The question is one of defining the crit eria of those
changes in order to determine which among these rights are perennial, which
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System of prevailing
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a posteriori rights

Figure 12 . NATURAL LAW, PR EVAILING LAW, AND THE STRUGGLE FOR NEW RIGHTS

are new, and which are discarded as belonging to a past epoch. All th ree types
have always existed within all collections or legal codes since the Mesopota
mian collections of laws at th e end of th e third millenn ium

B.C .

However. even

tod ay we still speak of th e logic of incorporating new rights. tho se th at irrupt
as conflicts or demands based on th e un sati sfied needs of new social move
ments-the struggles by th e people for th e recogn ition of new rights.

[19. 2.2] T he tradition al solut ion. to have an externa l reference point from
which to call int o question positive law (the prevailing body of law: 2 in figure

12). consists in affirming th e existence of a "natu ral law" (I in figure 12) . which
would be like a list of right s proper to th e human being as such. universally
speaking. T his Euroce nrr ic solution (as it refers back to th e H ellenic and
Roman worlds by way of th e Germanic-Latin world of mod ern Euro pe) is
th eoretically unsustainable. since what happens historically is th at new rights
are discovered (3 in figure 12). In th e traditional understand ing. such a new
right would need to be discovered in th e a priori list of natu ral laws but, in
reality. th e absence of right with in th e list of natural laws. prior to its historical
discovery, demon st rates that natural laws are only recognize d pos t factu m

(after the 'Jact") and through a stru ggle by th ose who discover such right s
empirically.

[19.2.3] As a result. natural law is an unnecessary and useless metaph ysical
hypothesis. In reality. th e pr evailing right always exists as given :lnd as FClSiti"e
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new rights (3 in figure 12) are not "taken" from a list of
natural law but, to the contrary, emerge from popular struggles (arrow d). New

(2 in figure 12), and

social movements gain consciousness-on the basis of their living and suffering
corporeality-of being excluded victims of the legal system in that aspect that
substantively defines their liberation or critical praxis. British feminist suf
fragettes discover that women do notvote to elect political representatives. This
negativity is lived as "lacking-the-right-to," a right lived as necessary but one that is

positively nonexistent for the intersubjectiviry of these conscious women, who
have arrived at the conclusion of what Freire would call a "p rocess of critical
consciousness formation."
[19.2.4) That is, these new rights are imposed a posteriori by the struggling

movements who discover the "lack-of" as a "new-right-to" certain practices
that were ignored or prohibited by the existing right. At the outset, this new
right exists only in the subjectivity of the oppressed and excluded, but after the
triumph of the rebellious movement this new right is imposed historically and is
added to the list of positive rights (b in moment 2 in figure 12).
[19.2.5) At the same time that new rights are being incorporated into the

existing system of rights, other rights-pertaining to a prior era in the history
of the political community, the people-fall into disrepute (c in moment

2

of

figure 12). The "coercive right" (ius dominativus) of the feudal lord over the serf

(arrow e) disappears in capitalist Modernity, and the same can be said of the
rights of the slaveholder vis-a-vis the slave.
[19.2.6) There is final institution, as old as those that enact laws (whether it

be the king, the senate, erc.), that closes the circle of the system of right as a
'govern ment-by-Iaw"; the judiciary. Occasionally, it is the king or the senate
itself that fulfill the exercise ofjudging the accused in accordance with the law.
Already in the Codex of Mesopotamia in the third millennium

B.C.

the func

tion ofjudges was clearly stipulated. In Modernity, the judicial function -as a

Judicial Power that plays a proper role with respect to Legislative and Executive
Power-comes to be independent of the other two, thereby permitting mutual
control. Judicial autonomy is essential for the "government-by-Iaw,"as it judges
conduct and institutions in light of the legal system and promulgated laws and
prevents "taking justice into one's own hands," thereby overcoming the barba
rous law ofan eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth" that pr~cl:lr~~ bw hm i .~ ~ri11
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used in our time by terrorist States. The corruption entailed by the larter is
fatal because it compromises the entire political order.
[19.27] Impunity weakens the power of the people, because it is in the name

of the latter that law must be enforced and injustice punished. As a result, ir is
necessary ro continue ro develop the autonomy ofJudicial Power, making it the
object of direct popular elections by legitimate bodies of attorneys and the
intervention of Citizen Power (not an election by those who need ro be judged
i.e., the Legislative and Executive Powers).

[19.3] REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY LINKED
WITH PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY
[19.3.1] If there were always direct democracy, as in the classic moment of the

Venetian Republic and its Great Council (a modified form of the modern
English State of the seventeenth century), legitimacy would be justified de
facro, because everyone would have participated in discussing the consensus
(once they had voted to accept the majority as a necessary institution, because
even in direct democracy unanimity cannot always be presupposed). But once
we accept that there exist hundreds of thousands or millions of citizens in a
political community or a people, then representation becomes an inevitable and
necessary institution.
[19.3.2] The political postulate is enunciated in this case as the aspiration to

an identity of the representative and the represented [representative equals
represented]. This identity-as perfect transparency in an inrersubjective rela
tion between the many represented and the representative, the politician by
vocation, profession, or occasion-is logically thinkable but empirically impossi

ble. Given the need for representation and the impossibility of its absolute trans
parency, it is necessary to accept the finitude of the human condition that
manifests in all political institutions (which as a result are not intrinsically
corrupt but can become corrupted easily), 127 and as a result ro also accept the
struggle ro always reinvent, improve, and transform forms of representation
such that these become ever closer ro the represented. In experimenting
empirically with popular demands, understanding them profoundly, and for
mulating ways ro satisfy them; in fidelity ro the truth of this project of service;
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and in continuously informing the represented, the representative fulfills the
regulative criterion to always achieve a better form of representation.
(19.3.3J For this, the Constitution must create participatory institutions
[» 20 J (from the bottom up) that serve to control institutions of representation

(from the top down), thus privileging such instruments as neighborhood
communities and political parties . When the party becomes corrupted-when
it wields for its own advantage the power delegated to it, as though that power
belonged to the bureaucracy-the political system as a totality becomes cor
rupted. This explains the present disrepute of political parties in Latin Amer
ica and elsewhere. These, however, remain necessary, as a "school" of political
opinion, ideology, and material and administrative projects to be rationally and
empirically justified. Without parties, the best possible leaders of the people
would have neither enlightened nor critical opinions. They would succumb to
sponraneism when confronted by bureaucracies, which was the inevitable
situation of those real socialisms that neglected the need for multiple parties.
(19.3.4J It is therefore necessary to create a fourth Power, which has not yet

existed within the State. In chapter 4 of title

2

of the 1999 Constitution of the

Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela-"On Political Rights and the Popular Referen
dum"-article 62 states the following: 'All citizens have the right to participate
freely in public affairs, directly or through their elected representatives. Popular

participation in the formation, execution, and control of public management is
the necessary means to achieve a protagonism which guarantees full develop
ment, individually and collectively:' To which article 70 adds : "The following
are means for the participation and protagonism of the people in exercising its
sovereignty in the political realm: elections to public posts, referenda, popular
consultations, revoking mandates, and legislative, constitutional, and constituent initia
tive, open councils, and citizen assemblies whose decisions will be binding:'
(19.3.SJ In effect, title 4 of chapter 4 deals with "Public Power:' In the
second part of article 136, we read what constitutes a world-historical novelty
in human political practice up to the present: "N ational Public Power is
divided into Legislative, Executive,Judicial, Citizen, andElectoral Powers,"
(19.3.6J Title 4 of chapter 4 deals with "Citizen Power:' This Power is

exercised though the "Republican Moral Consensus" (article 273), composed
of the Ombudsman, the Public Minister, and the General Comptroller of the
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Republic. Its members are elected by a Petition Evaluation Committee that
names the Republican Moral Consensus, which then presents a group of three
(one chosen by each member) to the General Assembly, which in turn selects
one of these candidates by a two-thirds vote. If not elected by the General
Assembly, the election "is subjected to a popular consultation" (article 279).
What is most interesting is that there exists the possibility for a "popular
consultation," and this is an important precedent for participation. Regardless,
the Executive and Legislative Powers do not initiate the procedure of this
election of members to the fourth Power, but this election is still not direct
and popular. It is still a halfway step.
[19.3.7] Referenda, popular consultations, revocable mandates, Citizen and

Electoral Power [»

20

J, the manner of electing the judges to the Supreme

Court from Citizen Power and Civil Society organizations, the fact that a
simple citizen can initiate the process of passing a law-these all give us an idea
of a new political spirit. This spirit is one of citizen participation in a democracy
in which the people have sovereignty that they can exercise permanently and
not only in those volcanic eruptions that are the elections every six years.

Representative democracy (which tends to be a movement from the top down)
needs to be linked with participatory democracy (as a movement exerting con
trol from the bottom up).
[19.3.8] For Arendt, here agreeing with Marx's celebration of the

1870

Paris

Commune, the direct democracy of groups organized on the county level128 in
the United States (a necessary institution for Jefferson)-and represented in
the Bolivarian Constitution by open councils, neighborhood groupings, base
communities, etc.-operates as an institution for face-to-face participation by
citizens, which if lacking, for Jefferson, would lead to the corruption of those
institutions foreseen in the Constitution of the United Srares.P? That is, it
would be necessary to create new participatory institutions in order to control
representation.
[19.3.9] It might seem strange that participation-of the simple citizen, of

social organizations, and of Civil Society-needs equally to be organized
through institutions. Critical-political realism is not afraid to create these
institutions, but in this case they should not respond to the interests of
Political Parties (nor to the "political class"), since they need to serve those
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Figure 13. THEMUTUAL INSTITUTIONAL DET ERMINATION OF REPRESE NTATIONAND PARTICIPAT ION

configurations th at control the represe ntative institu tions th at are struc tured
principally not only aro und Legislative and Executive Power but also th e
Ju dicial (whose mand ate Citizen Power, in very serio us cases, could also revoke).
It will becom e necessary to create a new an d mor e complex State struc ture,
with mutua l dererm in at ions' P? (see figur e 13) by representation and participation
within governability, in order to avoid the monopoly of political part ies and th e
political class in the management of the delegated exercise of power, against
which, on D ecember

20, 2001 ,

th e people sho uted: "O ut with th em all!" T h is

clamo r is a remind er th at power belongs to th e people, which appears in certa in
limit mom ents as a people in a "State of Rebellion."

[19.4] THE " RIGHT TO TRUTHFUL INFORMATION" AND THE
DEMOCRATIC-POPULAR REGULATION OF THE MEDIAOCRACY
[19.4.1] Public opinion int erprets political events: it is th e final Judge of

politics, polit icians, leaders, candidates, public affairs, etc., playing th e role
fulfilled by O siris in th e grand chamber of th e Egyptian god dess of justice,
Ma'a t, a narrative originating in M emphis more th an five thousand years ago.
H ere we are speaking of nothing less th an a herm eneuti c "evaluativejudgm ent"
of th e represe ntative, and th ose who form and shape th is judgment bear in its
tot ality th e last ins tance of political responsibility. This judgm ent is put appr ox
imately as follows: "He / she was a bad leader!" or "He/ she is an excellent
candidate!"T hanks to such judgments, the form er passes negatively into histor y
and th e latt er is elected. The communication media-large transnation al cor
porat ions link ed to foreign capital in periph eral and postcolon ial countries,
with th eir inte rests often opposing th ose of th e oppr essed peoples-fo rm these

value judgments. They have an immen se power th at stands beh ind all of th e
Powers of th e State: th at is, a Superpower. A medi a magnate was until recently
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prime minister of Italy: this is th e domination of th e medi a economy over
politics.
[19.4.2] The task is to democratize communication media. Every university,

association, municipality, union, ethnic group, neighborhood, etc. could have
its own television or radio program, or written pr ess. The rupturing of this
monopoly in th e hand s of th e few will return "p ublic opinion" to its central role
in th e system oflegitimation, because th e decision s, election s, proj ects, etc. are
determined in th e last instanc e behind the veil of subjectivity, when one "has
made his or her own judgment" about what to decide and what to do. Con
sensus presupposes individual prudence (phrones is, as the ancients put it), and
th e medi aocrac y imp acts each singular consciousness in th e pri vacy of his or
her own home and everyday life, thus shaping her or him much more pro
foundly than any educational institution.
[19.4.3] But not only do we need to allow th e symmetrical parti cipation

of popular med ia, we also need to define a hitherto nonpromulgated right:
namely, the right of th e citizen to truthful information. For thi s right to have a real
and compelling effect would require th e institutionali zation of a tribunal-not
merely for "freedom of th e p ress" (which legitim ately defends th e media from
the State)131-but equally of th e truthfulness of this information, thereby
defending the citizen against misleading, false, decepti ve, or tend entious infor
mation. The right to respond is on e aspect of thi s right, but th ere are others in
need of development. Such rights should be accorded a chapt er of futu re
constitutions, since dependent count ries suffer a constant attack from th e
distortion of messages by th e mediaocracy of transnational media corporations,
based in th e metropolitan States at the core of th e world system (as Wall er
stein or Chomsky would put it) .
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ThesisTwenty

TRANSH0RMATION OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE SPHERE OF
F.EASIBiLh v: THE "DISSOLUTION OF THE STATE"? LIBERATION

[20.1] THE POSTULATE OF THE
"DISSOLUTION OF THE STATE"

[20 .1.1J The question of whether or not it is possibl e to "cha nge th e world

without tak ing power" has from th e outset been posed incor rectly. Power is not
"taken" as though it were a th ing. an object at hand, or a well-bound package.
Power is a facult y belonging to the political community [» 2J, to th e people

[» I2J. The power that appears

to be "taken" is merely th e med iation s or in

stitutions of th e delegated exercise [» 3J of th is fundamental power. If the
delegated exercise of power take s the form of obedience [» 4 J, this power qu a
service is just, adequate, and necessary. If one were to "take" cont rol of already
corru pted institution s, or stru ctures of jetishized power [»

5J, th is

exercise

would not op erat e to the benefit of the community; th e people. As a result, one
cannot 'cha nge th e world " through such a corrupted exercise, as sho uld be
obvious by now. The subject, th en, has been po sed in a confusing manner. To
simplify, we could say th at it is th e positi on of Bakunin, of anar chism, that all
institu tions are repressive [» 7 J.
[20 .1.2J When an honest repr esentative of the political community, th e

people, is delegated for th e exercise of institu tional power, the y must in th e first
place not merely fulfill th e already insti tu tionally defined and stru ctu red fun c
tions of power (potestas) [» 3J. It rema ins always necessary to consider wheth er
or no t th ese given institutio ns truly serve to satisfy th e demands of th e commu
nit y, the people, and social movements . If th ey do not ~ ~ rVf': th p<p rli'rn::md< , rh"y

need to be transformed. Chavez changed the Constitution at the outset of his
delegated exercise of power, as did Evo Morales . That is, the package of State
institutions (potestas) needs to be untied and changed as a whole by conserving
what is sustainable and eliminating what is unjust-thereby creating the new.
Power (as potestas) is not "taken" en bloc. It is reconstituted and exercised
critically in view of the material satisfaction of needs, in fulfillment of the
normative demands of democratic legitimacy, and within empirical political
possibility. But, to be clear, without the obediential exercise of delegated institu
tional power the world cannotfeasibly be changed. To attempt to do so is little more
than abstract and apolitical moralism and idealism, which clearly results from
practical' and theoretical confusions. However, these quasi-anarchists do in
deed remind us that institutions become fetishized and always need to be
transformed, as Marx points out.
[20.1.3] On the level of strategic feas ibility, in order to change the world one

needs to rely on an extraordinarily healthy political postulate: that of the
"dissolution of the State." This postulate can be put approximately as follows:
We must operate in such a way as to tend toward the (empirically impossible)
identity of representation with the represented, in such a way that State
institutions become always increasingly transparent, effective, simplified, etc.
Such a condition would not, however, be a "minimal State"-in either the
right-wing version ofNozick or the left-wing version of Bakunin-but rather a
"subjecrilied State," in which the institutions become diminished due to the
increasingly shared responsibility by all citizens ("We are all the State!").132 This
would need to proceed alongside the application of the electronic revolution in
order to reduce almost to zero the time and space required for citizen par
riciparion. P? in terms of collecting the opinion of the citizenry to constitute a

consensus or carry out bureaucratic procedures. This would be a virtual State
with decentralized offices, managed by Web sites, and the State of the future
would be so different from that of the present that many of its most bureau
cratic, opaque, and bloated institutions would have disappeared ... It would

appear that the State no longer exists, but it will be more present than ever as
the normative responsibility of each citizen toward the others. This is the
criterion of orientation that follows from the postulate of the "dissolution of
the State."
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[20.2] TRANSFORMATION OF THE STATE: CITIZEN POWER,
ELECTORAL POWER, AND CIVIL SOCIETY

[20.2.1J At th e root of th e transformation of th e State we confront th e prob
lem of construc ting a participatory democracy in which th e people exercise control
over delegated , administrative, legislative, executive, and judicial power, such
that th ese sat isfy the demands of th e citizens, th e social movements, and th e

people itself. The difficulty of exert ing this control rests on th e creation of
special institutions to effectively exercise th e indi cated control and in th e
mean s granted to fulfill th ese ends. But, as a result, these institutions must
enjoy the autonomy and aut hority granted by citizen participation.
[20.2.2J In the context of th e form al transitional democracies-organized in
Latin Am erica simultaneous to th e remo val since 1983 of th e totalitarian
governments impos ed by th e U.S . D epartment of State-the political class has
exercised an increasing monopoly over the delegated exercise of State power

(potestas, or Grams ci's restri cted State) through political parties. It is necessary
to open up th e political game, allowing for the permanent praxis of Civil Society
and social movements through the creation of par allel institutions from th e
bottom up -for example, groups below th e municipal level (such as neighbor
hood groups and public assemblies ) built on direct democratic participation.
Their delegat es would then organize on th e municipal, state, or pro vincial
level, and elect from among themselves th e members of Citizen Power, which
itself can elect other levels of delegation.
[20.2.3J Citizen Power, which already exists in the Bolivarian Constitution
[» 19.34J- but which still lacks powerful organization from below-would be
like a controlling power (a political solicitor with maxim al capacities) that could
even convoke a consultation of all of th e citizen s in order to revoke the
mandate of a memb er of th e other four Powers (including Electoral Power). Or
it could convoke a popular referendum regard ing som e urgent question (stip
ulating strictly the conditions ofpo ssibility for such proceedings). There need s
to exist much more than merely a "Republican Moral Co uncil" [» 19.36J.
[20.2.4J It is evident that th e greater the complexity of the State structures,
th e more difficult governability becom es, especially in period s of crisis. For this
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reason, there needs to be a clear institutional intelligence in order to exert
control and to interrogate leaders without falling into chaos and anomie. In
any case, if information is provided electronically regarding all actions of
representatives (salaries, expenses , meetings, daily orders, publications, proj
ects, consultations, etc.), and if these representatives are in frequent contact
with the represented, then Citizen Power will remind them of the demand for
transparency and responsibility of representatives for the rights and the satis
faction of the demands of the represented.

[20.2.SJ For their part, civil society associations and those of the properly
social sphere thereby acquire significant importance, and as such they should
be equally regulated in their constitution, in the democratic procedures of ·
their assemblies, in the legitimate elections of their authorities, etc. Organized
Civil Society should participate in the formation of Citizen Power and Electoral

Power and, through their specific professional associations, in the elections of
Judicial Power. They might also compose part of a jury in all trials, as occurs in
distinct forms in the United States and Norway (and in the latter, alongside all
judges there is always a simple citizen who observes the judge in the name of
Civil Society) .

[20.2.6J To all this we must add that, since autonomy should be granted to
indigenous communities on at least the municipal level, such communities
should also autonomously, collectively, and through shared sovereignty, as said
above, organize their educational and health systems, public works, property
system, police force, and even the enforcement of an ancestral juridical system
(if they had one, with the possibility of fulfilling their own penal code and even
the naming of judges according to their own customs). The provincial or
national State should collect taxes and assign specific resources for the

self

management of municipal communities that would operate with constitutional
authority. The recognition of pluriculturalism-of free religious freedom in a
postsecular world and of a diversity of official languages and economic, political,
and educational systems-must be clearly affirmed.
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[20.3] GOVERNABILITY AND LIBERATION:
THE CRITlCAL·POLITICAL JUSTICE CLAIM

[20.3.1] This new politics is to be not only measured by a change in the
property system but also by th e "modes of appropriation" of economic and
cultural surplus regulated through new participatory political institutions.P"
And this is a result of the increase in the citizen's free time for culture, a
decrease in consumption (for ecological reasons of increasing the Earth's re
sources and decreasing the residual effects of production and consumption),
and clearly a decrease in hours spent working on the way to the "Realm of
Freedom:' Progress is not measured quantitatively by

GDP

(with mercantile

measurements in dollars ) but rather by the subjective satisfaction of capabilities
(to use Amarrya Sen's term), 135 which requires a new civilizarional paradigm
politically governed by the demands of production, reproduction, and de
velopment of human life, that is, ecologically, economically, and culturally.
[20.3.2] Although it may be more complex, the "political system" that relies
on broad participation enjoys a greater degree oflegitimacy, When there exists
a maximum social consensus , moreover, costs decline to a minimum, even in
terms of the economic cost of services. The good leader is not afraid of
participation but keeps an eye on governability. We often hear about the
contradiction between democracy-especially participatory democracy-and
governability. The "tough hand" of dictatorship appears sup erficially to repre
sent the strong presence of a leader who imposes governability. But repression,
domination, the lack of liberty and participation-these all weaken power

(potentia), and as a result the leader loses footing, lacks support, and must
enforce obedience against the will of popular demands. Hence, expenses for
th e army, the police, and the bureaucracy increase. On the other hand, the
leader who knows how to awaken solidarity, responsibility, and th e symmetri
cal participation of the oppressed and excluded-especially of all those already
integrated into the political community-makes their conduct more govern
able, Governability and the symmetrical pa rticipation of the affected go hand
in hand on all levels.
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[20.3.3J In proportion to the fulfillment of the indicated material demands
-alongside a growing and symmetrical participation (which increases legit
imacy, but also makes the political system more complex) and intelligent
technical feasibility (which opens up for us a new era of politics on all levels of
State mediation, using satellite and electronic communication for the benefit
of popular movements and citizens)-a political culture develops in which
representatives can claim a certain critical political justice claim.

[20.3.4J I call this "critical" to draw a parallel with what in ethics we call
the "critical goodness claim."136 For the practical subject (ethical, political,
economic, educational, sexual, erc.), to "claim" means to be able to publicly
defend the reasons given for an action-reasons that must fulfill material con
ditions (of life), formal conditions (of validity or legitimacy), and feasibility
(to be physically, technically, and economically possible, erc.). If these condi
tions are fulfilled, one could say that this is a "good act," but there exists a vast
gulf between the "good" and the 'goodness claim." To be 'good" in the full
sense is impossible for human finitude, and as a result the most that can be
done is to say: "I believe that I have honestly fulfilled th e (three indicated)
ethical conditions and therefore I make a claim to goodness." To "claim" is not "to
be" (good). Those with an honest claim to goodness necessarily know that their
act, as imperfect, will inevitably have negative effects. But since they have an
"honest claim," they will have little difficulty accepting responsibility for this
negative effect (as a practical mistake, again always possible given human
finitude) , and they will therefore be better prepared to correct it immediately
(using the same principles that set the indicated conditions as the criteria for
correction).

[20.3.5J SO the citizen, the political representative, can have a "critical politi
cal justice claim"137 with respect to his or her actions and the fulfillment of the
delegated exercise of power. Those fulfilling the noble vocation of politics
should be concerned with always maintaining this "honest claim," and while
this does not mean that they do not make mistakes or have negative effects
since this is empirically impossible-it does imply that such mistakes should
be unintentional. Moreover, this aspiration means that immediately upon
discovering these (almost always thanks to one's enemies), the representative
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must undertake the normative task (which others would call ethical) of correct

ing that mistake.
[20.3.6] The 'Just" actor, the honest politician, who has a serious and
continuous "critical political justice claim," who intends to work as he or she

ought to do normatively as political habit, knows perfectly well how to recog
nize the unintentional negative effects of his or her actions . Such individuals
might say: "In my place, who could avoid ever making a mistake?" That is, "let
he who is without sin cast thefirst stone." But if they immediately recognize and
correct this concrete, unintentional mistake they have committed, they
thereby demonstrate through this very correction that they are just and that
they maintain an uninterrupted critical and political justice claim.

[20.3.7] In this twentieth thesis on feasibility, I would like to point out that
this sphere of possible transformations (including revolutions) is situated
within the strict space of liberation from an oppressive or exclusionary state of
affairs. As such, these transformations are in accordance with a praxis of
liberation. It is true that the bourgeois Revolution spoke of liberty, but what is
necessary now is to subsume that liberty and speak instead of liberation (as in
North American pragmatism, one does not speak of truth but rather of veri

fication). So now we do not refer to liberty but instead to liber-ation as a process,
as the negation of a point of departure, and as a tension pressing toward a
point of arrival. We must therefore transform the postulate of the bourgeois
Revolution expressed in the proclamation of "Equality, Fraternity, Liberty!"
(through the rebellion of oppressed and excluded peoples of the periphery in
their struggles for the Second Emancipation) into the new expression of
'Alterity, Solidarity, Liberation!"

[20.3.8] All that has been said here has been necessarily framed within a
spirit of Latin American unity-an integration that will permanently over
come the Organization of American States, a geopolitical organization repre
senting North American domination. This unity has already begun with the
signing of the Community of Latin American Pueblos on December 8,

2004,

in Cuzco. The destiny of national States needs today to be integrated into
confederated wholes like that achieved in the Constitutional Treaty of the
European Union.! " Europe is a political example in this respect for our
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cultural and political continent, the future of which is anticipated by the
existence of Mercosur and the integration movements in South America, to
which Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean must join in the near
future, thereby turning their backs on treaties with the Empire of the North,
which thinks only of its own interests and cares little for those of the other
participants.
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Notes

This book is a synthesis of and an introduction ro my three-volume work on

Politica dela Liberaci6n.
2

I exclude Carlos Salinas de Gorrari because he was nor elected, but was instead a
vulgar usurper.
Throughout this work, the bracketed arrow and number indicate the thesis in

2

which the subjeer is discu ssed in more detail.
See Bourdieu, Questions de sociologie; r:Ontologie politique de Martin Heidegger; and

3

See Luhmann, Die Politik derGesellschaft.

4

The "world of everyday life" (Lebenswelt) is not the space colonized by system s
but rather the whole within which compone nt systems of that "everyday life"

Les regles de /'art.

S

exist.
On nodes , see Ca srells, The Inform ation Age. On th e man y definitions of "subjec
tivity," "inrersubjecriviry" and so forth, see my "Sobre el sujero y la inrersub
jetividad," in Hacia una filosofia colitiea critica, 319.

6

The "impossible" is that which surpasses the horizon of a field and tran sforms it

7

into an alternative practice.
Clausewitz, On War, book

8

[Standard, in reference ro Marxist thought, is in English in the original, through 

9

out.-Trans.]
"T he public" is derived from the Larin word publicus. Publica means "State

2,

chapter

2.

income"; the verb publico, on the other hand. means ro "confiscate, appropriating
a common good for the treasury"; publicum means a tax, a subsidy, or th e place or
terrirory in which the common wealth of the State is located. The respublica (or
reipublicae in the generative ) refers in the first place ro the "goods of the commu
nity"; and, by exten sion, to all that is common ro the community, the locations of
communal action s. In Spanish, publico refers to that which is "known and seen by
all" (M oliner, Diccionariodel uso delespano/' vol. 2 , 876).
10

[Here Dussel refers ro a series of videos, released publicly in Mexico in recent
years, which revealed corrupt t ransactions involving publi c offici ~l< .- Tron <]

11

See Dussel, Etica dela liberaci6n. vol. I, ch. I.

[In Spanish th e verb "to be able" and th e noun "power" are represented by the
same word, poder. T his is cru cial for a nu anced understand ing of th e section that
follows.- Trans.]
13 [Encomenderos were conqu istador s ent rusted with plant ation-like communities
(encomiendas) based on forced indigenous (and African slave) labor.- Tr ans.]
14 See Dussel, Politica de la /iberacion, vol. I, 114-19.
15 In Germ an, Beruf-which can mean "profession" (Beruj) or, in anoth er form, "voca
tion" (Berufnung)-is an ambiguous word, and \Veber plays on this ambiguiry.
16 \Ve will see that th is usage of "must" has a normativ e character [» 9].
17 In Latin, ob means having someone or something "in front " and audire means to
hear, to listen, to pay attention. The content of "obedience," then, is th e act of
"knowing how to listen to th e oth er:'
18 "Govern ment" comes from th e Gre ek verb gobernao, which means to pilot a ship.
"Governors" are thu s elected pilots, not merely the administr ative or bur eau
12
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21
22
23

24
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cratic bod y of politi cal society [» 8].
The "political j ustice claim" is to politics what th e 'goodness claim" is to ethics. It
is th e honest intention of tho se who fulfill th e noble vocation ofpolitics.
In Greek this word is 8tUKOVOC; or diakonos (in Hebrew 1:1)1: hebed), meaning
"the servant :'
Mark 10:4 3- 4 4 . With th ese word s th e founder of Christianity forcefully cor
rects th e corrupt spirit of his disciples.
Mark 10 :42 .
[T his is hecho in Spanish and in Portuguese, and Dussel proceed s to not e tha t
"h" and "f" are often interchangeable, as with th e Spanish fechoria (misdeed) and
the island of Formosa, which has its origins in th e Spanish hermosa (beauti ful).
Trans .]
"T hus I wish it, thu s I order it [says th e government] ; th e will tak es the place of
reason" Uuvenal, Satires, vi, 223.- Trans.].That is to say, what I decide should be
done withregard to what I want . "My desire" is the foundation (the reason) by which
the citizen is obligated .
That is, th e government can dare to issue laws, but th ese laws must at least
maintai n the character of decisions that can be modified .
Mar x refers to the Semitic text in Psalm llS:4 - 6: "Their idols are silver and gold,
the work ofmen's hands. Th ey have mouths, but they speak not: eyes have they, but
they see not : Th ey have ears, but they hear not :'
Or elected organs that are subordi nate to th e King.
M arx, "O n the Assembly of th e Estates," 146-47.
"Personifizierung der Sache und Versachlichung der Person" (second draft of
Capital, 1861- 1863, notebook 21), in Marx, "Economic Manuscripts of 1861-1863,"123.
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Marx, "Economic Manuscripts of 1861-1863," 122. [This citation and the one
pre ceding it are also available in Marx, Theories ofSurplus Va lue, 389-90. However,
the Sovi et translation is nearly useless-as, for example, here translating Ver

kehrung as "perversion" rather than as "inversion" or "reversal" (Marx-Engels Werke,
vol. 26, part 2, 365).-Trans.]
31

This is in the Latin text that M arx cites- stat pro ratione voluntas-if we under
sta nd that "reason" is the foundation, in the sense of having a "reason" to do or to
think somet hing, as th e expres sion of th e rational found ation demanded by the
occasion . The "will" of th e repr esentative become s th e "foundation; ' or the
"sufficient reason" of H eidegger.

32

Sinc e th e people [» II], having elected th e representatives, believe (and here we
see the effect of th e faulty interpretation of fetishism as th e phenomenal mecha 
nism of semantic invers ion ) that these repr esentatives are in th eir delegat ion and
that the y are responsible for th eir act s.

33

As efficient cause: th e passive people choose th e candidates put forward by the

34

This is because fetishi zed power-be it of the elite or of th e liberal or imperial

pow erful elites.
State-claims to be at the "service" of th e people , and yet it does so always
through first accomplishing its own interests . For instance, when G. W. Bush
lowers taxes on the rich so th at they can create more jobs, this contributes to th e
mir age of a "minimal State" th at cannot even help the African American s of
N ew Orleans, because such salvage operations now belong to private init iative
and not to a minimal, non benefactor State. This is an inverted republicanism,
which demands th e weakening of the State in the name of th e community but is
in fact a weakening of both the State and th e community in favor of th e riche st.
The big business of the bourgeoisie is the exploitation of the poor and the State.
The latter can be achieved, for example, through war and th e destruction of a
countrr (like Iraq), and by afterward demanding that th e very same Am erican
State recon struct it through transnationals with ties to political pow er (fet ish
ized, and mor eover nep oti stic, as in th e case of the vice pr esid ent).
35

The eagle, symbol of empires (the Roman, th e Nazi, th e Am erican), is the king
of birds and strikes like lighrningfrom above to seize the people with its deadly
talons and to seize th e fertile earth, the serpent, Coarlicue, the woman of the
agricultural peoples dominated by the Aztec Empire (also represented by an
eagle).

36

But history will demand an explanation for the unjust treatment being suffered
by the Palestinians, how it comes to pass under a scor ched -earth polic y, entailing
the extinction of ent ire populations and th e enforcement of "an eye for an eye,"
th e savage and barbaric rul e that was applied prior to the emerge nce of thejuridical
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codices of Babylon and p rior to th e existence of j udges and to avoid j ustice being
done "by one's own h and s:'
37

Sun Tzu, The Art of War, ch. 5, 22.

38

W eber, Economy and Society, 53.
In a second moment, th e "obediential power" of th e leader will demand th at the

39

comm uni ty obey itself (insofar as th e com munity has passed th ese laws an d
elected repr esent atives, which does no t mean th at they are not revocable) by
fUlfilling th e j ust decision s of th ose who exercise institu tional powe r th rough

delegation.
40

See D errida, The Politics ofFriendship.

41

For Ranciere this is a political and not merely a police relation (the latt er of which
would be a relation of domination).

42

T he un anim ity of direct democracy is a pos tu late of po litical reason: ideally or
logically conceivable but empirically impossible. It was possible in sma ll societies,
in Ph oenicia or Greece, and in Venice or Ca lvin's Geneva, bur it is no longer
feasible in com munities consisting of millions of citize ns. T his does not , how

43

ever, negate the increasing organization of partici pation [» 19, 20 ].
See Laclau, On Populist Reason.

44

T his includes even Jacob o Arbenz, whose toppl ing by th e U.S. Department of
State in 1954 and subsequent replacement with the dictator ship of Cas tillo
Armas mar ked th e end of th is h istorical era (along with the coup d'etat against
Suka rno in Indo nesia and th e lat er fall of Nasser in Egyp t).

45
46
47

Are nd t, The Human Condition, 17 9.

Gramsci, The Prison Notebooks , 32.
H ere, Gramsci should have written "governing class," because a class is dominant
only after losing consensus, not before. [D ussel refers to the origi nal Italian,
which uses th e term 'd orninant e" where the English translation gives, in accor
dance with his concern, "ruling: '- Trans.]

48

T hose righ ts indicated as civil in reality are meant to respect th e full possib ility
for th e citizen to perform tasks in other fields. Subjective righ ts also recognize
faculties or capacities of the subjec t prior to or following th e actor's entry int o
the political field. T he subject is no t only a citize n, bur also a head of family, a
factory work er, a mem ber of a religious orga niza tion or soccer club, etc. All of
these dimensions are considered as subjective, individual, and civil rights.

49
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T his is th e case since th ey are always th e "conditioned" ourgrow th of prior action
or of ano ther insti tution.

50

Once institu ted, they 'condition" all future actio n, which becomes a "function" or

51

fulhll menr of a determined objective.
T his worker is obligated to lab or to create sur plus value our of the void of
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capital. T his creation of "more value" represents "less life" for the worker-that
is, less satisfaction and more pain. The law obligates the worker to fulfill an
unju st system. In this case, the political institu tion represses and kills. The
bourg eois revolut ion in England first organized the disciplinary institu tions of
liberalism, th en carried out th e Industrial Revolut ion, and with both systems 
in th e political and economic fields-imposed obedience on the workers und er th e
th reat of unemployment or prison.
In my Ethics of Liberation ([Et ica de la.liberaci6n] chapters 1 and 4 ), I discuss th is
subject in more depth.
Derrida, The Politics ofFriendship.
The Supre me Co urt or Cons titutional Tribun al in th e final instance, which
sho uld equally judge th e constitutionality of laws and institut ions as well as
judging th e appearance of new rights (thro ugh th e str uggles for recognition of
social movements) and the need for a constitutional modification.
This anticipates questions th at I will deal with in part 2 , and it is a novelty of th e
Bolivarian Co nstitu tio n of Venezuela (1999) [» 20.2].
I recently completed my PoliticsofLiberation (Politica de la Liberaci6n, 2006), in which
through the course of three long volumes-I lay out th is thematic in greater detail.
The historical portion of this work is forth coming from Trott a in Madrid.
Samir Amin argues th at in Egypt the State existed from at least five th ousand
years ago, since th e first dynasties of the Ph araohs, with the ir dominant classes,
tribute systems, and writing that allowed th e recording of events, legal codes, etc.
Enr ique Florescano similarly shows the early origin of th e St ate in the Mayan
world, for example, with regard to th e theogon ic figure of th e kings.
As when a memb er of th e U.S. Depart ment of State declares th at Hugo Chavez
could have been elected by a majority, noting that th e same occurre d with Hitler.
In thi s way, th e Emp ire app rop riates the right to evaluate all democratic pro
cesses. If th e elected is submissive to th e externa l Will -to-Power then he or she is
declared to be truly democratic, whereas if th e elected responds to th e people by
exercising obedientia l power (and as a result not obeying th e Empire) th en he or
she is declared undemocratic.
What televised images determ ine to be "evil" or "unj ust" (which always repre
sents a cert ain degree of interpretation) is imposed on the spectator as reality itself.
The best politician can be complet ely destroyed by th e commu nication media.
See my Etica de la liberacion.
[Here Du ssel refers to the fact th at, in Spanish, adjectives are given gendered
endings to match th ose of th e nouns th ey mod ify.-Trans.]
O ne can experiment with th e other possibilities. For example, arrow b indicates the
material determination of feasibility. As an instance, a poor count ry ("Defend th e
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life of the people!") cannot have a technically powerful offensive army, but it can
develop a defensive tactic that allows it to defeat a better army ("Choose what is
feasible!") . Was this not the case of the Spanish people against Napoleon at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, or of Iraq against G. W. Bush in 2006~
63

Fichre, EIEstado comercial cerrado, book I, chapter I, ii.

64

The short-term view of four to six years for the exercise of executive power has
corrupted national and international politics, such that a project for the survival
of humanity during the next thousand years-which would be perfectly feasible
-is unthinkable.

65

See my Politica de la liberaci6n, vol. 2, 24 .1.

66
68

Rousseau, The Social Contract andDiscourse onthe Origin ofInequality, 17-18.
See my Etica dela liberaci6n, ch. 2.
See my Politica' de la liberaci6n, vol. 2, 25.

69
70

Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy ofRight, 277 (258).
Hinkelammert, Critica dela raz6n ut6pica, 22.

71

The political principle of feasibility is contained within the horizon delimited by

67

the first two normative political principles, and it operates to determine the
possibility of the goals (it fixes limits negatively: "You should not do this because
it is empirically impossiblef') . However, the principle of feasibility exercises a spe
cific action of its own in judging those means, not only as formally fulfilling the
goals in question (through the formal rationality described by Weber) but also
materially and procedurally with regard to the intrinsic consistency of the means
. as normative ("Use this means because it affirms life, it is legitimate. and efficient
toward the goal!"). One should not torture one's political opponent so that they
might betray their strategy. This normative-political impossibility of torture shows
that not all methods are possible (to use, judge, determine) for the (normative)
ends of politics. The objection can be approximated as follows: "What use is a
normativity th at reduces strategic possibilities?" The response would be that in
the short term it might seem to reduce the possibilities, but in the medium term
and the long term it gives coherence while avoiding contradictions, it allows for a
firm foundation from which to convince a group ofactors, it creates legitimacy, it
avoids material conflicts, it allows the actors an honest political justice claim, and
it gives actions, institutions, and the political order generally greater perma
nence, governability, and stability. In sum. such an approach reinforces the power
(as potentia and potestas) to allow the achievement of the power-to -create means
that are fully accepted by allcitizens.
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The notion of unintentional negative effects will be the point of departure for
part 2 of this work .

73

See Laclau , On Populist Reason.
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See my Politica dela Liberacion, vol. 3, sec. 36-40.
See de Sousa Santos, El milenio huerfano.
See "The Popular Question;' in my La Produccion teorica de Marx, sec. 18.2, 400.
Here Castro recognizes the importance of the singular subject in leading the
political process of constructing a people.
As such , these are not wage workers-they cannot reproduce their lives; they are
Marx 's pauper antefestum, the marginal, the lump en.
Note here the use of a metaphor rooted in the popular religious imaginary,
which was "not very orthodox" for a Marxist at that time (although by the time of
Evo Morales it would be an obvious example, having been used by Tupac
Arnaru, Morelos , the Sandinistas, erc.).
Castro Ruz, History Will Absolve Me.
See Lenkersdorf, Filosofar enclave tojolbal.
Hardt and Negri, Multitude, 79 .
See also my Philosophy of Liberation, 2 .
Marx, "Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844;' 284 -85. [The trans
lation was altered by Dussel.-Trans .]
Hardt and Negri, in Multitude, opt to eliminate sovereignty and authority as
determinations proper to the coercive State. Against thi s, these concepts need to
be situated within the political community, and now within the people properly
speaking. The sovereign and last reference point for authority is the people itself.
Schmitt, La defensa de la constitucion.
See Agamben, Stato di eccezione.
Zapata, "Plan de Ayala;' 404.
On critical ethical principles, see Dussel, Euca de fa liberacion, part 2.
Marx, "Reflections of a Young Man on the Choice of a Profession," 8.
Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach," 143.
"W e Enter Once Again into History;' message from the Ejerciro Zaporisra de
Liberaci6n Nacional in LaJornada, Mexico City, February 22, 1994, 8.
Who today has an acceptable theory ofsocialism, after the ideological crisis of the
Soviet bloc!
Luxemburg, Reform orRevolution.
See his The Principle of Hope.
See my Etica de la liberacion, chap ter 6.1: "The Question of Organization: From
Vanguard to Symmetrical Participation: Theory and Praxis?"
Luxemburg, "Leninism or Marxism?" 102-3 ,
Walzer, Exodus andRevolution, 149.
This refers to the clay feet-the moment of weakness-of th e iron and bronze
statue described by the prophet Ezekiel in Semitic thought.
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I say "ambiguous" because in the Semitic symbolic narrative Joshua is a conqueror
who needs to kill Canaanites, destroy Jericho, and "cleanse"the earth and occupy
it. In sum, this is an unjust action , full of violence and domination. This is the
bible that the Americans carried under their arms in the occupation of the
"land," the far west, belonging to the Mexicans (the "new Canaanites" in the
words of Texan Chicano thinker Virgilio Elizondo) and the Indians.

101

Marx, 'Theses on Feuerbach" (3, II), 144-45. [The translation was altered by

102

The first works by Laclau were concerned with demonstrating the error of these

Dussel.-Trans.]
diagnostics that suppressed the political field in favor of the necessary laws of the
economy. This was a revolutionary, utopian, anti-political economism (utopian
in the sense of attempting to carry out empirically that which is impossible, as I
will show below in my discussion of postulates).
103

The paradigm or model of a political system is not a short-term, concrete

104

political project.
This is "materialist" in the sense indicated, that is: the final content of all human
acts is the production, reproduction, and improvement of the empirical, imme

105

diate, and concrete life of the human being.
Engels, "Preface to the First Edition," in The Origin of the Family, Private Property,

and the State, 71 [The translation was altered by Dussel.-Trans.] . These three
requirements for the basic needs of life can be found in chapter 125 of the
Egyptian Book of the Dead (3000 B.C .) and in the story of the Judgment of the
founder of Christianity (Matthew 25:35). See my Etica de fa liberaci6n, 405.
106

We will see that, on the formal level of democratic legitimacy, Kant proposed
the postulate of "perpetual peace." I am extending this working hypothesis
analogically to all spheres or politics (material, formal, feasibility).

107

In the future, these ecological costs will be greater than all other production costs.

108

"The universality of man manifests itself in practice in that universality which
makes the whole of nature his inorganic body, (I) as a direct means oflife and (2)
as the matter, the object, and the tool of his life activity.... Man lives from

nature-i .e., nature ishis body" (Marx, "Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts
109

of 1844," 275-76) .
That is, it is a postulate: logically thinkable, empirically impossible, a criterion

110

This is in socialism as well, and even in another, later, and more developed system

111

that might be organized.
This rationalization can in no way be a perfect planning, as the latter was a false

for practical orientation.

postulate of real socialism, because not only is it empirically impossible but it
also is oriented toward a negation of the market that is unnecessary and destroys
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122

See Ra zero Migliaro, Empresas de trabajadores y economia de mercado and Economia

123

de solidaridad y mercado democratico; Co raggio, La gente 0 elcapital; and H inkelarn
merr and Duchrow, La vida 0 elcapital.
[Dussel refers here to La Malinche, an indigenou s wom an who according to
legend gave birth to th e Mestizo nation through her relatio nship with Co rtes.
As a result she is present ed as having been anything from a victim to a traitor.
Trans.]

124

Secular Modern ity rejects the value of non -European religions, and even th e
Enlightenment, up on producing a secularist ideology, destroyed th e very nucleus
of Latin Am erican, African, and Asian cultures that existed prior to and along
side th e deployment of Modernity. Seculari sm was equally a coercive instru
ment, because religious narratives often constitute the fundamenta l ethical

125

mythical nucleus of th e great postcolonial cultures of th e periph ery.
He refers to th e method of the prophets of Israel, concretely, as a politi cal
method.

126
127

Cohen, Religionder Vernunft ausden Quellen des]udentums, prologue.
In th e manner already ind icated, in which th e repr esentativ e affirms him or
herself as th e center of power [» 5] and not as one wh o exercises delegated power

128

in an obediential mann er [» 4].
Or what we in Lati n Am erica know as a municipality.

129

See Arendt, On Revolution.

130

Arrow a in figure 13 indicates th e man agement of delegated power in th e repr e
senta tive institutions. Arrow b, on the other hand, shows th e management of
cont rol (even including th e revocation of mandates) of representatives. This
would avoid th e fetishism of party bureaucracies.

131

"Freedom of th e press" defend s a right of the media against th e State, and it has
done so since the end of the eighteenth century. The "right to truthful informa

13 2

133

tion " defend s the citizen against medi aocracy: it is a new right.
Thus moving from poiestas to potentia, and from th e singular to th e plural, from th e
"I.:"Eta t c'est moil" (The king of France's phrase, "I am th e State!") to "W e are the
St ater"
In the near future, it will be possib le to have in a matt er of seconds the opinions
of th e tot ality of th e citizenry on som e urgent questi on, th anks to th e use of cell
phones and computers that can reveal the pos ition of all members of th e com
munity, th e people. T he electron ic revolution is the equivalent of the industrial
revolut ion of th e eighteent h century! But wh ile the latter prin cipally effected the
process of industrial production, the form er also interve nes in th e pro cess of
making political decision s and informing the citizens about all actions of the
government , in part as a "community of networ ks." For H ardt and Negri, the
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electronically informed "multitude" is oppos ed to th e "people." H owever, while I
am not in agreement with th ese authors, it is clear th at the people, too-in order
to increase strategic feasibility, to accelerate th e coordination of its action and
defense against repression-need to be constituted in a community of networks, as
occurs in the World Social Forum or in the Z aparisra movement ..T he poor are
increasingly empowered every day th ank s to electronic media, which allow a
broadened solidarity, from the local to th e national or the global.

Participation needs to be generali 2;ed in all inst itutions: stu dent participation in
th e un iversities and educational institutions, work ers in facto ries, of the mem 
bers, spectators, and players in sports clubs (even on th e h ighest level), of
reporters in television, newspapers, radio, etc. A participatory society, in which
citizens are actors, could be politically democratic and self-ma naged.
135 Sen , Bienestar, justicia y mercado.
136 See my Hacia unafilosofia politica critica, 145.
137 The use of "critical" refers to the mom ent in which th e politi cal actor has lost th e
naivete of thinking th at the existing system, for th e mer e fact of existi ng, is
already just. In seeing the system from th e perspective of th e opp ressed and
excluded, th e political actor gains a deconstructive "critical" consciousness and
offers to transform th at system insofar as is necessary. This is a "critical and
polit ical aspiration to justice"-namely, materi al. formal. and feasible justice (in a
broader sense than even that indicated by M acintyre in Whose Justice? Which
Rationality?).
138 See Tratado por el que se establece una Constituci6n para Europa. I am not referring to
th e use th at the tran snarion als make of this confede ration against the achieve
ments of two centuries of social struggles.
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